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" AVO " Instruments, by their simplicity, extreme versatility and
high accuracy, make possible that economy of time which is the
esséntial feature of servicing and maintenance.
These two compact pocket-size instruments, with the " Avo " high
standard of accuracy, are particularly recommended where extremely
small size and economy of weight are primary considerations.
The UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR
Electrical Measuring Instrument
An accurate moving coil meter providing
22 ranges of readings of A.C. voltage,
D.C. voltage, current and resistance, on
a 3-inch scale. Total resistance zoo,000
ohms. Self-contained for resistance
measurements up to 20,000 ohms, and
by using an external source of voltage
the resistance ranges can he extended
to to megohms. The ohms corn-'
pensator for incorrect voltage works on
all ranges.
Suitable for use as an
output meter when the A.C. voltage
ranges are being used. Complete with
leads, testing prods, crocodile clips, and
instruction booklet.
Size : 41" x 3r x I}".
-

The D.C. AVOMINOR
Electrical Measuring Insttumen1.
A 2 -inch moving coil meter for making

D.C. measurements of milliamps, volts
and Ohms. The total resistance of the
meter is too,000 ohms, and full scale
deflection of 300 v. or 600 v. is obtained
for a current consumption of 3mA. or
6mA. respectively.
Supplied without case, complete with
pais of leads, interchangeable testing
prods and crocodile clips, and a comprehensive instruction booklet.

Size : 4"

X

3"

X

r,"

Send

for Leaflets fully descriptive of either or both of these instruments.

:-

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers

& ELECTRICAL

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER

EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I

'Phone

:

VICtoria 34048

PREMIER RADIO
MORRIS

AND CO. (RAD O), LTD.

MIDGET RADIO KITS. A eee,plete 'et of parts including
drilled chassis, valves, loudspeaker. Nothing else to buy
except cabinet. Four -valve T.R.F., medium and long wave,
.a.0./I1.C. 200-050 v Variable tone control, attractive
airplane slow-motion drive. Pries, including tax, £6 17s. 6d.
MIDGET MOVING COIL UNITS, lain. Siam. Highly sensitive,
may be used as mike or speaker. Complete with trans.
(state wheOeer L.S. or Mike trans. required) 22/8.
10 -WAY PUSH-BUTTON SWITCHES, éomplete with Knobs
and. Escutcheon Plate. Six ironcoeed coil,. Trimmers and
To
No circuit or other particulars availably.
Padden.
clear at 1210. Original cost 451 -FIRST GRADRMETERS, 31in. diameter, 1 milliamp.. £212s.
500 microumps., £2 18s. 6d.; 41in. 1 miSiamp.. £3 Is. Od.:
500 microomps.. £3 lls. 6d- Westinghouse Meter Rectifier
for either type, 101-. Multiple shunta, 10, 100, 500.m/a., 10/-.
Any valet multiplier,. 218 each.
High and Low
12 WATT A.C. AMPLIFIERS, 3 stages.
Mike Pick-up Mixing, feed-back, provision
gain input?.
for 2, 3. 4, S and 15 ohms output, £14 14s, Od.
SUPER QUALITY A.C./D.C. 15 w. AMPLIFIER, 3 stage,
h'eh gain, push/pill, in steel cabinet, £15 15e. Od.
A.C./D.C.. AMPLIFIERS, S watts output, high gain, threestage feedback, £8 SE Od.
BATTERY CHARGERS, for 2 v. Batt. a1 t a., 25/-; for 2,
4 or 6 v. halt. at 1 a., 451- ; for 6 v. batt. at 1 a., 30/-; for
2. 6 or 12 v. butt. at 1 a. 49/6; for 6 v, and 12 v. Batt. at
4 a., E4
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 300+300 v., 60 m/a three 4 v.
2-3 a. windings, 25/-i 350+350 100 ro/a. 5 v. 2a., 6.3 e.
2-3 a., 29/-; 350+350 100 in/a., three 4 v. 2-3 a. windings,
29/-; 350++50 150 ne/a., 4 v. 2.3 a., 4 v. 3-0 a., 4 v. 1-2 a.,
330+350 150 in/a., 5 v. 2 a.,
4 v. 1-2 a. winding, 39/-;
500+000 250 tee/a., 5 v. 3 a.,
11.3 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2 a., 313/-;
0.3 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 65/-; 425+425 200 m/a.,. 4 v. 2.3
a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v., 3 6 a., 47/-; 350+350 130 m/a., 4 v.
a.,
36/4
v.
3-4
t 500+500 150 m/a., four
1-2 a., 4 v, 2.3 a.,
4 v. 2-3 a., L.T. windings, 47/-.

OUR 1946 LIST IS NOW
AVAILABLE. All enquiries
must be accompanied by 'a
2',d. stamp.

SHORT-WAVE COILS,
fitt octal sockets. -4-pin
aerial coils, 9-15, 12.26,
2-47, 41-94. or 76-170
m.. 2/8 each; 150.350 or
;90233.550 m.. 3/1,000 or 1,000-2,000 m.,

4/-;

H.F. trans.,

6 -pin

9-13 12-26, 22-47, 41-94,
or 70-120 in., 2/0. S.N.
chokes. 10-100 m., 1/3 ;

2/11;
40

25

amid.,

mid.,

CONbrass

amid.,

3/3;

3/3

a

20 x Sin., 10/6.

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS. Rola lin.. 21/8; Brio,, 22)6;
24/-. Goodnians, :tO n., 30/-- Above are less output trans.
Midget standard or
Plessey Sin. P.M. with trans.. 29/6.
P.P. trans. for any above, 10/6. Super quality giant Match output transformers, match any tube single or P.P.
30 -watt, 49/6 ; 60 -watt. 59/6,
traker
o any voice coil, 15 -watt, 30/;

2/-.

-2110 a

SHORT - WAVE
all
DENSERS,
easily ganged. 15

-VALVE BATTERY S.W. RECEIVER, with 2 -volt. valve,
coils, 12-170 m., bandepread tuning, 55/-, including tax.
CHASSIS, 10x8x2}in., 7/-; 12x9, 7/91 160 Sin., 8//6;
1

;

100

mufti., 3/11; 160 mmtd.,
4/8; 250 maid., 5/8;

6d.;
shaft
couplers,
flexible ditto, 1/-.
TYPE
MIDGET

300 ohms, 40 min., 418; 30H.. 400 ohms,
60 ur/a., 9/6; 301f., 100 m/a., 400 ohms, 15/-; 30H., 1.93
ohms, 150 in/a., 25/-; 25 H., 250 in/a., 120 olnns, 3010;
1311., 500 m/a., 62 ohms, 651-.
2/3 ; 25 mf.
SMOOTHING CONDENSERS. 50 mf. 12
35 v., 2/31 50 rnf. 50 v. 3/-; 8 mf. 500 v.. 3/- ; 16 mi. 1:70
v., 3/- ; 16 m6 350 v., 313 ; 16 x 16 rob 300 v., 8/6; 12 mi.
300 e., 4/6; 24 mf. 300 v., 6/6.

CHOKES SH.

v

60 maid. trimmers, 1/-;
ose. gadder 750 maid.,

SUNDRIES. 2 ram. Systo8es, 2td. yd. ;. resin -cored solder,
Cd. per coil or 416 leer lb.; screened 2 -pin plugs and .socket,
ditto, 0 -pin, 2/-; Octal sockets, 6d.; ditto, ampbenel
9d.
type, 1/-. Valve screens, 112. Knobs, 64. Painter knobs,
1/L Crocodile slips, 9d. " Gain " and ' tone " Indicator
plates, 7§6. Fuses, any size, 5d. Fuse holders, ed. 0 -volt
vibrators, 4
-pin, 12/6. Volume controls, any value. 3)9;
with switch, 5/-.
Many types n stock at controlled
AMERICAN VALVES.
prices, including 6V6, 6P6, bY3, 5Z4, 25L4 75, 6K7, OAB,
105, 2521, 2116, 42, S0, INS, MI5, ITS.
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE. llb. Teets, 15 or 15 e., 3J6;
20 g., 3/9 ; 22 or 24 g., 3/10 ; 2tì or 28 g., 4,)2 ; 'd0 g., 4/4 ;
:35 g., 4/6; 84 e., 51-; 3B g., 5/6; 30 g., 6/4.
REACTION CONDENSERS, bakelite dielectric, .0001, 2,9
,11003, 2/11 ; .0005, 3/3; .0003 dift., 1/3.
RESISTANCES. 360 x 180 x 00 x 60 ohms. .3 amp., 5/6 ;
100 x 100x100 x 100 x 100 x 100, 2 amp., 5/6; 4011011 oboes,
tapped every 5,000 ohms, 10 w., 5/-; a se., res., 6d. each ;

1/9.

1

"P"

12-35. 16.47,
COILS.
34-100 91-261, 250-730.
700-2,000, 200, 557, available as H.F. trans.,
aerial, or ow. coils 2/3
each.
Suitable Yasley
wave - change
type
switches, every type
available; locators, 2/6
each : wafers, 1/6 each.
Suitable small 2 -gang
condensers ; .0005, 12/suitable ' matched pairs
iron -cored 465 H.C. I.F.
trans., 15/- Pine ; midget
I

type, 21/. pair. Suitable

:

;

se., 9d each.

JUBILEE WORKS, 16T, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD,
LONDON, E.5. (Aas/rrst 4753.)
169, Fleet Street, E.C.4. (Central 2833.)

ALL POST ORDERS TO
CALLERS TO

;

:
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F.J,CAMM
BY THE EDITOR

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH.

Sun -spots.
light and reaches the earth from the sun in about
eight minutes. Secondly, the radio noise is usually
followed by and associated with short-wave fade-outs.
These are due to the formation of an absorbing
blanket underneath the Heaviside Layer, so that
radio waves are strongly absorbed there. This
blanket is due to a burst of ultra-violet light and
causes a fade-out of from half to one hour's
duration. Such fade-outs are observed only on
the sunlit side of the earth.
Solar radio noise does not affect ordinary broadcast
reception on the long and medium waves. This
arises from the fact that just as the atmospheric
ionised layers prevent such waves from escaping
from the earth's atmosphere, so they prevent
medium and long radio waves from being heard. It
may, however, drown very weak short-wave signals.
Solar radio noise is of very great scientific interest,
and a new field of scientific research has been opened
up, and it is expected that scientists will start to look
for it during the coming period of sun -spot activity
noise.
Recently there was a large and important group which culminates in 1947-8. The discovery of radio
of sun -spots on the sun which could easily be seen noise wag made by Sir Edward Appleton and Mr. J. S.
through smoked glass with the naked eye. Since Hey. Work on the subject began as far back as
the sun itself is rotating (it makes a complete rotation 1936, when Appleton analysed reports from a
-"In 27 days) it was calculated that the sun -spot group number of wireless amateurs about a curious hiss
-Would cross the meridian on February 5th, and this which they had heard on their receivers. From
was found to be the case, when solar noise from it these reports it was concluded that the noise was due
to the emission of radio waves
was detected.
A demonstration of 'solar noise
from sun-spot areas on the
Editorial and Advertisement Offices
was arranged by Sir Edward
sun's disc.
"Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
Appleton and the Operational
Nothing further was heard of
R.C.11.
'Phone
Temple Bar 4163.
Research Group of the Ministry
this until February, 1942; when
Telegrams
Newaes, Rand, London.
by
Registered
at
the
For
transmission
G.P.O.
of Supply, when the solar noise
Mr. J. S. Hey found that same
Canadian Magazine Post.
was demonstrated as a disturbeffect on a number of British
The Editor will be pleased to consider
ance on a cathode-ray screen
articles of a practical nature suitable
Army radar sets in this country,
Practical
Wireless."
for
publication
in
"
such as is used for the delineand he was able to prove that
Such articles should be written on one
only,
and
should
conside of the paper
ation of radar echoes. It was
the radio noise came from the
tain the name and address of the sender.
also demonstrated as an audible
direction of the sun. He further
i Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
manuscripts,
every
effort
responsible
for
hissing noise on a loudspeaker
pointed out that there was a spot
will be made to return them if a stamped
and on a measuring instrument
and addressed envelope is enclosed.
on the sun at that time. Since
correspondence
for
the
All
intended
which indicated the strength of
1942 no further recurrence of the
Editor should be addressed : The Editor,
Wireless,"
Newnes,
Practical
George
the radiation. The wavelength
phenomenon had been noted
Ltd., Towerl House, Southampton
of the receiver used was about
until early in 1946, since when
Street, Strand. W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the
five metres.
the hiss has been unusually
design of wireless apparatus and to our
efforts
keep
to
our readers in touch
It has long been known that
intense, and again the connection
with the latest developments, we give
sun -spots affect short-wave radio
with a big sun -spot group has
no warranty that apparatus described
our
in
columns
is
not
the
subject
of
transmission, because they cause
been noted. Once again has the
letters patent.
abnormalities in the ionised
Copyright in all drawings, photowork of the amateur been recoggraphs
and
articles
published
in
reflecting layers in the upper
nised, for without the careful
Practical Wireless " is specifically
throughout
the
countries
reserved
atmosphere. We also know that
observation of those who drew
signatory to the Berne Convention and
when sun -spots become active
the attention of Sir Edward
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations
arPer
eWxrless
of
onf
these
ly
the
enhanced
first
radio noise is
Appleton to the hissing noises
forbindyee
'
athrce
heard. The radiation causing
Amateur
incorporates "
Wireless."ess
the important discovery might
this noise travels at the speed of
not have been made.
t

T has long been known that since the sun emits
electromagnetic waves in the form Crr light and
heat, it must also emit radio waves of extremely
weak intensity. Normally, this is so feeble as to be
quite undetectable on radio receivers in the r -ro
metre band. It has, however, recently been found
by a British radio scientist4that when there is a big
and active sun -spot group on the sun, the solar radio
emission can be increased up to one hundred
thousand times in the r -ro metre band, and this
radio emission can then be detected by sensitive
receivers on the earth's surface. It is natural to
assume that these abnormal bursts come not from
the sun's disc as a whole but from the localised active
sun -spot area. Many present-day army receivers,
particularly those used in radar, are now so sensitive
that they can detect this abnormal solar emission if
their receiving aerials are pointed in the direction
of the sun. The effect produced on listening in
headphones, or loudspeakers, is that of a hissing

:

:
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S
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ROUND THE
Radio Industry Ready for Television
TELEVISION plans of the radio industry are detailed
and definite, with 100,000 new television receivers
scheduled for production. This means that industry is
backing the B.B.C.'s plans for the resumed service to the
tune of 1'g,000,000 in the retail value of sets on the market.
Furthermore, the 'firms which supplied to pre-war
viewers the 20,000 sets which have lain idle since 1939
are planning to give full help in the overhaul of these
sets. The alto is to have 1zo,000 satisfied television owners by the end of the B.B.C.'s first year of resumed
transmission.
The date of the 'first official programme has not been
announced at the time of going to press. Manufacturers
would regard an early announcement as complementary
to their own plans for meeting public demand.

OF WIRELESS

LD

Telcom Men Live in Batavia Jail
STILL living in jail," report Cable and Wireless
"
TelcOm men, who took a mobile wireless unit to
Batavia to handle press stories of the Indonesian
disturbances.

7

War Worker Receive. B.E.M. Honour for
Philco Factory
IN the New Year's Honours List there is a brief, factual
account of the award of.the B.L.M. to Mrs. Gladys L.
Perman, of .to, Granville Road, Hillingdon, Uxbridge.
Behind this official statement is a story .of devoted
service to Great Britain and her employers throughout
the fateful years of war. Mrs. Ferman was awarded the
13.E.M. for her work as a charge-hand at the Perivale
factory of the Philco Radio & Television Corporation Ltd.
Gladys Perlman is 28, and her work is to supervise
about 3o girls who work on a main radio assembly line.
Automobile Radio -telephone
ANEW type of car radio was recently tested in
America. This equipment utilises a selector dial
mechanism fitted to the dashboard, by means of which
it is possible to call up anyone in the town or district
who is on the system. In the experiments the driver
of a saloon held a conversation with the driver of a goods
wagon, and both drivers were able to chat with each
other and with a central station whilst cruising through
the streets of Manhattan. The chief engineer of the
Corporation demonstrating the device stated that it will
be several years before such 'phones are generally
available.

Firemen in the street receiving instructions from inside
d burning building by means of radio.
No other accommodation being available, the men,
them from Britain, Australia and New Zealand,
are in large bare rooms at the head of the
line of cells. Mr. L. E. Smith, manager -

20 of

engineer, occupies the jailers' quarters ; nine
juniors from New Zealand commandeered
the condemned cell, as being the largest
available.
The staff have now moved the mobile
equipment and are transmitting from the
Public Relations Office.

Meeting
Film Electrodes for High
" GOLD
Frequency Quartz Plates," was the
subject of a paper read by R. Spears at
the London Section meeting of the B.I.R.E.
on January 29th.
B.I.R.E.

Y

The chief engineer of the' F. M. Link Corporation, testing the
car radio -telephone in Manhattan recently.

Walkie-talkie for Fire Brigade
APEACE -TIME use has recently been
found for the portable or walkie-talkie
radio transmitter-receivers recently used
by the military authorities. During a big
fire at West Ham, firemen carrying the
walkie-talkie entered the burning warehouse
and sent out orders to the pumps in the
street, thus enabling hoses to be directed
to the seat of the fire and otherwise
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assisting in overcoming the blaze quicker than under
normal conditions. The fire commanded afterwards
announced the experiment to be a great success.
Australians Sending Heaviest Wording from
London
AUSTRALIAN correspondents in London are now
filing nearly- one-third of the aggregate press
wordage transmitted overseas by Cable and Wireless,
Ltd. Their average weekly filing is now between
300,000 and 320 voo words.
Average transmission time, from filing in London to
delivery in Melbourne, of Australian urgent press tele1
grams in 1945 was about 25 minutes.
The average transmission times of ordinary press
telegrams to Australia was about 6o minutes throughout
1945 and, except during the Christmas rush, about 50
min4es during the later months of the year.
Australian Press messages filed with Cable and
Wireless, Ltd. are transmitted by the direct beam
London -Melbourne (or Perth, Barbados, or Colombo relays).
These
wireless circuits are, of c ours e,
additional to the many alternative
cable routes available.
-
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Wireless Receiving Licences
THE following statement shows the approximate
numliers of licences issued during the year ended
December 3rst, 1945.
Region
Number
London Postal
..
..
..
.. 1,850,000
Home Counties
..
..
..
.. 1,247,000
-

Midland

..

..

North Eastern
North Western ..
South Western
..
Welsh and Border..

..
..
..

Total England and Wales

Scotland'.

Northern Ireland
Grand Total

..

..

..
..
..
..

..

1,406,000
.... 1,549,000
1,361,000

..

833,000
588,000

8,834,000
997,000
151,000
9,982,000

Sun -spots and Radio
ARECENT investigation into. the
causes and effects of sun -spots
has, according to some scientists,
" opened up new fields of research."
It has been discovered that the
spots emit " radio noises " roo,000
times stronger than normal emissions
from the sun, as a result of which
forewarning of magnetic storms,
fade-outs and other radio phenomena
will be 'possible. The effects of the
sun -spots are felt mainly on the
ultra -short waves.

Time Signals
.

THE following schedule of time
signals controlled from the Royal
%S- observatory, Greenwich,
will be of
dl
'nterest to those amateurs who
The B.B.C. Control Room at the UNO Conference. Mr. F. W. Hills
require some fixed and reliable
and Mr. K. C. Brown at work on the Internal Control Panel.
-calibrating device in connection with
experiments they may be carrying
out. The transmissions commence with a preparatory
Radio Time Signals
signal consisting of the call sign repeated four times
followed by a tuning note, and may be Jrearcl at 53
POST OFFICE engineers at the Dolls Hill Laboratory
minutes 54 seconds. The time signal itself consists of
have made some' quartz crystal clocks which
306 dots in 300 seconds, and the concluding dot will keep time to a thousandth
part of a second.
marks the hour.
The clocks arc to be used to control radio time
signals.

April 1st to September 30th:
09:55-10.00 .. GBR
GIC
GI{U3
GYB8
..
GBR
17.55-18.00
GKU3

16 kc/s
'
8.64o mcfs
12.455 mc/s
19.080 mc/s
16 kc/s
12.455 mc/s
GKUz 17.685 me/5

Cheaper Rates for Phototelegrams
CABLE AND WIRELESS, LTD., recently announced

reductions in charges, ranging from 25 per cent:
to 70 per cent., for phototelegrams wirelessed fron
Great Britain to seven oversea Empire and foreign
destinations. Lower rates now apply to the photo telegraph services with Canada, South Africa, Australia,
India, Ceylon, Egypt and the Argentine.
In addition to overall reductions for social and
commercial phototelegrams, specially low rates for Press
pictures havé been introduced for certain destinations.

National Exhibition of Design
the announcement that the Government's
National Exhibition of Design, " Britain Can
Make It," will be opened on Tuesday, September 24th,
at the Victoria and Albert Museum, there is released a
description of the plans to present selected products
of British industry with an imaginative use of display
methods.
The aim of the Exhibition,, which is being organised
by the Council of Industrial Design, is to select the
best of, British-made consumer goods and to show that,
in peace as well as in war, the industries of this country
can be supreme.
Iìor the first., time for over seven years, there will be
presented a bir'd's eye view of the numerous developments in all kinds of furnishings, fabrics, and equipment,
that will bring new comfort and convenience to millions
of homes. Radio and Television will be featured in
the Main Hall exhibits.
WITH

-
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A Short-wave Preselector
-

An Aid to Selectivity Designed Primarily for Use with E.C. S.W.
Receiver Described Last Month by G. ELLIOTT, B.Sc.,
APRESELECTOR unit is not frequently used by
experimenters who employ straight battery
receivers, such as the one described last month.
It is true that on short wavelengths below about 5o
metres, very -little amplification can be obtained from
R.F. stages, but this is not the only point to -be considered. In general, the main benefits resulting from the
use of a preselector are increased selectivity and improved
signal-to-noise ratio. In the unit to be descibed, the
use 'of a small amount of regeneration in the.second
stage gives increased selectivity, as compared with a
non -regenerative stage, and also a limited amount of
gain is obtainable on shorter wavelengths than usual.
The theoretical circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The first
stage is untuned and acts as a buffer between the antenna

sufficient

regeneration was produced by the small
winding 1.9 alone, as only a small amount of feed-back
is,permissibbe in this stage-otherwise the whole circuit
becomes unstable. This- is not surprising considering
that the first stage in the receiver unit also employs
regeneration, but to a greater extent. The trimmer
Ca5 of r5o pf. maximum capacity, effects some control
over the regeneration, but the larger part of the feed-back
takes place via C26 and the coupling coil Ls of the
receiver unit. The capacitor AC can be used as before,
either in circuit or shorted, according to the sensitivity
or selectivity required. To avoid any stray coupling
with the receiver unit, the preselector should be fairly
well screened, although the total screening of the unit
is not really essential.

°ó

Rl8

V4

1-Circuit of the Preselector.

Fig.

Zoe

A

VALUES OF
COMPONENTS

c2e

-- ---- 9.9
--1A4.

C20

160 p.f.
60 p.f. max. air -trimmer.
C22, C23
0.005 mA., mica.
C24 0.1 m.f.
C25
150 p.f. max. trimmer.
C26
500 p.f., mica.
R13
50,000 pot.
R14
10,000
R15, R16
0.5M d?.
RI7, R18 200,000 O.
V4, V5
C21

I

1

?

-

C25

Sw2

Ri3

CC'

and the tuned circuit of V5. The effects of damping are
thereby removed, giving improved selectivity. The
chokes HFC4 and HFC5 are of the same type as HFC3
in the receiver unit and should be of good quality
and high inductance. Tuned -anode transformer -coupling
is employed between the two stages, while choke -capacity
coupling is used in the output circuit. The grid bias
control for the valves is effected by the potentiometer
R13 of 50,000 ohms, which should be the type having an
integral switch, for the purpose of cutting off the flow of
current through the control when not in Lose. A resistor
R14 of Io,000 ohms is placed in series with the potentiometer, to ensure a minimum bias of about
volts
on tile-valves. The bias is applied to the valves through
the decoupling networks, R15, C22 and R16, C23, and
is also taken to terminal 13, which may be connected to
B on the receiver unit, if it is desired to bias VI also.
It will be observed. that no filament choke is used in the
Experiments showed that
cathode circuit of V5.

-3

íQ

-70

Construction
With regard to the construction,
the general lay-out of the main
see-0
components is shown in Fig. 2. The
L,T,
preselector unit is quite small, and
em....dommmialimm-0
because of the difficulty in obtaining
or manufacturing a small metal
chassis, one was constructed fronsry-ply wood.
A metal panel is
Sw3
G.B.
desirable, however, both from the:.
of screening and'
-i5v point of view
avoiding hand -capacity.
There is a very useful practical point to be noted. in.
the earth wiring of both the preselector and receiver
units. It is particularly applicable to metal chassis'
construction. There should be a single earth point for
each separate stage. This can consist of a -multiple
solder -tag, or a number of single tags, bolted to the
chassis at one point (the metal around the hole should
be well cleaned). All wires at earth potential are
soldered to this point, which in turn is connected directly
to the earth terminal of the unit. in this way, circulatory'
R.F. currents in the chassis and panel, and accidental
resonance of " earthed " circuits are completely,.
eliminated. Nothing can be worse than attempting to
operate a receiver with a badly designed earthing network. Accidental resonance of the wiring creates the
most unpleasant effects, consisting of strong hand capacity with relation to the so-called " earthed " parts
of the receiver --the panel in particular. In these circum-+
stances .a metal panel becomes a liability rather than an

+
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asset. The earthing system described was employed
in the author's apparatus, which is completely free frogsi
all hand -capacity effects over the entire frequency
range covered.

A slow-motion drive on the preselector turning control
is not essential, and a direct drive with a large pointer knob and dial was used quite successfully. If slow-motion
is employed, a reduction ratio of 5 : r is ample.
Operation
It is to be hoped that the occasional remarks about
avoiding instability have not given the impression that
the apparatus described need be at all unstable in use.
When the receiver and preselector are correctly adjusted
there is no instability whatever. A certain amount of
practice in handling the controls is needed, but few
difficulties should be encountered in that direction.
When,. using the preselector in conjunction with the
receiver unit, first adjust the receiver R.F. stage to
resonance, by means of the panel trimmer C3 when a
slight peak in reaction strength occurs, and then tune
the preselector to resonance, when a peak again occurs.
If the regeneration becomes too fierce, either or both of
the potentiometers Ri and R13 should be turned back
a little way towards their minimum positions. The
author does not keep the preselector in continuous use,
reception usually being carried out on the receiver unit
alone, but occasionally when trouble is experienced from
QR111 from adjacent transmissions or from heavy static,
it is brought into use. The preselector gives a very
noticeable reduction in the noise level due to static and
other causes. When loudspeaker reception is required,
the L.F. valve, V3 is removed from its socket, and the
pick-up wires from an L.F. amplifier are plugged into the.
grid and earth sockets of the 'valve -holder.
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about 19 or 20 metres, whereas the. non -regenerative
stage usually ceases to pull its weight below about 40
or 5o metres. The higher selectivity of the regenerative
stage is, however, its most important recommendation.
It is not, generally appreciated how poor is the selectivity
of the non regenerative R.F. stage, especially on the
higher frequencies. The actual band -width of a tuned
circuit can easily be calculated; and taking an average
short-wave tuned circuit with a Q of about 50, the bandwidth for a loss of 3db on 6 me/s is 12o kc/s, and on
20 me/s is 400 kc/s. Considering that most selectivity
troubles arise f1om transmission spaced 5, ro or 20 kc/s
apart, this degree of selectivity is practically useless.
By employing regeneration,, the selectivity of the R.F.
stage is greatly increased and the tuning of the R.F.
trimmer control on the receiver (C3) is very sharp.
This arrangement is particularly useful for removing
interference from powerful local transmitters at, say,
20 kc/s distant from the wanted signal. Powerful signals

Circuit Analysis

G';

Having described the equipment in use, there remains
to discuss the advantages of the more unusualfeattires
of the design, as compared with conventional designs.
First of all, the detector circuit. The electron -coupled
circuit is a very efficient oscillator, as can be seen from
the very small size of the coupling coil L6 to: obtain
satisfactory, regeneration. The use of the coupling coil,
as opposed to a tapping on the grid coil, is preferable as
it has less effect on the " Q " of the tuned circuit. As
a consequence of a very small cöttpling coil, the adjustoient of the regeneration ppilrol has little effect on the
frequency
ale krrd circuit is tuned. In addition,
as thero- fs no ÿärrable capacitor, in the regeneration
cire Pt ' ieeCjuency-pull due to this cause is eliminated.
It m4 also a characteristic of the electron-coupled
-ó cillator that its frequency stability in relation to
variations in its supply voltage, is greater than for most
other types of self-excited oscillators. The consistency
of the calibration of the receiver can therefore be
expected to be reliable, and in practice it was found that
by varying the H.T. voltage between 6o and 15o volts
and using different aerial systems, the changes in calibration were hardly noticeable. The main. objection to
electron -coupled circuits with battery valves--viz.
resonance of the filament choke, has been reproved by
the use of a loading circuit. The R.F. tetrode forms a
very sensitive detector, and high amplification is obtained
by employing direct transformer feed to the anode. A
good quality transformer gives the high load at audio
' frequencies required by this type. of valve, but only
offers a negligible D.C. resistance. Thus the valve can
be operated at a high anode voltage. The potentiometer
control gives an exceedingly smooth reaction. Comparing
with the standard types of detector circuit, e.g., triode
valve, with large reaction coil in anode circuit- and
capacity controlled reaction, the circuit described is
superior in respect to frequency stability, sensitivity,
timing " pull " by reaction control, and L.F. amplifica-

to'h

-

tion.
Passing on to the regenerative R.F. stages, this type
of circuit gives higher amplification on all wavelengths
as compared with the non -regenerative circuit. A
certain amount of amplification can- be obtained down.to

linmmtumr

Fig.

2.-Layout óf

chassis and components for

the

Preselector.

tend to spread extensively with a non -regenerative stage.
The regenerative stage is also superior with regard to
signal-to-noise ratio, as it has a much narrower bandwidth, and so collects less noise from static and other
electrical disturbances, which spread uniformly over
enormous frequency ranges.

Tuning Details
The last point to be discussed is the use of single control tuning with a precision -type dial, as opposed to
the use of bandspread tuning. It may be interesting to
explain where, in the author's opinion, the bandspread
system fails to live up to expectations in the straight type
of receiver. .As far as ease of tuning is concerned, there
is nothing to choose between a good slow-motion dial
and a bandspread control. If bandspread is to be
superior it must give greater ease of station identification
by spreading out closely -packed stations, whose dial
readings must remain the sanie over long periods of time.
If there is any variability in the calibration-if, for
example, a station on 9,550 he/s is recorded at 85 deg.
on the dial, and a week later it is found that another
station on 9,56o kc/s occupied 85 deg.-then the whole
advantage of easy station identification vanishes, and
one is reduced to the 'usual methods for identification,
by listening for announcements or pure guesswork.
Calibration variations of this and highervalues frequently
occur in detector circuits of standard design due to
various causes. Mechanical variations, such as the
insertion and removal of coils, movements of wires and
movements of panels will produce their effects. Electrical
variations in the circuit, however, produce the greatest
effects. Consider a typical bandspread detector circuit,
using a triode- valve, as shown in Fig. 3.
The reaction control usually has a very marked
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influence on the tuning of the circuit, the magnitude of
the effect, depending to some extent on the components
used. The reaction coil L2 usually has been one-third
and one-half of the number of turns on the grid "coil Li,
and the reaction capacitor G3 may be of 200 or 30o p.f.
In adjusting C3 to bring the circuit into its most sensitive
condition, the resulting ,variations in the tuning point
on the bandspread capacitor C2produces confusion as
to which dial reading to take. C2 is frequently of
15 p.f. capacity. The influence of the reaction capacitor
C3 is exerted via the inductive and capacitative coupling
between L2 and Lr and via the internal anode -grid
capacity of the valve. In addition, as the voltage on the
detector anode decreases, as a result, for example, of the
gradual running -down of the H.T. battery, the resonant
frequency of the circuit for any given setting of Cr, C2
and C3 will alter. Furthermore, C3 will have to be
increased progressively to obtain reaction, as the H.T.
voltage gradually falls, resulting in a progressive drift
in the calibration of C2.
Other electrical variations include changes in capacity
and insulation losses due to the deposition of dust and
damp between the vanes of tuning capacitors and.on their
insulators, on valveholders, coilholders, and coil formers.
The use of a steady H.T. voltage from an eliminator unit
or in a mains receiver will remove the frequency drift
due to a falling voltage, but will not cure the other
troubles.
There are other objections to'bandspreading in addition
to the instability troubles indicated above. With a low
value capacitor in parallel with the main tuning capacitor
as in Fig. 3, it is found that the amount of spread
obtained is not the same on all wavebands. For example,
on the
and r6 -metre bands all the transmissions are
crowded together in a few degrees, and in view of the
frequency variations described above, accurate calibration
is not possible. On the 4o- and 49 -metre bands the
spread may be too large, and two settings of the bandsetting capacitor are required. In order to obtain more
even spread on all bands, more complicated systems have

r,
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been devised. The bandspreader may be connected to
a tapping on each coil,.which is adjusted to give the right
amount of spread for individual coils, or another variable
capacitor may be placéd in series with the bandspreader
in order to vary the amount of spread (in this case two
dials have to be set before tuning is carried out on the
bandspreader). Other systems have been devised for
commercial receivers employing switched coil units.
As already explained, the detector circuit of the
receiver described has been designed to minimise
frequency variations, and all the available accuracy can
be obtained by using a 4in. dial, calibrated o-18o deg.,
reading to 1/is deg. If the dial is carefully calibrated, it
is possible to estimate the frequency of an unknown
transmission to within to he/s on most bands, and to
within 5 kc/s on the lower frequency bands, such as the
49 -metre band.

HFC,

H.r

]ZC2
Fig.

3.-A

triode bandspread stage.

Ticker -tapes and Television
on Air Liners
TICKER -TAPE machines and radio -telephones for
business men, with radio and television entertainment for their wives, will be among the amenities for
passengers on British Overseas Airways' future air
liners.
Working alongside B.O.A.C. experts engaged in
planning world-wide routes are others whose first
consideration is the comfort and convenience of the
passenger.
These men have a mental picture of the day when a
business executive on his way to the United States will
receive the latest City information from a small ticker tape machine installed at the rear of the liner's
pressurised cabin (in which he is travelling comfortably
at perhaps 2o,000ft), and then ring up his confidential
secretary in London on the radio -telephone. Or, if a
radio 'phone call is not warranted, he will dictate a
telegram which the radio officer on board will send for
him to England in morse.
Meanwhile, his wife will probably be taking things
more easily.
She may be sitting comfortably in an easy chair
listening to the radio, knowing that the music she hears
is no inconvenience to her husband, who is busy, or to
her neighbour, who may be slumbering. Into the headrests of her chair will be built a tiny loudspeaker, against
which she simply leans her head and receives the
programme perfectly, and when she is.
is bored with
listening, she will be able to switch
her own
loudspeaker and read or rest as the mood dictates.

Should she be in one of the more advanced-airJiners,
she will perhaps go to a specially -built cabin where one
of the latest television reception sets is presenting the,
B.B.C.'s programme, or where a miniature news film
is being shown.
British Overseas Airways signals experts believe that
the air telegrams to England will be practicable in morse
from almost any point on any world route. Alternatively,
should contact with the G.P.O. receiving station in
England be " out " when the aircraft are flying over,
say, Newfoundland, the message will be sent to the local
station -on the island with instructions for its transmission
to the United Kingdom.
Reception on board for the ticker -tape machine,
B.O.A.C. experts foreshadow, will be possible almost
anywhere in the world.
B.B.C. radio reception, too, should be possible
anywhere. An additional attraction in the installation
will be a ',` cut -in," which will enable the captain of the
aircraft, or one of the crew, to broadcast for the passengers
a description-of the country over which they are flying,
or to give them any special instructions.
Range of the radio -telephone communication with
the ground will probably be zoo-300 miles at first.
That for television is more problematical at present,
because no official announcement of possible range has
been made.
But B.O.A.C. technicians know that television;
reception at 3o,000ft. and higher is possible over a far
greater distance than fireside reception.

-
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A 5 -valve Short-wave Superhet
Constructional Details of

a

Useful Short-wave Receiver

By

F.

G. RAYER

A LTHOUGH a T.R.F. receiver is very satisfactory
et
when 'phones are to be u.ed for listening, or when

with only a very small wavelength difference; a standard .000r6 mfd. two -gang tuning condenser is -used
with a trimmer across the aerial section. As the tuning
of the aerial section is not particularly critical this is
quite satisfactory and it is easy to turn the trimmer (a
panel-mounted control) for maximum sensitivity upon
any part of the tuning range.
After the I.F. stage a leaky -grid detector is used for
maximum sensitivity and this is followed by a R.C.C.
pentode. There is no reason why a transformer should
not be used to couple the output stage to the detector
if desired, although there is"'
sufficient L.F. amplification
arrived at, and this has the
for good speaker reproduction
LIST OF COMPONENTS
advantage that " straight "
:
Two 10,000 ohm. One each 25,000, i without this.
components are used, except Resistors
60,000, 100,000 ohm. .5, 2, and 3 megòhm. 50,000
for the two I.F. transformers
Chassis Layout
ohm pot.
-which makes it an ideal Capacitors: .0001, two .0002, .0003, .05, three .1,
This is shown in Figs. 3 and
receiver for constructors who
2 mfd. .0002 mfd. pre-set. 2 x .00016 mfd. S.W.
5. The output, second devariable. .000025 mfd. trimmer.
havé built T.R.F. receivers,
tector, I.F. and oscillator
but would like to try their Three 4 -pin and one 5 -pin standard valve holders.
valveholders are ordinary
4 -pin ceramic holder.
hand at a superhet without
paxolin types mounted upon
Coilholders and pairs of coils (Premier Radio).
excessive initial outlay.
the chassis as questions of
Two I.F. transformers.
High -ratio reduction drive.
U.W.F. losses do .not arise
Flexible coupler.
Circuit Details
t here.
But the aerial coil Fromthe circuit it will Knobs and dial.
t holder and S.G. valveholder
3 -point switch.
tt are
be seen that a separate
mounted
above the chassis
Component -mounting bracket.
oscillator valve is used, and
by means of screwed rods and
anchor bracket.
this is helpful in obtaining Two-way
i
Two-way terminal mount.
are of ceramic. This gives
smooth oscillation over all the
11ín. by
t short wiring and low losses
S.W. ranges. The signals are
Ceramic stand -of insulated terminal.
where. this is wanted.
mixed in a S.G. valve to
................................««.«..«.....««.
The oscillator coilholder
produce the I.F. signal.
' is
mounted vertically so
Variable bias is not applied to this valve, but to the that the coil is horizontal when inserted. The coil
I.F. stage only, and this gives ample control of gain.
should be about lin. or more above the chassis, as
As the desired frequency difference between the shown in the illustration. This method of mounting
radio signal circuit and oscillator circuit is obtained avoids the possibility of undesired coupling effects

a speaker is to be used only for the more powerful
stations, long-distance speaker reception is not easy
with such a set. The addition of R.F. stages will improve
matters, but for best results these must be tuned, and
in this case it is just as simple to decide upon a superhet
circuit instead. With these points in mind, it was
decided to see what could be done to construct a S.W.
superhet which had few complications, but which
was, nevertheless, fully sensitive.
After some experiment the
circuit shown in Fig. r was

IH7/
Mfo.

10,000n

-.

r--

._..

-000025 Mid
OOO/6 Mid.
I

.

/0.000.0

172

H 7-F.

ó

1 Megn

NO/
l

Mid

1-Ì7-

2 Mtd

í/
'1

Mid
Mid

C.

Ganged

0002M

000 / 6
Mtd

3
g 2 Meg!)
ó

T

0002Mtd

GB-

tivvvvvvvvW

25,000

n

50,000_n.

Fig. r.-Theoretical circuit of the S.W. 5-valver. A full list of
components is given above, and top and below chassis wiring diagrams
will be found on the following pages.
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position shown to shorten wiring. The reduction
drive should, for preference, have a ratio 'of at least
5o : r and a din. diameter milled knob. «íi11 also help
to facilitate tuning.

between the coils without any screening being required.
A small stand-off insulator is used for the aerial, and
a two-way insulator block for speaker connections.
The two intermediate-frequency transformers are

Sub -chassis Components

Fig. 5 shows the location of these. The aerial trimmer
fitted with an extension spindle to shorten wiring
and is mounted upon a bracket. Other parts are secured
as shown, using small bolts. The on -off switch is in contact with the metal chassis, but the
LF. gain control spindle is insulated
unless it has a " dead " spindle.
Near the centre of the chassis a
two-way .insulated anchoring tag is
used to support the negative grid bias

is

leads.
All the smaller components are suspended in the wiring, care being. taken
to see that they cannot touch the
chassis. In .some cases lengths Of wire
must be soldered to the resistors to
enable connections to be made and
insulitinng sleeving should be added
where wires pass through the chassis
or arc in danger of touching other
wires.
Grid leads and the wiring in the
oscillator stage should be kept away
Fig. 2.-A vied, of the
from other wiring, as shown. Lengths of
completed receiver.
are fitted for battery leads and
mounted above holes so that the leads from the Windings taken through flex
a
hole near the. on -off switch.
may be taken through the chassis as required. Note
The I.F. transformer connections should present no
that both the leads which appear through the top of difficulty if
are checked as follows :-Anode leads
the cans are for anode connections to the valves, as above chassisthey
go to the beginning of the primary windings;
shown.
leads marked 3 below chassis go to the end of the
The tuning condenser is fixed upon brackets in the primary windings. Leads
marked r go to the beginning
,

"

To

Pen

Anode

Output

Der

Oscillate/
Coil

-

To

Crid Conds'

Oscillator

LFT

0001 Mtd
unnrnnr

(Neduction

Pc, nrer

On

-Oft
Fig.

3.-Top of

I F. Gain
chassis wiring diagram.

Tuning

Trimmer

Use this in conjunction with the photo above.

tr.
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of the grid windings, and leads marked 2 to the end of

the grid windings. No leads in the receiver are screened.
It will be seen that no value is shown for CI. This
is made by allowing the connection from the oscillator
coil to the tuning condenser to project about }in. through
the -soldering tag before soldering. A length of rubber covered 22 S.W.G. or similar wire is now soldered to
the tag of the second section of the
condenser and the free end twisted three
times around the projecting end. A
capacitance of about .000005 is wanted,
and this may be adjusted when the
receiver is tried.
'
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for
an insulated screwdriver
(using
position
preference). The second trimmer should then be turned
maximum
volume
and
peaked
for
increase
in
to obtain an
volume. The 'second transformer is then treated in a
like manner, e.g., turn the first trimmer for maximum
volume and then the second for maximum volume. In
the case of it;being found that one of the trimmers is

Operating Details
Two similar coils should be inserted in
the holders. The valve types are hot
particularly critical, but a valve must be
used in the oscillator stage which will
oscillate throughout the wave -ranges to be
tuned an Osram HL2 is suitable. In
the mixing stage a S.G. is required, and
either a straight or V.M. type will work
satisfactorily. A V.M. pentode such as the
Cossor 2roVPT is used in the I.F. stage. A
medium -impedance detector and high amplification L.F. pentode completes the
valves.
No signals will be heard unless the
oscillator is oscillating.
At first the
.0002 mfd. condenser should be screwed
;

down and the tuning dial rotated until
some signal is received. The I.F.f:s should

then be trimmed. To do this adjust the
first trimmer screw to about midway

Fig. 4. Photograph of the underside of chassis.
To
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Min us
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chassis wiring diagram, which may be compared with the photographic illustration above.
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fully opened-or fully closed-without the peak being
found then the first trimmer upon the first I.F.T. should
be set to another position and the procedure repeated
until all the trimmers can be peaked properly.
It is not necessary to arrive at any particular frequency for the I.F.T.s because the arrangement of
the radio -frequency and oscillator stages permits of any
normal frequency within the intermediate frequence
range being generated. With a tracked oscillator,
setting rro kc/s I.F.T.s to, say, 12o kc/s would cause
trouble, but with this circuit no trouble will arise, as
the aerial trininmer will produce the izo kc/s I.F. when
peaked for maximum sensitivity. Trimming the I.F.T.s
will cause a great increase in volume and it should be
kept low during trimming by the V.M. control.
With signals coming through loudly the .000z mfd.
pre-set should be adjusted- until easy oscillation (but
not too violent-as indicated by spluttering noises)
is obtained throughout the tuning range.
For best results Cr may require adjusting. If the

April, 1946

capacity here is unduly small, volume will be reduced.
But if too large, altering the aerial trimmer will also
slightly alter the setting of the tuning condenser, due to
the capacity of the oscillator section of the g ang con denser being varied via Cr. However, little difficulty
should arise in arriving at a suitable value, unwinding
or winding up the connection, as described, forming the
method of altering Cr.
With the layout as shown, no additional trimmers
were required, the aerial trimmer requiring to be approximately half -way shut for maximum volume. If any
additional stray capacities are introeluced through
running the wiring close to the chassis, or from other
causes, it may be necessary to connect a small value
pre-set across one of the sections of the gang condenser
to permit of proper trimming.
When adjusted, the receiver should be inserted in a
cabinet, so that the pointer comes flush against a scale
secured to the front.

Radar in Merchant Ships

at Sea at present compel all
HUNDREDS of merci ant ships will soon have for Preventing Collision
ships to proceed at " reasonable speed " in bad
radar-scores of liners already have it.that But
achieved peak efficiency
Services
visibility.)
The
all
undoubtedly it is a mistake to think
not by brilliant radar staff members-though they
radar sets necessarily give a constant indication on all
of picked Matriculation standard candidates as radar
bearings of all dangers to navigation. The -first typelike
mechanics when they could-but by specialisation.
Admiralty instrument was analogous to, and very
This last will be unsound economically in most
an " echometer " used for sounding the sea bed-with
wheel Merchant Service cases, and it seems, therefore, that the
the complication that a manually swung steering
of Radio Officers in future will have to place
resembling that of a motor-car controlled the direction training
emphasis on electronic apparatus servicing. In
of the radio beam, and it took about a minute to examine more
be realised the past the rare occasions when radio gear bas been
every degree of the compass card once. Itofwill
ships -going in out of action till arrival at port through lack of technical
that with such apparatus on a fast pairnecessary
But
laxity repair skill have seldom had drastic results.
opposite directions and with slight
inefficiency of servicing of radar gear, which may have
amounting to minutes on the part of the operators,
case still to lie idle for months at a time and then face days of
- disastrous collisions might in the extreme
sudden continuous use, may have serious results or even
occur.
heavy time-charter losses. Under the new naval
The far more useful ship radar is the recently developed incur
examines ruling R.N.R. training will be given to selected members
" PP1 " (Plan Position Indicator) type, which
the Radio Officer profession, but all should get
all points of the compass up to four or five times a of
circular standards of instruction in training at present seldom
second and projects the results as a small
The easing of the terms of changeover from
" chart," with the ship always at the centre andfewa achieved.
Radio to Deck Officer-only, of course, in the matter of
the last
blindspot due to sea reflections within
type of set time before-elegibility for standard examinations-might
hundred yards of the installation. This icebergs
result in a higher percentage of Radio Officer newgives good warning of land, aeroplanes, water, and
rain comers being good type secondary schoolboys, who
floe ice, all types of sea craft, buoys, shoal
Earth at present avoid what is known in itself as a dead-end,
squalls, or even flights of birds, continuously.
curvature limits range, of course-but anything of the though officer, sea appointment.
size of a buoy or larger will theoretically
appear on the screen if it is above the
set,
optical horizon of the aerial of theradar
so that larger vessels with tallest
masts will automatically have longest
range.
If such map radar equipment could be
watched by the navigating officers and
as radar
look-outs-the latter trained that
of the
watchers-the extra cost over
balanced
than
more
earlier type would bé
by the saving of expense of operators
otherwise necessary as extra crew members.
Watching a glowing chart carefully for
echoes is, however, an eye -strain which
might well lower the efficiency of the
radar look -out if continued for hours by
one person. Perhaps the solution lies in
the automatiwswitching-on of the picture
for five seconds or so every two minutes.
Obviously, the reliability desired of the
new instruments will be of the highest.
" Unit -system " building, so that a spare
unit can be replaced in a matter of
photograph (courtesy " Daily Sketch ") shows a Cossor research
seconds, -will be worthwhile if, under new This
mercantile navigation equipment during a recent
rules, ships ,with radar out of action engineer demonstrating
by M.V. " Atlantic Coast."
test
run
Regulations
(The
down.
have to__ slow
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An Unique Radiogram
How

to

Build

a

Modern -style

Cabinet and Incorporate
By

a

Radiogram

Standard Receiver

EXPERIMENTALIST"

WHY

not build your own radiogram ? The ultramodern cabinet illustrated at Fig. s need not
worry you, as it has been specially designed for
the amateur woodworker possessing only a few woodworking implements, .such as à saw, hammer; chisel,
brace and gin. dowel bit, a smoothing plane, glue, glasspaper block and strong, medium and fine grades of
glasspaper.
With regard to wood, ordinary deal shelving and
flooring boards suffice. This wood, of course, can be
stained and polished mahogany, walnut, oak, ebony, etc.,
as preferred. No plywood is necessary. The only
fittings consist of six tin. brass butt hinges, a lid stay
and the handles, although the latter can be easily made
from wood.
The cabinet, needless to say is a good, strong, solid
about it. And you
one. There is nothing " utility
do not have to build a special radio set for it. The
cabinet is, in fact, a disguise for an existing receiver,
possibly a model you are tired of looking at, or one which
is

not too attractive.
The cabinet will house most battery sets and mains
this measuring

in

by i7in. high by rgin. wide. A large
Mallard superhet mains -operated receiver is shown in
the compartment at Fig. 3.
221in. long

The Gramophone Motor.

The cabinet also takes a large, powerful, double spring Garrard gramophone Motor,having a 22in.
face plate and turntable. It is quite likely that you
will be able to pick up a second-hand motor cheaply. at a
Junior E "
store. The writer managed to buy a
Garrard model, complete with nickel -plated face plate,
automatic stop, turntable and a handle. And whilst
almost any kind of motor can -be fitted, the one Mentioned is ideal for the cabinet.
The cabinet possesses three compartments for 8M.,
coin. and rein. records. Each compartment takes about
two dozen discs. The cabinet is backless, at the lower

Fig.

modern cabinet, poli hed and ready for the
radio set and gramophone fittings.

c.-The

compartment, so the receiver can be easily plugged into
the mains supply socket in a wall skirting. This cuts
out the need for plywood backing and also enables the
doors to be kept closed after the set is switched on.
Incidentally, the doors can be constructed in three
simple ways and you can adopt the method best suited
to yourself.

II
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Fig.

2.-A

plain front and s'de elevation, showing
overall sizes.

Fig.

3.-A

stripped front v'ew, With sectional side view.

_
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Carcase Construction
The sides of the carcase are prepared first. To make
up the width (shin.), two Bin. wide by iin. thick planed
boards-or one rotin. wide length of shelving and one
5,'fin. wide length of flooring
are either rub -jointed or
dowelled together. In the former case, the edges of the
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Bottom, Shelves, Etc.
If the latter method is adopted, the lin. long tenons
cut on the ends of the motor board and shelves (see Fig.'
5) need to be removed. The motor board, of course,:
is built up to width from j-in. wood, this also applying
to the bottom piece and the shelves, the former measuring
22 tin. by r6in.
I-Iaving cut the motor aperture in the motor board
with the aid of an rl-in. centre bit and a keyhole saw,
the parts are assembled together with glue and nails.
The heads of the nails require to be punched slightly
and the resultant holes stopped with plastic wood or
a wax cement.
The back board and back edging strip (see rear view
at -Fig. 4) are attached to be flush, including a top,
front ..in, wide piece (see sectional end view, Fig. 3).
Try to have the ends of all horizontal members cut and.
trimmed dead. squareand to the exact length, thereby
avoiding faulty joints.
The shelf divisional pieces detailed at Fig. i are
affixed between the motor board and shelves as shown
at Figs. 3 and 6. When attached, run over uneven

1447----1
2/.i"

}

Fig. 4. Detail

)

I+--

,4
/2"
of back, sides and base pieces.

boards are planed dead straight and square (a try -plane
is necessary or a finely -set iron jack -plane), the widest
board being finally clamped in a vice, planed edge uppermost, then both joining edges coated with thin, hot
glue, brought together and the excess glue pressed out
by rubbing the boards together from side to side, keeping
them even with the fingers. Such a joint, properly
done, becomes stronger than the unjoincd parts of the
boards,
You need two sides. When the glue sets, the sides are
cut and trimmed exactly 28?,in. long, following which
the joint is levelled with a smoothing plane. Grooves
for the three shelves are routed across the interior
sides to a depth of }in., as shown at Fig. 4. These grooves
are made by setting them out in pencil, with the aid of
a set square. The width is cut with a 'small tenon
saw. The grooves are -stopped sin. at the ends inwards.
You could, however, make them run right to the back
edge, then plug them in sin. with rrhr. wood. By doing
so, the cutting of the grooves with a tenon saw, and the
-removal of the waste wood with a chisel or a router, will
be more convenient. A simple alternative to all this
_

221'

x=
71.

Fig.

-

Aperture

/.3"

Winding

lJ=
Motor

Fig. 5.

End

helpful constructional view.

joints with a smoothing plane then attach the top
lodging upon which the lid rests. This consists of sjin.
wide by yin. wood cut to form a mitre at the corners ;
the lodging is kept flush at the inside and thus projects
Sin. all round, as shown in the top plan, Fig. 5.

=1

Motor

6.-A

-

Inl

board, shelves and dioisions, with top plan.

work is merely to pencil the use or board and shelf
positions on the sides and attach hese parts (like the
bottom piece) between the sides wi h glue and ain. oval
nails.

The Base
The base parts are shown at Fig. 4, two of each
shape being required. Cut all four from jin, wood and
glue and nail neatly together. There is no need to sink
the nail treads as you will cover these with beading
strips of wood.
Refer to the constructional view at Fig. 6. Note
that the end base pieces go between the front and back
pieces. When glued and nailed together, see that the
work is square, then glue corner blocks to the inside.
The beading is made from strips .of wood sin. wide
by .'fin. thick. Four pieces 3ft. long are cutout and one
side made semi -circular with the smoothing plane, then

thoroughly- glass -papered.

The strips are cut 4ins.

long.
Glue and panel nail the four front strips to the feet
6.
at the -front first, as shown in the inset detail at Fig.
The side strips consist of two and a half strips each,
clearly
this
is
feet.
All
the
back
with three strips each at

shown in the constructional view.

- ,rA,,,,
-

The Doors
As previously mentioned, the doors can be constructed
in three different ways. One method is to make the
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The bottom cross -rail is sin. wide, while the two
upper cross -rails are zips. wide. The topmost cross
member requires to be made up from two widths of
two
material. The best plan is to rub -join, or dowel,
boards together to make up the desired width of ratin.
wood,
The
rain.
The lengths of the boards should be
cut across the centre, provides the two portions needed
for making both doors.
The pieces must be neatly planed at the ends to
measure exactly gfin., this being the finished length of
the three narrower cross -rails. It is only a matter of
dowelling the uprights to the cross members, following
which the joints are levelled with the smoothing plane
at both sides.
.

Fitting the Doors
Having carefully fitted both doors in position, zin.
brass butt hinges are sunk in the stiles to be almost
flush, then the doors hinged to show a fin. break, i.e.
they sit in tin. all round (see view of finished cabinet).,
The doors require to be stopped, at the inside, with
small squares of thin wood, as may be seen in the
sectional side view.
The left-hand door should be fitted with a hook and
screw -eye at the inside. A ball -catch should be sunk in
the closing edge of the same door, with the socket plate
is fitted
in the other door, or vice versa. The ball -catch
by merely boring a tin. hole about tin. deep and tapping
the ball -catch in with'a mallet -or hammer.- The socket
plate needs to be sunk to lie flush in the closing edge of
the other door.

.,'
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The Lid

A top view of the lid is shown at Fig. 7. Having
top,
built the framework from zin. by tin. stuff, add the glue
this being fin. fretwood rub -joined together, then
corner blocks at the inside.
Sink two zin. brass hinges at the back edge of the lid
and attach with screw to the carcase to be in alignment
with the rest of the structure. A brass lid-stay is
attached to one side to keep the lip open, -as shown.
-

Corner
Blocks

/6'

The Finish
The finish should not be applied until the gramophone
motor and its accessories, plus the lid and door handles,
have been fitted and -removed. The door handles can be
cut to shape from fin. wood, or tin. thick stuff ; they are
attached by driving sc-rews into them via the back of the
doors.

24"

=Fig.

7.-The

i
doors and top plan of lid.

stiles tuprights) and cross-rails from 2111. by tin, stuff,
the parts being, bored for gin. dowelling and grooved
afterwards for a tin. thick panel. Having inserted the
dowel stumps into the ends of the cross-rails, the latter
are affixed to one upright, the panel inserted, then the
opposite upright fixed on and the framework cramped,
or malleted, home and tested for squareness.
The two panels required can be obtained from a
single board of shelving material, such as Tin, thick
unplaned.stuff. The board will need to be taken to a
machine -shop to be circular -sawed in half, then rotor planed to a finished thickness of tin. If planed board
(which is usually tin, thick) is used, the resultant thickness of the panels may be 3/16in. or fin. thick. A good
piece of timber should be selected, free from "'heart"
and black, loose knots as much as possible.
The above remarks apply to the panelled door, A.
A much simpler door is B. This consists of a framework
made from gin. thick wood, the stiles and cross-rails
being either assembled by dowelling or half -lapping
and screwing. The panel required is longer and wider
than that needed for the door A. The best plan here
is to use fin. fretwood, or have this machined from
deal boards, using two pieces which are planed for
rub -joining together. The panel is ultimately glued
and nailed upon the framework.
The door, C, is the easiest one to construct. It also,
by the way, provides three " louvres " so the doors,
when shut, will in no way " baffle " broadcast items.
As can be seen, the door consists of two uprights, three
cross -rails and
d an extra vide cross -rail piece. The

l

.

Face Platte

.

uprights are zin. wide

by

fm, thick.

I

I
4

W/ndihq

Socket
Fig. 8. How the gramophone motor face -plate is
mounted on its board, with approximate position of
pick-up, switch and needle holder cups.
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See that the wood is smoothly glass -papered and that
The correct
all nail holes and slight crevices in joints, etc., are filled dividually. Theposition for the pick-up is found inposition is shown in the
with stopping. Have the glasspaper wrapped around a top view, Fig. 8. approximate
Note that the base of the pick-up is
flat piece of wood or the proper glass -papering cork. so placed that, when
the
arm
is
round across the
You will only dub over edges and produce a rather turntable, the needle is in line swung
with the motor spindle
amateurish job if you merely rub the wood with pieces (follow the arrows).
of glasspaper, held folded in the fingers.
Most large mains -operated and battery -operated radio
As deal is soft and the grain easily raised with the use
of a water stain, use a spirit stain, or, alternatively, go sets are fitted with gramophone sockets and a changeover
switch. Thus, it is only necessary to lengthen the
over the wood with a damp cloth first. This will raise
leads and fit them with plugs for insertion in
the grain. Rub it down (when dry) with glasspaper to pick-up
the receiver sockets ; no motor board switch is necessary.
be smooth again and apply your spirit stain.
It
is
easy to reach in behind the set-'-when the latter is
When the stain dries burnish the surface with a piece
of hessian, then brush on a thin coat of french polish. tilted forward-and Hick down the switch lever to cut
out
the
radió circuit.
Give a second coat, allow to dry, then rub it lightly with
If the set is not fitted with sockets and a switch, it is
a " flour " grade of glasspaper. Dust off and apply a
third coat of polish, using a soft mop, or, if von prefer, a simple matter to introduce such a feature. Purchase a
the proper polishing pad. There is snore to it than this, valve -holder adaptor and insert it in the detector stage
but you should -get fair results if the finishing is carried of the set, the terminals on the adaptor serving as pickout as explained. The interior of the cabinet, such as the up terminals. It is only necessary to remove the
shelves and receiver compartment, needs only to be detector valve, insert the adaptor, then replace the
valve.

stained.
One wire runs from the pick-up to one of the adaptor
The Motor and Pick-up
terminals. The second wire runs from the pick-up to
The gramophone motor face plate is attached with the switch (on the
board) and from the switch to
flathead screws so the spindle is central with the motor the second terminalmotor
the adaptor. One could fit a
board. The key winding socket may not clear the change -over switch soon that,
if necessary, an extension
underside of the board, as shown at Fig. 8, and to enable
(or loudspeaker, such as a moving -coil
it to do so, extra washers can be inserted between the microphone
type, which serves as a mike) can be brought into
motor and its plate.
use.
-

The Short-wave Frequency Changer
An

Explanation of Some of the Various Superhet
for S.W. Working.

V any superhet receiver an efficient frequency changing
stage is most important, and with a short-wave set
this is especially so, as towards the high -frequency
end of the tuning range the frequency changer may even

1

cease oscillation. When this happens, the ,receiver will
not function, and so for -reception on wavelengths below
12 metres or so careful attention must be given to this
stage.
Because of this it is intended to consider some of the
more usual types of 'frequency
changers used in S.W. sets,
together with means of getting
them to operate satisfactorily.

Schemes

lines. In this case one filament lead will go to the
cathode tap, and a filament choke should be inserted
in the other filament lead.
It will be found that this circuit has- numerous
advantages, one of the most important being the ease
with which the oscillator valve can be made to oscillate
over all normal short wavelengths.
Resistor values shown may require modification with
some valve types, and this particularly applies to the
-

OWOOOb
S.W. HF.Ç.

+0002 Mtd'

Converter -type Unit
The simplest frequency
i
changer circuit is shown in
H.Tf
F.. T.
Fig. I. Although this has cer-\
tain advantages-such -as the
<>
To i F.
simplicity of operation and the
Stage
ease with which it will oscillate
{©
upon even U.S.W.-it is little
used to -day. The I.F. is generated by tuning the receiver to
a frequency different from that
of the desired station, and as
a result each transmission will
2 Meg _a
be received at two points upon
the tuning dial. But for this
disadvantage the circuit is well
worth using.
Mfd
It requires little note, except
Fig. 1.-The simplest form of frequency -changer --in other words a simple
that the H.F.C. must not be of
Superhei. converter.
all -wave type, and that sufficient
reaction must be used to keep the valve continually value of the bias resistor Rr, the value of which is not
oscillating.
shown. CI by-passes this component and in some
cases it may be desired to remove both components and
Electron -coupled Oscillator
operate with the cathode at earth potential.
Although the circuit depicted in Fig. 2 is for mains
The tuning condensers are not ganged,
operation, a battery circuit -can- be built up along similar ' ganging is not difficult if the coils have a similaralthough
number

'
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of turns each and a trimmer .is used across the aerial

coil.

If reception over a considerable frequency coverage

is wanted, the .000005 mfd. coupling condenser may

with advantage be replaced by a small -value pre-set
which can be adjusted for best results.

191

slightly lower H.T. voltages are in use. As a further
step towards obtaining smooth oscillation, the .000i mfd.
reaction condenser may be replaced by a pre-set if desired.,
To sum up this type. Where a single valve is to be
used it is found that such a circuit is very satisfactory.
It is especially easy to obtain good results from it when

5,000

n
20,000 n

/0,00011

5 Meg 12

)

-

2O,000.í2

Mfd

® 000/6
V

HZ'

Mfd

13,00012.
Fig.

2.-In

this mains -operated circuit electron -coupling is employed.

This type of frequency -changing circuit is well worth

using where the extra current drain of the second valve
can be tolerated. Communications-type receivers often
have a separate oscillator arranged somewhat after this
fashion.

reception upon very low wavelengths is not required.
The Heptode
Ignoring for the moment the R.F. stage shown in
Fig. 4, it will be seen that the heptode circuit does not

Triode -pentode

r

This circuit (Fig. 3) is built
HT- /
around a valve type of comparaO
50,000tt
tively recent origin and has much
c
To 1.F.
to recommend it. Easy oscillation
®fon
Stage
in
the
triode
can be maintained
section if operating conditions are
correct and mixing is satisfactory
without any feed-back to the
aerial circuit (this, perhaps, is
-boo / 6 Mfd
.000/ Mtd
the only fault which c?tn be found
with the circuit in Fig. 2).
Again, the tuning condensers
are not ganged, but they may be
KZ,
.000/ Mtd
ganged as before if a trimmer is
added to the aerial section of the
(2,
O
condenser. The reason for not 0
adding the t r i m m e r to the O
-25
oscillator section is two -fold.
KZ>
Meg 12
Firstly, t h e oscillator section
should tune to a higher frequency
than the signal frequency circuit,
Od0/6 Mfd
and adding extra capacitance will
have the opposite effect. Secondly
the oscillator section tunes more
sharply, and has a much greater
1
influence upon the volume of a
Fag. 3.
this converter a combined valve (triode -pentode) is employed.
station when slightly off tune,
than does the aerial section.
Trimming the aerial section will increase volume, but differ greatly from the triode -pentode. A good battery
trimming the oscillator section requires the main tuning type to use in such a circuit is the Osram Xar, but heptode
control to be re -adjusted and is consequently undesirable. valves in general have a tendency to cease oscillations
It should be noted that the oscillator anode resistor upon very short wavelengths. This can be overcome
value of 50,000 ohms 'limy be too high for some valves, by connecting a normal triode detector in parallel with
and may be reduced to 25,000 or even re,000 ohms it the oscillator section of the heptode.
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Normally, quite a low voltage only will be required
at the H.r.a point-about 5o or 6o volts.
The R.F. stage also shown in Fig. 4 is not necessarily
or use with a heptode only, of course. But, as in this
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considered when
In conclusion,
shown are not
circuits, but they

-

a tuned stage preceeds

it as shown.
it should be noted that the circuits
the only possible frequency -changer
are the most frequently used. Various

t000000nom

V

H

H.T.-h

F. C.

To

000/

LF.

Stage

Mtd.
H

O
0

e.5

Meg12

Mtd

`0OO/6 Mfd

./Meg12

I

Fig.

4.-A

ww

l\

vw

To V.M.

or

A.V. C.

Bias

heptode valve is used in this circuit, with the addition of an H.F. stage.

circuit, when it is desired to keep down the number of
variable tuned circuits, the grid circuit of the frequency
changer may be untuned. Actually it is possible wholly to
omit the R.F.stage and still leave the grid circuit untuned,
tuning the oscillator circuit only. But leaving the signal
grid untuned is not entirely satisfactory and is best only

superhet receivers could be built up from them,
remembering that the frequency-changer portion of the
circuit should be built upon low -loss, S.W. lines, while
the I.F. and L.F. sections follow normal long- and
medium -wave practice. R.F. stages, if used, should
also be designed -to avoid losses.

News f rom the Clubs

Cheltenham & District Amateur Radio Society
THE above society was recently formed with an initial
membership of 33. At present meetings are held
at the Lypiatts Technical College every Friday evening
at 7.15. A series of lectures has been drawn up and a
Morse Class has started. The Hon. Sec. is H. A.
l3rislin, 52, Cleevemount Road, Cheltenham, and the
club will be pleased to welcome new members and also
any amateurs who may be in the locality.
Slade Radio Society

Tills well-known pre-war society has restarted its
activities and meetings are at present being held on
the last Friday in the month at its H.Q. in_Bloomfield
Road, Erdington, Birmingham. Full details of the

society may be obtained from the Hon. Sec., L. Griffiths,
47, \\ elwyndale Road, Sutton Coldfield, Warwickshire.
Stockport Short-wave Society
T-I
lIS society is being re-formed and all interested
may obtain particulars from A. W. Hewitt,
Hollybank, Row of Trees, Alderley Edge, Manchester.
Medway Amateur Transmitters Society
AFTER a period of nearly six years the M.A.T.S.
which was one of the largest of provincial radio
societies has recommenced activities.

-

The committee have arranged a full programme for
the ensuing year together with a number of U.H;F
field days. The society is the possessor of some very
fine silver trophies which can be competed for by both
transmitting and receiving members.
Members of the Radio Society of Great Britain can
find the club headquarters an excellent meeting place,
the M.A.T.S. being affiliated to the National Society.
Meetings are held on Monday evenings at 7 o'clock
in the For-resters Hall, Kings Street, Gillingham; all
intending members will receive a -hearty welcome.

Impressions On The Wax
Owing to pressure on our space this month we regret
that we are unable to publish our regular feature under
the above heading. This month's record releases will,
however, be included in next month's review.

WIRE AND WIRE GAUGES
By F. J. CA/UM. 3/6, or by post 19 from
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton St.,
London, W.C.2.
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The "Fluxite Quirts " at Work

'

WERE

WE

"I've fixed

up this set with FLUXITE,
But you won't get it working to -night.
I
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die sek..

was soldering, see,

And the iron," cried EE,
"Went cold, and now it's stuck tight."

See

-

by

that FLUXITE

always

is

you-in the house-garage

-

workshop

wherever

speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 30 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and

Of

manufacturers.

all

ironmongers-in tins,
8d.,

114

and

218.

Ask to see the FLUXITE
POCKET BLOW LAMP,

-

price

2/6.

:
Your wheels will
NOT keep round and true unless
the spokes are tied with fine wire
at the crossings and SOLDERED.
This makes a much stronger
It's
simple
with
wheel.
FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

To CYCLISTS

-

THERE

birth of broadcasting ... before the days when to hear
the programmes of 2L0 was regarded
as the ninth wonder of the world,
the House of Bulgin was designing
Even before the

building efficient components
for "wireless telegraph instruments."
And with the passing of the years
the name BULGIN has figured prominently in every new radio and
To -day,
electronic development.
this wealth of experience is at your
disposal, not only in the wide range
of BULGIN Standard Components
but in the design and manufacture
of special units to fulfil a particular
need as well.
and

The FLUXITE GUN

puts FLUXITE

where you want it
by a simple pressure. Price 116, or
filled, 216.
ALL MECHANICS WILL

FLUXITE

BULGIN
"

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
Write for Book

on the ART OF

"SOFT

The Choice

of Critics "

A Name Synonymous

with Radio

"

and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on " WIPED
JOINTS." Price Id. EACH.
SOLDERING

FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.)
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.

A.

F.

BULCIN

& CO., LTD.

BYE PASS RD., BARKING, ESSEX
TELEPHONE RIPPLEWAY

3474
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LET ME BE YOUR FATHER
You need help and fatherly advice in difficult times
like these. I am in the position to give that to you
free.
We teach nearly all the Trades
and Professions by post in all
parts of the world.

The most progressive and most
successful Correspondence College
in the world.
If you know what you want to
study, write for prospectus. If
you are undecided, write for my
fatherly advice. It is free.
Distance makes no difference.

e91&'r

EARNING POWER IS A SOUND INVESTMENT
DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS INTEREST YOU ?
Accountancy
ExaminaMetallurgy
Lions
Mining. All subjects
Advertising and Sales
Mining. Electrical Engin Management
eering
Agriculture
Motor Engineering
A.M.I. Eire E. ExaminaMotor Trade
Lions
Municipal and County
Applied Mechanics
Engineers
Army Certificates
Naval Architecture
Auctioneers and Estate
Novel Writing
Agents
Pattern Making
Aviation Engineering
Play Writing
Aviation Wireless
Police, Special Course
Banking
Preceptors, College of
Blue Prints
Press Tool Work
Boilers
Production Engineering
Book-keeping, AccountPumps
and Pumping
aney and Modern BusiMachinery
mess Methods
Radio Communication
II.Sc. (Eng.)
Radio Service Engineering
Building, Architecture and
R.A.F. Special Courses
Clerk of Works
Road Making and Main Builders' Quantities
tenanee
Cambridge Senior School
Salesmanship, I.S.M:A.
Certificate
Sanitation
Civil Engineering
.School Attendance Officer
Civil Service
Secretarial Exams.
All Commercial Subjects
Sheet Metal. Work
Commercial Art
Shipbuilding
Common Prelim.,E.J.E.B.
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Concrete and Structural
Short -story Writing
Engineering
Short-wave Radio
DraughtsManship.
All
Speaking in Public
Branches
Structural Engineering
Engineering. All branches,
Surveying
subjects and examinaTeachers of Handicrafts
tions
Telephony and Telegraphy
General Education
Television
G.P.O. Eng. Dept.
Transport Inst. Exams.
Heating and Ventilating
Viewers, Gaugers, InspecIndustrial Chemistry
tors
Institute of Housing
Weights and Measures
Insurance
Inspector
Journalism
Welding
Languages
Wireless
Telegraphy
and
Mal bematies
Telephony
Matriculation
Works Managers
,

-

If you do not

see your own requirements above, writs to us on
ami subject. Full particulars free.

COUPON-CUT THIS OUT
To DEPT. 104 THE BENNETT COLLEGE,
LTD., SHEFFIELD.
Please send me (free of cliatge)

Particulars of
Your private advice
about

-

(Cross out line
which does

not apply.)

M.WI LSON T^
ANNOUNCE
A NEW SYSTEM OF RADIO CONSTRUCTION
We have developed and are now placing on the
market a system of Radio Units, which enables
you to select any combination to satisfy your
own desire with regard to range and power.
UNIT No. 1
A/C. Complete H.F. and I.F. stages,
3 -waveband coil unit (16-50.
185-550
and
800-2,000
metres), 3 -gang, ceramic
insulated rubber-mounted
condenser, R.F. stage with
R.F. gain control, H,F.
and Oscillator all A.V.C.
controlled feeding into an
I.F. stage of 465 kc/s, and
fitted with I.F. gain control.
Cathode-ray tuning indicator (tuning eye), dial
lamps, dial and slowmotion drive, pointer and
knobs, mounted on 16
S.W.G. aluminium chassis
with output plug. The
Unit is complete in itself.
ready wired up, calibrated
and tested.
All parts
brand new, standard components, Octal valves.
UNIT No. 2 : A:C. Complete L.F., Output and Po ver stages,
comprising 2nd detector A.V.C. and 1st L.F. amplifier, feeding
into output tetrode 41 watt output complete with mains
transformer 350-0-350 v., 80-100 mA.. L.F. choke and 8in. P.M.
speaker with multi-ratio -transformer.
UNIT Nu. 3 As No. 1, but,with 6 -waveband coil unit, 5-2,000
metres.
UNIT No. 4 : A second I.F. stage 465 ke/s.
UNIT No. 5 : Second detector A.V.C. and 1st L.F. Phase
inverter, 2 output tetrodes in push-pull. 12 watts output.
UNIT No. 6 : Power pack consisting of mains transformer
(400-0-400 v.,:150 mA.), high -voltage surge -proof electrolytic
condenser, 20 -henry choke, 12ín. P.M. speaker with output
transformer, mains fuses. (The above Unit can also be supplied
for A.C.'D.C. working.)
UNIT No. i : High Fidelity
Output and Power Stages
-two L.F. valves feeding
two PX4 valves in pushpull (triodes). Controls :
Volume. Mains on/off.
radio - gram, switch and
-

Tone.

This system gives a

good
practical

Address

radio,

as
stage is completely screened from
the others, making
each

possible reproduction of the very highest

quality.

Delivery date and prices on application.
NOW READY
COMPLETE
SUPERHETERODYNE
SCREENED
COIL UNIT, colour-coded, wired-up and tested. Includes
3 -waveband coils for R.F. stage H.F. and Oscillator, short
16-50, medium 200-550 and long 800-2,000 metres. (465 k'cs.)
3 gang condenser, 3 bank switch, 2 valve holders (R.F.-F.C.).
all trimmers. padders and resistances together with
blueprint. With calibrated dial and slow-motion
drive.
Price ,CK
Tuning units for all standard circuits supplied.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS,

465 Kies.,

permeability tuned iron -

cored, centre -tapped. colour-coded, screened, 15/- per pair.
FOUR -WAVEBAND ('OILS, on one former : Long (8002,000 mi), Medium (200-550 m.) and Short (12-20 and 1950 m.),
151-

'

theoretically

correct application to

per pair.

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS

Name

April, 1946

TO OVERSEAS TRADERS
Wholesale and retail enquiries are invited.

-

Orders can be executed for B.A.O.R., C.M.F., and S.E.A.C.

customers.

307,

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I
Phone: HOLborn

4631.
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The Push-pull Amplifier
Improvise a Push-pull
Forms of Inter -valve Coupling.

How

to

THERE is still considerable difference of opinion as
to what is the best form of amplifier. Some
amateurs prefer the triode, others a pentode or
tétrode, and yet others a double -ended or push-pull
arrangement, all of which may yet be modified by the
addition of negative feed-back schemes. There are,
arguments in favour of all of these types, but in the
opinion of the writer the push-pull scheme has a balance
in its favour. Apart from the elimination of second
harmonic distortion, it is possible to effect certain
economies in the mains unit (due to the balancing out
of hum), and if really large triodes such as the P125A
are employed, together. with resistance -capacity coupling
there is little left to be desired in the way of quality for
normal domestic requirements.

Fig. 1.-Skeleton circuit of the push-pull arrangement.

There are, however, so many different ways of employing the push-pull stage that many amateurs have
failed to try it out, being in doubt as to what scheme
would best suit their requirements, and also on the
ground of expense. It is possible to try push-pull working
at the cost of two simple resistances, provided that
valves are available, and that ordinary transformer
coupling is provided in a standard set, and it is proposed
to give in this article the various standard forms of
push-pull circuit. Firstly, for those who are not familiar
with the theoretical considerations of the arrangement,
it may be briefly stated that the signal from a given
stage is applied across a load, the electrical centre of
which is " earthed." This leaves the two ends of the
load at high signal potential, but each x8o degrees out of
phase with the other. The input to the two push-pull
valves is taken to these high potential ends, and, in its
original form, an L.F. transformer with the secondary
centre-tapped formed the coupling as shown in Fig. a.
Using an Ordinary Transformer
It will be seen from this that the signal developed
across the secondary; in the usual way, is applied to the
two valves, but the earthing of the centre enables the
required out-of -phase signals to be applied to the
following grids. This arrangement may be obtained

artificially with an ordinary L.F. transformer, by Connecting two high -valve resistors across the secondary
and earthing their common ends, as shown in Fig. a.
Values not lower than .25 megohm should be employed,
and for the purposes of trying out the arrangement
any values on hand may be used. Although, theoretically,
they should be absolutely identical, due to their being
in parallel with the transformer secondary winding, the

Circuit

and
By

W.

the

Various

J.

DELANEY

usual slight differences found in standard commercial
components will not have much effect on the circuit.
In the case of battery operated circuits, the bias should
be applied to the junction point, whilst in mains equipment the usual cathode bias should be employed. Normal
bias is applied except where one common bias resistor
is employed in the heater windings of the two push-pull
valves. As in that case twice the normal anode current
will flow, the value of the resistor will have to be halved
to provide the normal bias voltage. The transformer
fitted to most loudspeakers is provided with a centre -tap
and this should be connected to H.T.+ and the two
anodes joined to the ends of the transformer.
Avoiding Iron Distortion
Although it is possible. to use quite small transformers
on the input side of the push-pull circuit, there is a risk of
certain forms of distortion creeping in. On the output
side, of course, the removal of direct D.C. from the
primary does cut out one of the main troubles of the
output stage and there is little risk of saturation causing
difficulty. To avoid the cost of high -quality input
push-pull transformers, and also to remove certain forms
of distortion; there is an increasing .tendency nowadays
This is
to use resistance -capacity input coupling.

sometimes kno*n as " paraphase " coupling," combined
cathode -follower coupling " and other fancy names. In
general it' merely consists of the employment of a
resistance as the load, and in some cases two separate
triodes (or a combined double -triode) are R.C. coupled
to provide the required
out -of -phase signal for the
output stage, and in others
the load resistance is split
into two, and one half is
placed in the cathode circuit
of the input" valve. Dealing
with these arrangements
individually, in Fig. 3 we
have a pair of triode valves
Vs and Vz acting as the
driver. The output from VI

H1
Fig. 2.-Improvising a
centre-tap on an ordinary
transformer by means of
two resistors.

Fig. 3.-Skeleton circuit
of the paraphase pushpull arrangement.

is fed to V2 as well as to one of the push-pull pair. This
means that the output of Vz can then be fed to the other
push-pull valve, as it will be x8o degrees out of phase

with the output from Vs. However, this is not an ideal
arrangement as the signal from Vz will be given additional
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amplification and will thus be stronger than that from
VI. Furthermore, the circuit is not symmetrical from
an electrical point of view, and whilst it is admitted
that it sounds quite good there arc theoretical reasons
why it is really unsound. Attempts to balance up the
circuit are not very successful, but the inclusion of an
oscilloscope in each of the output valve circuits will
show that actually there is quite a difference in the
signals they each have to handle.

April, 1946

straightforward or Class
A
type of push-pull
amplifier. There are
modifications of this, but
they have merely been

-

The Cathode Follower
A popular arrangement now being given great prominence is the cathode follower, wherein the load resistance is in the cathode circuit instead of in the normal
position at the anode. Again, however, there is quite a
'difference -in the signal available, as, apart trout -the
phase difference; the signal voltages -at the amide will be
greater than those at the cathode. This may be overcome
-to a certain degree by using a low value resistancefor
the load, but there will still be â discrepancy in 'the
types of signal. However, -when fed to the two push-pull
valves there is no' doubt that this scheme does give us a
signal which is preferable from a musical point of view
to the normal straight single -ended type of circuit, and
those readers who are mathematically minded might care
to work out the actual signal which is applied to each
of the output valves when this combined single -valve
driver is employed.
-

Class B and Class AB
The details so far given have applied merely to the

H

7

Load /

designed to

overcome
difficulties of p o w e r
sifpply. The Class B
push-pull amplifier, for
instance, is merely an
over-biased push-pull
stage, where the standing
or normal anode current
is cilt to zero andthus
the drainon a dry battery
is reduced until the signal
is received. Again, arguments may be started as
to- whether or not the
total " average " current
is not greater than with a
normal push-pull arrangement, as the peak currents
Load 2
at Class B may be quite
high.
Class AB is a
compromise between the
two schemes, in. other
words the bias voltage
'le
V
applied is hal f way between
complete cut-off and the Fig. 4.-A single valve acting
normal value.
as a phase inverter stage.
-

An Intermittent Fault_ Detector

THE intermittent fault is undoubtedly the Service- to build. The relay used was a 5,000-olun D.C. type
man's biggest problem. To eliminate the laborious (contacts normally closed), slugged with a metal
process of having to pay constant attention to rectifier, a 6AC7 valve was used, although any available
a set running for long periods, and to enable the engineer type with similar characteristics could be employed.
to devote all his attention to another set, the following Full circuit details are given in the accompanying
device was produced. It consists of an automatic diagram, the additional relay point for the warning bell
warning system which enables the set under test to be being shown by the broken lines.
(H. I. Comeemmi.)
run with the speaker
secondary disco nWernitg Light
t
neeted.
In operation a
/
modulated R.F.
O QQ
signal is fed into the
aerial, and the output
7C)\signal of the set
0/p Valve
under test isfed into
Anode
the input of the
warning unit.
The
50,000 ohm potentio-

meter is then
adjusted until the
r el a y just closes,
thereby opening its
contacts. When the
output from the set
drops the relay opens
and
its
contacts
close, operating a
bell or buzzer.
Several sets can be
tested at the same
time if additional
relay circuits are
employed. In this
case double contact
relays are necessary,
one contact operating
a bell, and the other
a warning light to
indicate which set

0
0
o
0

T.T
A

B

-5 Mfd

_C
c

Farre of
Set Unde
Test

50 Mto
0
0

o-

ó

<

0

ò

has failed.

The circuit is
uite cheap and easy

f

Circuit of the fault detector.
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By THERMION

-

order to pay heavy, income tax to carry them. They
The Cost of Progress
THE proposed increase in the cost of a wireless licence should be denied the privileges of radioit.if they object
has been criticised in the daily Press, I think, to paying so small a sum per year for
most unfairly. It has always been my opinion Queries
that ten shillings per year is too small a sum to enable
ALTHOUGH. it has been announced many times
the B.B.C. to do justice to the artistes, and the public,
in this journal that the query service has been
especially in view of the large sums they have to pay suspended for the time being, readers are continuing
out to the Treasury. If a person cannot afford a pound to address queries to this journal and some are addressing
a year for 365 days of entertainment, 18 hours a day, them personally to me. I regret that I have not the
Yet most of these time to take over the suspended query service. Some
he cannot afford radio at all.
critics'who squeal because they are going to be charged of the questions are quite unreasonable. One reader
another 'ten shillings can be seen, I am sure, in their will submit a list of components which he has found
local taverns, drinking whiskies and gins at half-a-crown in his junk box and ask nie to design a circuit for him
a nip --people who before the war boggled at paying utilising them. I regret that I have not the time to spend
more than 4d. for a glass of beer. Most of them have three or four hours answering one letter.
spent many guineas on their radio receivers and will
Another reader wants nie to adapt a commercial
gladly spend 17s. fid. or more on a new valve. They receiver for the reception of short waves. He
will even go into the Black Market and pay fantastic apparently doesn't realise that I should have to write
prices for spares.
to the manufacturers for a copy of the circuit (presuming
It has always been my opinion that we should value they would be so obliging as to let me have one !)
radio programmes far more if we had less of them. and that I should probably spend a couple of hours
In the old days of Writtle (aMT) we thoroughly enjoyed endeavouring to incorporate the short-wave section in
the once -a -week half -an -hour programme and keenly the existing layout. I am afraid that I cannot underlooked forward to it. We were not so critical then, take to do this either.
but we have since become sated with programmes
Another annoying type of query is that which comes
radiated from all countries. I do not think that even from the inevitable " regular reader from No. s,"
one pound per year is enough. I make no apologies who asks a query which is probably answered by an
for quoting from the " Sunday Graphic " the following article in the current issue or was dealt with in the
verse by Mr. A. P. Herbert, M.P.
previous issue. We do expect readers to go to a little
trouble looking up things for themselves. Certainly,
Is it really too much to payI have not the time to turn up past issues. We issue
Two-thirds of a penny a day ?
indexes for every volurüe.
Forty hours, more or less, for a pennyAnother queriest invites nie to publish a free
Which, I should have said, was too many.
advertisement asking for certain components, back
Forty hours of continual sound,
issues or technical books. If I undertook to de this
Of music, profane or profound,
for one reader I should have to undertake to do it
Of laughter and ditty and play,
for all readers; and the journal would become a passable
With the news of the nations all day.
imitation
of the miscellaneous advertisement section
At home in your humble abode
of our daily newspapers.
Are Churchill, and Handley-and Joad,
The tenor, the crooner, the sage.
Bun-fights at B.B.C.
The stars of the senate or stage.
Item.-B.B.C. executives have been instructed
then
;
Majesty
calls,
now
and
PRESS
His
to cut their expenditure in view of the revision
And there, by your bed, is Big Ben.
B.B.C.
Charter this year. A special budget
of the
No need, no temptation to roam :
will have to he made when the cost of the B.B.C. is
For you have a planet at home.
discusses! in Parliament.
Where else, may I ask, do you touch,
" Austerity " will mainly affect the entertainment
For so very little, so much ?
allowances of the officials concerned.
Tea and buns "
And the chap at the studio end
instead of cocktails are likely to be offered to their
Has also a stomach, my friend.
guests in future!
Go slow on " hospitality,"
The television licence is to cost two pounds. The
Revision's drawing near
cost of putting on television programmes at present
You'll have to cut the cocktails outis really enormous, for no one has yet `produced a satisNot even offer beer.!
factory method of recording high -definition television.
And when your guests have done their stuff,
Also, the very limited range means that a large number
And it's time for them to run,
will
have
to
be
erected.
of provincial transmitters
The most that you must offer them
Transmission via the co -axial cable is still full of diffiIs cup of tea and bun
culties. Ordinary sound transmissions of plays can be
Soon auditors with eagle eyes
recorded on steel tape and the artistes can sit round a
Will go through our accounts
their
scripts.
With
television,
scenery
table and read
And it might cause them much surprise
must be provided and the artistes must be in costume.
To find such large amounts
The people who are groaning about having to pay two
Of revenue just fade away
pounds a year for hundreds of hours of television proWhen guests are entertained,
grammes do not object to going to a London theatre
And licence -holders might demand
three or four times a rear and paying 15s. for a seat
in the stalls. I, therefore, think that these criticisms
Such wastage be restrained
So draw it mild, you festive lads,
emanate from the new generation which has sprung up
Stick to the cup that cheersin the last ten years which expects something for nothing,
Just tea And much austerity,
which is another way of saying that they are the parasitic
appendages to the energetic people who work hard in
To still the listeners' fears !
TORCH.
.

!

!

-

!

!

!
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Pulse Communication -II
Concluding the Explanation of Pulse Formation and Circuit Analysis
By

P.

FREEMAN,

Rectangular Wave Shapes
ASIMPL] " peak clipping " circuit by means of which
a sine wave is shaped into a pulse of trapezoidal
form is shown in Fig. so. The output voltage increases with input voltage until the instantaneous applied
voltage is equal to the bias voltage of the diode A. Current
then flows through the diode, but the voltage drop in

B.Eng.

entiating circuit.

This has already been illustrated in

Fig: 9.

Practical Circuit of Pulse Generator
Fig. rz shows the circuit and component values of
an easily constructed circuit for generating three types
of pulses, square, triangular and "sharp, at a fixed
frequency of go cycles. As will
be seen, the power transformer
"Clipped" serves the dual purpose of supplyWave
ing power for the rectifier and a
large A.C. voltage to the grid of
the " clipper " valve. The power
supply from an A.C. mains receiver
may be connected up for this
purpose. The mains transformer
should have a ago volt secondary
and the smoothed D.C. output
should be about 250 volts. The
clipper valve is a short grid base
R.F. pentode operated with zero
Fig. 1(i -A " peak clipping" circuit and its effects shown diagrammatically.
bias and low plate voltage. When
a large A.C. voltage is applied to
the resistance prevents any further rise in output voltage the grid, the negative peaks block the valve, while the posiuntil the applied voltage decreases and diode current tive peaks drive it into saturation. Thus both negative
ceases. The negative half cycle of the input wave is and positive peaks are clipped. The output pulse from VI
clipped in a similar manner by diode B. The solid curve is square; through the differentiating circuit it is shaped
shows the trapezoidal wave -form. Diode
A used alone will generate positive pulses
or diode B negative pulses. To produce a inure truly rectangular or square
pulse the output voltage from this first
clipper stage must be passed through
a series of similar peak clipping stages
in cascade which will make the edges
of the trapezoidal wave vertical.
Input
Triangular Wave Shapes
Another type of wave -shaping circuit
is the triode limiter shown in Fig. rr
(a) which can be used for the production of various forms of triangular
(a)
pulses. If, for example, the triode is
biased -beyond cut-off (Fig. It(b)), a
positive rectangular pulse applied to
Output
the grid will produce a saw -tooth wave.
Pulses
This is due to the fact that 4he-leading
edge of the applied pulse causes a rush Negative
Output
Zero
of plate current to flow and the con- B'as
Pulses
Bias
denser C discharges through the valve.
During the interval between pulses the
condenser discharges linearly and comparatively slowly through the resistance
R. On the other hand, by giving the
valve zero bias and applying a negative
rectangular pulse to the grid, a symmetrical triangular pulse is produced
(Fig. r r (c)). This is because the triode
is conductive throughout the intervals
(b)
(c)
between applied pulses allowing the
condenser to discharge ]ineàrlY. During
negative pulses, the valve is biased
Input Pu/ses
Input Pulses
back, preventing conduction through
the valve and permitting the condenser
Fig. l!. -Another type of wave -shaping circuit for triangular pulses.
recharge.
to
into a sharp pulse or through the integrating circuit it is
Sharp Pulses
shaped into a triangular wave. A cathode follower stage
The pulses of extremely short duration used, for in- isolates the clipper output from the cathode ray oscillo stance, in radar, and. for sounding the upper. atmosphere, graph. The input to Vr should be gradually raised by
ate .produced when a square wave is applied to a differ - varying R1'until the optimum wave shape is obtained.
,

\
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Applications of Pulse Transmission
In conclusion some brief references will be made
to a few of the uses to which pulse transmission may be

199

of rockets or the synchronisation of the scanning circuits
of television receivers.
A more practical use of pulses, which must interest
every service engineer of the future, is the use of square wave signal generators in the testing of radio and
television receivers. As a square wave contains in
itself every, frequency from the fundamental to infinity,
it will be realised that no better or simpler response
test could be devised than that the amplifier should

put.

Pulse transmission was first used in research on the
electrical constitution of the upper atmosphere by
generating sharp pulses at regular intervals and noting
the time lag at different frequencies between the original
and reflected pulses from the ionised layers. This
technique led to the development of Radar, in which

faithfully reproduce a square wave.

í250V.

c, 350
;o v.

X X

R2

X X

X

C5

R!O
VRf

Output

e

O

Power Supply Of A.C. Receiver
-

Fig. r2.-Pulse generator.

Vote: Switch Sr in position (s) gives square wave output; in position (2), sharp pulse
output; and in position (3), triangular wave output.
LIST OF COMPONENTS

VR1, 2 megohms variable.
R2, 5 megohms.
R3, 1 megohm.
R4, 100,000 ohm.
R5, 100,000 ohm.
R6, 100,000 ohm.
R7, 500 ohm.

Cl, 8 mfd. 250 volt electrolytic.
C2, .005 mfd. 500 volt, mica.
C3, .5 mfd. 500 volt, paper.
C4, .1 mfd. 500 volt, paper.
C5, .5 mfd. 500 volt, paper.
Si, 3 -pole selector switch.
VI, SP4 (4 volt htr.) or 6J7 (6.3 volt htr.).
V2, 354 V (4 volt htr.) or 6J5 (6.3 volt htr.).
250 volt D.C. smoothed power supply from mains transformer having 350-0-350 secondary and full -wave rectifier
(shown within dotted line in Fig. 12).
_

VR8, 2,000 ohm variable.
R9, 4 megohms.
RIO, 1,000 ohm.

sharp pulses of great intensity on ultra -short waves are
directed outwards from the transmitter and, by observation of their echoes on a cathode-ray oscilloscope, the
outline and distance of objects outlide the range of
visibility can be determined.
Another notable use of pulses- is in the automatic
navigation system known as Gee. Master and slave
radio beacons in fixed geographical locations transmit
synchronised pulses which are received on the screèn
of the cathode-ray tube with a calibrated time base.
By comparing the time displacement of pulses from
master and slave stations and knowing that the pulses
reach him at s86,000 miles per second, the navigator
is able to compute his position and course with exceptional accuracy even though hundreds of miles from
base,
Pulse communication enables the most complicated
operations to be performed by remote radio control on a
single frequency channel, as for example, the landing of
planes in darkness or fog, the firing, guiding and aiming

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS
TABLES AND (FORMULAE
Eighth Edition

by F. J.

--

CANMM

A handbook dealing with methods of calculation, solution to
workshop problems, and the rules and formulae necessary in
various workshop processes. It contains all the information
a mechanic normally requires.

From all booksellers, 6/- net,
by post 6/6 from the publisher,
.

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton Street, W.C.2.
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Programme Pointers
This Month MAURICE REEVE Discusses NICKNAMED MUSIC

readers may have wondered from time to time ever since. Anything less like moonlight than the third
about the authenticity of the titles of some of movement cannot be imagined. It has also been styled
their favourite compositions. And well they the " Laube " Sonata, this being German for " arbour "
might, for many of them have been bestowed without or " bower," where the work was believed to have been
the slightest authority from the composer, and have written. Again without any warrant.
usually been inspired by nothing more than some-we
The " Pastoral " was bestowed by the publisher
hope-well-meaning admirer's reaction to the piece in Cranz, presumably by the supposed neighing of a donkey
question.
and other country -like similarities ; he also styled the
Nicknames may be divided into three classes, two Op. 57 the " Appassionata ". apparently because of the
only of which carry any authority. Of these one class tempo indication of the first movement which is ordered
bears the naine or title of the dedicatee : e.g., Beethoven's to be played " allegro- appassionato."
If the title
" Archduke " Trio or " Waldstein " Sonata (the " Pathétique," the Op. 15, was given to it because of the
Archduke Rudolph and Count Waldstein respectively)
rather obviously sad and doleful character of its second
whilst the other either carries the composer's authentic movement, then we can only say it was very -pathetic.
title, such as Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony or Vaughan
The title to the sonata in E flat, " Les Adieux," is,
Williams's " London," or such an obvious tag as however, perfectly authentic. The three movements are
Schubert's " Wanderer " Fantasie (the middle. section styled respectively " Adieux," " Absence " and " The
of which is based on the composer's great song " The
Return," and they realistically describe the composer's
Wanderer "), to which the composer probably turned a emotions when lie once had to say farewell to his great
blind eye or a deaf ear.
friend and, patron, the Archduke Rudolph, to whom the
The third, and totally unauthorised, category is as work is dedicated. The finale opens with en imitation of
already mentioned-works such as Beethoven's the postilion_ galloping up the street with news of the
" Moonlight Sonata " or Chopin's " Butterfly " study, Archduke's return, followed by Beethoven's joy, which
making up their number.
is as realistic a piece of tone painting-prior to Debussy
Perhaps some remarks on this subject may be of -as can Well be imagined.
interest. Firstly, I will 'briefly mention the two main
branches into which music is divided-" Programme " Acceptable Titles
and " Absolute." The former is where the composer
Titles like " Unfinished " to Schubert's Symphony
deliberately sets out, usually within the framework of a seem inevitable, and are quite acceptable in view of their
classical form, to portray some scene, emotion, event obviousness. Dvorak's Symphony No. 5, known as
or imaginative vista, to which he appends the title and "The New World," from the fact that it was written
thus leaves no doubt of his intentions on the ears of the there and contains some native Red Indian themes
listener.
given to the composer during his visit, is another instance
Authentic examples which readily come to one's which can be readily forgiven, though it is without
memory are Mendelssohn's " Midsummer Night's Dvorak's authority. Beethoven's " Archduke
" trio
Dreamt" music and " Fingal's Cave " Overture, Grieg's and " Rasoumoffsky" quartets are classic examples
of
works, " Norwegian Bridal Procession," " Sketches of works becoming known by the fame of their illustrious
Norwegian Life,"
" Butterflies," etc., etc., almost dedicatees. Prince Rasoumoffsky was Russian Amthe entire output of Debussy-" Gardens in the Rain," bassador in Vienna, whilst the Archduke was the
" Fireworks," " Goldfish," " The Sea," etc., etc., as aforementioned Archduke Rudolph.
well as hundreds of other examples too numerous to
The " Eroica," like the Pastoral-Symphony No.
mention.
was Beethoven's own title to his third
But
The only thing left for the listener to do is to determine_ the naming of the Fifth Piano Concerto, symphony.
the " Emperor,"
whether the pictures or scenes depicted are faithful is spurious.
representations or not. This usually requires the help of
Amongst Haycin's and Mozart's works are some
the executant making the presentation ; if he cannot curious titles, authentic and otherwise. Such
of the
produce any difference between a tempestuous sea, a former's symphonies, as the " Drum Roll," the "Military,"
gale of wind or an express train racing through a tunnel, the " Hen," the " Clock," etc., are- only descriptive of
the unfortunate composer will probably have to take certain movements or even figures in them. The set
the rap by being dubbed " modern " or `.` mad."
known as the Salamon are so named after
London
In the purely imaginative examples, where a composer violinist and impresario of that name ; the the
" London
sets out to write about " The Thames By Moonlight " and " Oxford " because they were first performed in those"
or " La Gioeoi la," we must try to hear the piece with places. Mozart's " Prague " and " Linz "'were named
his cars and appreciate it as best we may.
for similar reasons, the Haffner because it was written
The second, or " Absolute," category of work is where in a fortnight to please his friends of that name.
The
the composer writes to the principles of formal beauty " Coronation " concerto because
it was first performed
and without any pictorial design or intent whatever. at a concert in Celebration of the coronation
of Joseph II.
This group contains all the " classical " masterpieces Unauthorised is " Jupiter " for No. 39.
of Bach, Beethoven and Brahms, etc., etc., fugues and
Schubert's " Trout " quintet is so named, like his
chamber music, and are at once the nightmare of the " Wanderer" fantasie, because the
movement is a
unmusical and the despair of the uncritiçal. It also set of variations on his song of thatslow
naine. The same
contains most -of the worlis which to -day carry a totally applies to his quartet, " Death and
the Maiden,"
unwarranted title to mislead ìhe public and to detract Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words, styled
" Bee's
inevitably from the work's intrinsic value.
Wedding," " Spinning Song, " Spring Song," and
" Funeral March, are so named quite falsely, but the
" Moonlight " and the Critic
titles, " Gondola Songs " (three), " Duetto " and " Folk
Beethoven's " Moonlight," " Pathetic " and " Appas- Song," are genuine.
sionata " and " Pastoral " Sonatas are titles without
None of Chopin's " titled " pieces-" Cat," " Dog,"
warrant, fact or foundation. The " Moonlight " should and ",Minute " valses, ". Raindrop " prelude, " Revoread " Sonata quasi una Fantasia, Op. 27, No. 2." The lutionary," " Butterfly " and " Winter Wind " etudes,
critic Rellstab, however, thought that the opening etc., are correct. All his works are " absolute " music,
movement reminded him of " Moonlight on the Lake of devoid of any vestige of " programme," none more so
Lucerne," put this into print, and there it has remained
(Continued on page 204.)
MY
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German Airborne Radio
A General Survey of Some of the Main Features of German Equipment
ASTUDY of the layout of a typical wireless
operator's instrument panel, such as that of a
Ju. 88 shown in Fig. r, reveals immediately
several superficial differences, both in appearance and
in the installation of the equipment, from the more
familiar British and American counterparts.
Electrically, the differences are
slight, the most noticeable being
the comparatively rare. use of crystals
for frequency stabilisation. Mechanically, however, the differences are
profound and instructive, and' a
great feature is made of standardisation. The latter is more particularly
noticeable in the employment of the
same type of equipment wherever
possible, and in the.miniimmn variety
of style of design, than in the
components. The. principle is manifest,
too, in the system of installation.

The FuG r6 (Fig. 2), for example, has two mounting
frames the upper. for the transmitter -receiver unit and
the lower for the' power unite The frame for the radio
unit is rubber mounted; using metal-rubbér bonded blocks
and carries hooks (F) which support the unit while
quick -release catches, locking in the slots (H) provided,
;

-

Installation
Further reference to Fig. r will show
that the system involves two essential

parts.

(a) The fixed, or built-in portion.
(b) The actual radio units themselYes.

The fixed installation permits
permanent wiring to be built in during
aircraft construction, and carries
quick -release mounting frames to
which the detachable. radio and power
units are attached. The resulting
clean and tidy appearance of the panel,
free from loose and straying cables, can
be appreciated.

instrument panel cm. 88). The M.F.
communication equipment, FUG LOP, is visible, the modified long -wave
receiver, E Z6, occupying the top centre position.
The short-wave receiver
(top left) has ,been removed to show its mounting frame. The D.F. set and
the V.H.F. R/T equipment are remote controlled.

Fig. 1.-Wireless operator's

secure the unit in position. Blocks of spring contacts
connect with similar rows of knife plugs, recessed in
the back of the radio unit, as the latter is lowered into
position. The sockets on the _frameare not connected
directly to. the permanent wiring as this might impede
the flexibility of the mounting. Instead, they are taken
by flat multicore cables, resembling straps, to a large
junction box shaped for mounting beneath the suspension
frame, without touching it. The permanent wiring is
connected to terminals in this junction box within Which
a further -elaboration occurs in the provision of sockets
(G), permanently connected to the terminals, into which
are plugged the strap connections from the frame
sockets.
The lower, power unit, mounting is connected direct to
the external wiring and is not mounted on rubber since
it is the practice to mount the motor generator on
rubber pillars within the power unit. Fig. 4 illustrates
a typical power unit. Also included in the fixed installation are ; an input barretter (N) for the motor generator ;
filament compensating resistances (P) ; H.T. fuses and
an R.F. socket to take the end of the aerial concentric
cable.

Fia. 3.-Example of die-cast chassis construction.

Construction
Die -castings of magnesium alloy are used for the
chassis of these.sets. Two or more such castings, often
labyrinths of intricate design, bolt together, with plug_
and socket connections to permit easy dismantling..
Neatness and space saving have been .carefully studied'
resulting in radio units of striking compactness for their
function and performance. The receiver section of
FuG 16, shown in Fig. 3, is typical of this technique and,
as further illustration of the policy of standardisation,
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this same die-cast chassis has two other applications :
as the receiver in the V.H.F. set FuG 27 and in the
Beam Approach receiver EBr 3.
Components
The quality is uniformly high. With the exception of
valves, standardisation is not very noticeable and there
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available on many German aircraft, and this frequéntly
takes the form of an electric motor which turns the
dial between click-stops or, in the case of fine-tuning,
rotates the knob until halted in the correct position.
This is a clumsy, and, in some cases, ineffective
method.

r.

Frequency Stabilisation

. Crystals arc very seldom seen. The frequency

stability is greatly assisted by the use of special
ceramic 'dielectric for fixed condensers which,
paralleled with the tuning condenser or variometer,
compensate for temperature changes. This
device, coupled with the general stability of
performance given by a die-cast chassis, good
quality components and fine workmanship, gives
the frequency stability required without, of
course, equalling that obtainable with crystals.

s

Valves
A remarkable degree of standardisation has
been achieved in the use of valves and, in
airborne equipment of recent design, the
irreducible minimum has been reached.
The most noteworthy example of this
standardisation is the small valve, type
RV12P2000. Within its comparatively small
glass envelope is enclosed a radio -frequency
pentode with top -cap grid connection and
ring -sealed base. This valve is effectively used
for both R.F. and A.F. circuits and, by
"strapping " various electrodes, can be employed
as a diode, triode or pentode, as required. By
way of example of its use, the V.H.F. trans,
mitter-receiver, FuG 16, already mentioned,
employs eleven of these midget pentodes ; the
only other type of valve used in the set being
the two 3o watt pentodes (RL12P35) used as
master oscillator and power amplifier in the

egieli%e

transmitter.
No particular eccentricity of circuit design is
necessary and no deterioration in performance
can be observed as a result of this feature of
standardisation.

i:l

Power Supply
Fig. 2. Mounting frame for V.H.F. transmitter receiver.
Cover plates removed to reveal the salient features. For the

legend, see text.
is no suggestion that production has
been cramped in any way by this or

The source of all H.T. and L.T. is, primarily,
the aircraft
24 volt " D.C. system.
A
nominally 24 -volt system was standardised for
all aircraft prior to the outbreak of war and,

any other consideration.

The use of ceramic material to a
great extent, for formers, insulators
and condenser dielectrics, is the
most notable feature of the transmitters, whilst the receivers have
tuning condensers whose plates are
formed from one piece of solid
material, and dust -iron cored,
permeability tuned, I.F. units, both
of which are particularly attractive
components. Furthermore, R.F. coils
are t frequently built by depositing
silver in a helical groove on a ceramic
former, resulting : in. a coil of high
" Q " and greht stability.
.

Tuning Devices
Directly calibrated scales, read
through a magnifying window, with
coarse aqd fine tuning controls
(backlash -free) and, usually, four
adjustable click-stops comprise the
standard arrangement.
Remote tuning is much in evidence
owing to the limited cockpit' space

ra

'

Fig.

4.-Motor generator

power unit (FUG 16117).
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with the exception of a few obsolescent machines
These power units are well designed, being noticeably
not Used operationally, this system has been adhered to\ free from " huin " and with ari 'excellent performance.
ri idly.
For example, the power unit type U8 (used for D/F
One or more engine -driven generators feed a floating receiver H.T.) produces an output voltage on load which
battery- system from which all aircraft electrical services, varies only from 2o6 to 214 volts for an input variation
including radio, are powered. Thus, the actual voltage from 18 to 29 volts.
maintained on the system is about 29 volts, the 24 -volt
battery in use being either an unspillable lead-acid or Aerials
nickel -iron accumulator. The nickel -iron batteries were
A remote aerial winch, electrically operated, is fitted
first introduced into operational service with the Focke- to all medium or large aireraf t in addition to two or more
W'ulfe 190 single -seater fighter in 1942.
fixed wire aerials. The fixed aerial mast is made of
L.T. supplies for valve heaters are taken direct from metal, insulated, and used as an aerial for the Beam
the " 24 volt " line and, since a 12.6 volt heater is Approach main beacon receiver. Similarly, the FuG 1q
practically universal for airborne use, they can be aerial, used on close support aircraft, is -.a x -metre metal
connected in series -parallel, with a compensating rod enclosed in a streamlined fairing Tin. deep at the
resistance used where odd numbers of valves are involved. base. \Vhip aerials have never been seen on German
Mention has already been made of the power units, aircraft.
e.g., Fig. 4. These are provided on a generous scale with
It is normal practice to fit an aerial matching unit at
separate units for the supply of the transmitter.H.T. and the point where the aerial (or lead-in) enters the fuselage.
of the receiver H.T. They consist of a motor generator If this has to be retuned in flight, a remote control is
mounted together with smoothing chokes and condensers fitted if the unit is inaccessible. Some of these matching
to form a separate unit. Input and output stabilisers units enable the aerial to perform a dual function, as in
may he included, and sometimes A.C. is generated, in the case of the FuG 16 (V.H.F.) fixed wire. aerial, which
addition to D.C., to provide for the operation of remote is also used for the same aerial- of the separate D.F.
tuning by selsyn' motors.
receiver operating on medium frequencies.
-

-

-

Local Stätion Quality Receiver
Interesting

Circuit Details of an Easily -built Five -valve Set.

By Major

D.

MANSEL

IT was with the object of obtaining high quality on
The circuit employed is shown in the accompanying
" locals " and gramophone records, without excessive diagram. A R.F. stage is used to obtain adequate
cost, that the set described here was designed and selectivity and also to ensure that sufficient voltage is

built in the writer's spare time in 1944.
The basic requirements which had to be satisfied

delivered to the detector for the proper operation of the
latter with minimum distortion. - A change -over switch
with pre-set capacitors allows either of- two programmes
to be selected.
The detector is of the cathode follower or " infinite
impedance" type. This has two main virtues :
(a) It is at least as free from distortion as a good diode.
(b) Unlike the diode it imposes little damping on the
preceding tuned circuit. In fact, if the value of Cr be
reduced by a certain amount, depending on the value of
the valve grid -cathode capacity, the damping will
become negative, and the circuit will oscillate.

were as follows :
(a) The set was to be used in the London area and
choice of Home and Forces programme only was required.
(b) A great part of the listening time would be spent

-

playing gramophone records.
(c) Quality of reproduction had to be as good as
possible within the limitations of available components,
time which could be spent on the set, and cash available.
The set described below does to a very large extent
satisfy these requirements.

W

0.00021

C

S3

2QOOOn

l/HL

P2

ßMfd

4

20.000n

MHL 4

C3

/ Mad

l Mfd
25 M/d

T

C

o

Ó

,-- oo

h
R

8 Mtn

30,00051

50 zed

20,000.'1

Circuit of the receiver described above. Ss is the station selector ;
Ss, radio -gram. switch; S3, Bass boost; and R1, treble
boost-cut.
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The usual disadvantage of this circuit, in that A.V.C.
voltage cannot be obtained as stands, does not apply
in this instance since A.V.C. is not required.
The design of the A.F. stages was conditioned by the
following factors :
(a) Since the set was to be used in a smallish livingroom, a very large A.F. output was not required.
(b) An efficient system of variable tone compensation
giving treble and bass boost and cut was considered
necessary.
(c) A good single -ended output transformer was

it

-

available.

The Output Stage
It was decided to use a large pentode (Pen. 44) as the
output valve, with negative feedback over the last two
A.F. stages to reduce harmonic distortion and increase
the damping factor. Use of a pentode of this type as
opposed to a triode of equivalent output results in a
considerable economy in power supply cötnponents,
because of the higher power efficiency of the pentode.
Thus, chokes and condensers of smaller rating can Be
used, and this factor had considerable weight in 1944
due .to the general shortage of components at that time.
The method of negative .feedback used lends itself to
a. simple and effective method of tone compensation by
variation of the frequency response of the feedback
circuit. Negative. feedback takes place from the anode
of V4 through C2 and Rz to the cathode of V3. With
C2 == I mfd., the reactance of the latter is low compared
with R2 and R3 in series, therefore bass and treble
frequencies are fed back to much the same degree, and
the tesponse curve is reasonably flat. With Ca switched
to o.x mfd., its reactance to bass frequencies is appreciable, though. its reactance to treble frequencies remains
negligible. Thus, less negative feedback (and hence
more gain) occurs in the bass, though the treble remains
at the saine level as before. Still more bass boost can
be obtained by further reduction of the value. of Cz
to o.oz mfd.
It not an easy matter to calculate the response curve
of a circuit of this nature, due to the complicating effects
of phase shift, but these values of Cz were chosen as the
result of trial and error and would no doubt vary somewhat with individual equipments and tastes.
It ,was decided finally that bass cut was not
with the particular reproducing system in use, required
so this
facility was omitted. It could, however, easily be
provided if required by switching smaller values of C3.
Treble boost is obtained by means. of- C4 and RI
With R1 = o, C4 shunts R3 for treble but not for bass
frequencies. Thus, negative feedback is reduced as the
frequency increases, resulting in treble boost. This
boost can be reduced by increasing the value of RI,
which limits the effect of C4 as in the tone -control circuit
commonly employed in. commercial receivers in the
anode circuit of the output valve.
With RI at maximum, negative feedback occurs in
the treble to the same extent as at other frequencies,
therefore one would expect a flat treble response.
.

Programme Pointers
(Continued from page zoo.)
than the finale of the B flat minor sonata, which follows
the " Funeral March " without a pause, and has been
called the rustling of the wind over the grave
Tsehaikowsky's Death
Tschaikowsky's Sixth Symphony has been named the
" Pathetic," presumably because of its ,solemn quasi
tragic vein, which is probably over-emphasised by the
fact that the composer mysteriously died three months
later, whether by drinking tainted water-of which he
had been warned-which led to cholera, or through
shooting himself, is not known. The former was the
official account.
Famous modern examples of orchestral programme
music are chiefly in symphonic poem form, and set out
to pail;t in tone colours famous literary subjects.
!
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Actually treble cut occurs, which gives a variation from
boost to cut with a single control. This treble cut is due
to two causes :
(a) Slight sideband cutting by the R.F. tuned circuits.
(b) The fact that loss of treble will normally occur in
an A.K amplifier with simple negative feedback. This
can be proved mathematically.
This type of tone compensation has several advantages
over more usual methods, viz.:
(a) The -level of the middle register remains constant,
the bass and treble being boosted_ or cut with reference
to this level. Using normal methods, boost is
,by cutting frequencies other than those to be obtained
boosted.
This entails readjustment of the volume control each
time the tone control is altered in order to maintain the
same apparent volume.
(b) Few extra components and the minimum of
switching are required.
It is important to ensure that the H.T. supply is
exceptionally well smoothed, otherwise a hum level,
which may be reasonably low without bass boost, will
become intolerable when using maximum boost. Also,
the reproducing system must be free from noticeable
resonances and a really good output transformer using
plenty of copper and iron is essential.
-

-

Results Obtained
A Baker's Selhurst triple -cone speaker was used with
this particular set and was mounted in an " infinite
baffle " cabinet measuring about zft. by al t. by zft.- The
walls of the cabinet were made with two layers of gin.
deal lined internally with about 3in. of felt. With this
system speech could be reproduced without boom, even
when using maximum bass boost, though, naturally, in
this condition the balance of tone was not correct. This
test does indicate, however, that bass resonance was
pot troublesome.
An extra stage of A.F. amplification for gramophone
reproduction is used in order to ensure that the output
levels with the switch .at " Radio " or " Gram " are about
the saine, and hence to avoid a blast of noise on switching
from " Gram " to " Radio " without adjusting the
volume control.
The R.F. filter in the mains -input was found necessary
in this particular equipment to avoid modulation hum.
It could probably be omitted in most cases, especially
if a mains transformer with screened primary were used.
Results were well worth the time and trouble spent
on the set. Quality on radio was limited by the wartime quality of B.B.C. transmissions, which consisted at
that time of a very high proportion of recorded programmes. Bass boost was particularly valuable on
gramophone records, especially certain records of piano
music, where the use of maximum bass boost added
considerably to the realism. Maximum treble boost was
rarely necessary, and at night could not often be
employed due to the prevalence of the usual heterodyne
whistle. A really sharp to kc/s filter would have been
valuable, ,but unfortunately the writer was posted
overseas before he was able to grapple with this problem !

Tschaikowsky's " Romeo and Juliet," and " Francesca
da Rimini "
Elgar's " Falstaff " and " Frossiart "
Strauss's " Don Juan." Here the plots of these famous
stories can be faithfully followed if we know them beforehand
Sir John snoring, Don Quixote tilting at the
windmills ... and all the other scenes are there to the life.
Works like Elgar's " Cocaigne " (London Life),
Strauss's " Life and Death of a Hero," Debussy's
" Afternoon of a Fawn " and " Cortege," Delius's
" Paris " or " Walk to the Paradise Garden," etc., etc.,
are more controversial because more abstract.
our
ideas of subjects like these must of necessity varyAll
within
very wide frontiers, just as they would- in politics or
religion. What we have to do is to get in tune with
the composer and try to see eye to eye with him and
appreciate his point of view.
All these titles are necessarily authentic because they
are /.he

...

works themselves.

i
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Practical Hints

Handy Source of A.F.
HERE is a method I have devised
of having a source of Audio frequency handy on the work -bench.
This is very useful for checking
output stages of sets, modulating
oscillators,
testing output
of
amplifiers and speakers, etc., for
response on various frequencies.

valve filaments and L.T. supply,
this coming into operation when set
is switched on in normal manner.
Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIREThis relay closes mains feed to
LESS " must have originated some little
dodge which would interest other readers. -eliminator and H.T. is thus supplied
Why not pass it on to us i' We pay half -aautomatically.
i;nines for every hint published on this
page.
Turn that idea of yours to account i
by sending it in to as addressed to the
This has completely solved my
' Editor,
"PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George'
eliminator switching problems, and
Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
ensures
that at 'no tinte can H.T.
iStreet, Strand, W.C.2.
Pat your name
The records used are of speech,
and address on every item.
Please note i
be applied to valves before L.T.
that every notion seat in must be original.
music, and a frequency record such
circuit is made and, of course,
Mark envelopes "Practical Hints."
as Decca EXP.55, which gives
vice versa.
constant pure tones of 6,000 cis
SPECIAL NOTICE
down to 5o c/s and has a
Many readers may object to the
stroboscopic label.
All hints must be accompanied by the
idea of a resistance, i.e., relay,
cover.;
The sketch is almost selfwinding in L.T. circuit, but if al
explanatory, and I leave dimensions
hefty gauge of wire is used (in my
to individual requirements. The
case No. Io S.W.G.), and all other:.
two pieces of wood (tin. thick) which carry the leads kept short, Voltage drop is negligible.
" drawer " are fixed to the underside of the bench by
The relay was constructed from an old bell movement.,
four shelf -brackets.
This should cause no trouble to any experimenter.The motor's dust lover is an old circular biscuit tin P. CURTIS (Mans.-Woodhouse, Notts).
cut down (leaving tabs to bend over to
screw to motor -board).
There is a stop (not shown) to
leads
prevent the drawer being pulled right Pick-up
Drought out to
out.
terrnino/t on
bench
The square section piece of wood,
which fixes the " drawer "-front to the
motor -board, -should be made about
sin. shorter than the " drawer," so that
the latter can go right " home."
Strips or
wood
Similarly the " drawer "-slides should
Pick-up
be about tin. less in length than the
Needle
the front
Cup
Frequency
of the drawer is flush with edge of
record
the bench when closed.
'Brock et
An electric motor would be better,
but clockwork models are more easily
Punnet',
.S Pry motor
come by these days. The handle should,
boor
of course, be removed when not in use.JOHN A. G. LAVENDER (Hounslow).
f useful test bench idea.
/n corer
Eliminator Switching
THE following device has been in use on my receiver
for several months without the need arising for Home-made Spade Ends
any attention whatsoever.
THE accompanying diagram shows a simple tag
A relay was constructed for inclusion in series with
which I have found very easy to make, besides
Baseboard
being
cheap, necessitating only a few inches of 18 T.C.C.
ro
Receiver
Adjustment
Springy
Sleeve
b333333333333 .,..,i i.,a- Pigtail
A

THAT DODGE OF YOURS
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Coils

Armature

<

ppn

The spade ends made by Mr.

W.1. Morris.
the few turns on the sleeves ensure a very long
life to the lead. The test leads I use have the Systofiex.
bound with thread at the spade end.-W. J. MORRIS,
(Hayes).

Back Stop

I find

Brass ,Angle

Contact

Adjustmeref

Eliminator
A.C. Maine

Accumulator

Mr. Curtis's idea for H.T. eliminator switching.

MATHEMATICAL TABLES AND FORMULÆ
3,6, or 3,9 by post from
George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.z.
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Old Circuits Reviewed -1
Article, the First of a Series, Deals with the Chitos,
Ultra-Audion, Filadyne, and Cockaday 4 -circuit Receivers
This

By W. NIMMONS
THE majority of present-day detector arrangements one nowadays would tolerate this clumsy method of
are based upon the Hartley circuit, and certainly varying the coupling. So I have taken the opportunity
this circuit is efficient, moderately selective when to make fixed coils and condensers do the work in the
used under the proper conditions, and gives tonal purity. majority of cases. The exceptions are in a few circuits
The host of other circuits which can be made to detect only, where owing to the peculiar arrangements reaction
has gradually faded away from the memories of all is controlled by dimming the filament. This is not an
save the oldest experimenters ; whilst to the newer ideal method; in fact, in the light of modern knowledge
generation they might to all intents and purposes have it is strongly to be condemned, but it is the best that
never existed.
can be done under the circumstances.

The Chitos Circuit.
The first circuit which I propose to present is a simple
but effective one. Known as the Chitos, it was much
lauded in the wireless-journals of twenty years ago.
The original circuit is indicated in Fig. r. It is described
as a simple one -valve set that is selective and yet capable
of bringing in distant stations.
As the circuit is one in which the aerial inductance
should be as high as possible and the tuning capacity as
low as possible, a larger coil than usual is used in the
aerial circuit. This is tuned by the .0003 mfd. variable'
condenser, the .0005 mfd. condenser acting as a variable
grid condenser. This is necessary, as it " peaks " to a

Fig.

r.-The

Chitos circuit.

It is to this latter group that the present series is
mainly addressed. Many profitable hours can be spent
trying out old and alm©st forgotten circuits. There is
the additional incentive in trying to Make the circuits
meet .modern conditions, for when they were in vogue
very different conditions obtained in the way of
transmitters.
All the circuits given have been tested and tried by
the writer in the past month or two, and where improvements suggested themselves these have been incorporated
and a totally new circuit evolved. The old circuits
used swinging coils to produce reaction effects, but no

i002 Mt

\

0003 Mfd

0003
pi

Fig.

2.-A

L

T-

M d (React.)

modified Chitos circuit.

station. Note the unusual earth connection. Reaction
can be controlled with fixed coils by dimming the
filament, or by means of a condenser used in conjunction
with an. H.F. choke (Fig. 2).
As, might be expected with the aerial connection,
selectivity with the Chitos is very poor-at least, in the
writer's location, where there is a roo kW. station about
twelve miles away. Any attempt to sharpen up the
tuning by putting a condenser in series with the aerial
seriously affects the volume obtained. Perhaps others
will be luckier in regard to location. As it is, the station
spreads half -way round the dial.

3- Plato
Fig.

3.-The Ultra-Audion

circuit.

The Ultra-Audion Circuit
The next circuit was known as the Ultra-Audion,
and the original circuit is given in Fig. 3. This is a
circuit in which the aerial inductance is connected in
series with the tuning condenser, the latter being
connected between grid and earth. On referring to
Fig. 3 it will be observed that there are two condensers
in this position, i.e., a .0005 mfd. and what is described
as a three -plate condenser ; this latter is really in the
nature of a vernier, and can be dispensed with if the
condenser is a modern one with slow-motion control.-

'
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Similarly, the variable grid leak can be replaced with a
fixed one; z megohms being a suitable value. The
.00r mfd. variable condenser originally specified for
connection between the anode and the coil is evidently
a mistake, .000r mfd. giving plenty of regeneration.
The grid condenser can be .0002 mfd. or .0003 mfd.
A condenser can be used in the aerial circuit to improve
selectivity.
The two coils, Lr and Le, can be wound on a 2 -.}in.
dia. former, both having about 6o turns of No. 28
D.S.C. wire. The space between the coils should be
about tcin.
This circuit proved so loud in the 'phones that a
pentode was tried. The amended circuit is shown in
4. It will be observed that a differential reaction
condenser is used, and that a variable (preset) condenser
is used in the aerial.
At roo-volts on plate and screen, this circuit worked a
loudspeaker at quiet volume, whilst with r5o-volts the
volume was satisfactory on the loudspeaker. Care
should be taken with r5o-volts not to tune away from
the station, as the H.F. energy is then absent and the
grid -leak becomes inoperative. This results in a rise
in anode and screen current, and the valve might become
damaged. The valve is, of course, an L.F. pentode,
such as P.M.22A, an H.F. pentode having too high an
A.C. resistance to operate a loudspeaker satisfactorily.
The Ultra-Audion as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, however,
is not so selective as some of the other old circuits I have
tried. This may be due to my location, with a too kW.
station only twelve miles away, as previously mentioned.
In fact, with Figs. 3 and 4 the Home Service on
285.7 metres completely swamped the Light Programme
on 261.1 metres. This is not so baci as it sounds,
'however, as even the Reinartz circuit cannot separate

O

H.

C>

LT-1-

F'/ady'ie Chokes
ig.

5.-The Filadyne

circuit.

them unless the earth lead is removed. Few simple
circuits Show much discrimination between wavelengths
as close together as this, although as will be seen later,
the Cockaday 4 -circuit set not only separated them,
but received a French station between them tree of
interference.
In the old days, of course, stations were few and
comparatively weak. Hence we see that old circuits
are designed for maximum sensitivity, with large aerial
coils, no condensers in the aerial lead, etc. Nowadays,
with more powerful stations, the need for selectivity
rather than sensitivity is the overriding consideration
in the detector circuit. Nevertheless Fig. 4 can be
recommended as a one -valve loudspeaker circuit for those
who live close to a station, providing the valve is given
plenty of H.T.
The Filadyne Circuit
Next we come to the Filadyne circuit; as shown in
Fig. 5. This is a very interesting circuit, and as will be
seen, the main feature is the filament chokes inserted
in each filament lead. These chokes are wound with

heavy gauge wire to carry the necessary current without
excessive voltage drop. By " heavy I mean wire of
No. 26 gauge, not the fine wire used for H.F. chokes
which has too high a resistance. With the normal..r amp.
detector valve, which has a " hot " resistance of 20
ohms, we require a resistance of 20 obtus in series with
the filament when used with a 4 -volt accumulator to
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Fig.

4.-A

L.T

LT-se
MtC

modified Ultra-Audion circuit.

reduce the voltage to 2 volts. Obviously, it would be
impracticable to employ really heavy gauge wire in an
attempt to reduce the resistance of these chokes to
negligible proportions
accumulator
with a 2 -volt valve, since they would be unduly bulky.
By using a 4 -volt battery the chokes which we require
for the Filadyne circuit become reasonable in dimensions.
\Vhen originally designed we ,then -used ate" 6o " coil
for the medium waves and a " r5o " for the long waves,
with a " 35 " and " 75 " respectively for reaction, all
plug-in, of course.
By using No. 26 gauge wire in conjunction with a
4 -volt accumulator these considerations are greatly
simplified. Twenty ohms of this wire are equal to 212
yards, and weigh a little over alb. So that two -lb. reels
serve admirably for the chokes, one in each filament
leg. They can be secured (about 6ins. apart) by passing
a long threaded rod down the centre of the reel.
In
addition, a rheostat of about zo ohms is needed to dim
the filament.
If the valve you are using is opaque so that its glow

Fig.

6.-This Filadyne

circuit receives the local station
without tuning.

cannot be seen, use a voltmeter to ensure that it does not
get more than 2 volts, or try one whose glow can be
seen it should not be brighter than when used with a
2 -volt accumulator.
-
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The Filadyne circuit is quite unconventional. As will
be seen, instead of the H.F. impulses being fed to the
grid of the valve they are passed to the filament. Therefore, the electron stream is controlled at its source. The
writer regrets to report, however, that regeneration was
not obtained, the conditions of negative resistance not
being suitable with a modern valve.
Incidentally, by making the plate the collector electrode instead of the grid, we are left with the tantalising
prospect of a valve with an untenanted grid. Fig. 6
shows it with an earthed grid, and the valve works this
way ; but why not feed the plate current to the primary
of a transformer, the secondary going to the grid ? The
writer tried this, and got the usual morse oscillator type
of howl, but there is room for experiment here, and
someone may hit on an improved type of circuit.
By feeding the filament current through the tuning
coil (Fig. 7) we can evolve a high -tensionless circuit,
which gives good loud 'phone strength when the filament
is at normal heat. In most cases the filament must be
dimmed with this circuit, the actual operating temperature -being quite critical.
Before leaving this interesting circuit I refer you to a
more ambitious set. It employs a pentòde H.F. stage,
Filadyne detector, and a transformer coupled output
pentode. The circuit will be given in our next issue.
It works off a 4 -volt accumulator, and the two 2 -volt
pentodes have their filaments in series across the battery.
The Filadyne detector has the usual filament chokes,
which must have a resistance of ro ohms each, or a total
of 20 ohms when using a .r amp. detector valve. The
H.T. to the Filadyne detector is best determined by
experiment, but is around 45 volts.
The Cockaday Circuit
-The next circuit which I propose to dea :with is the
Cockaday 4 -circuit set, which was once very popular.
The set is quite easy to operate, but may be found a
little difficult to build from brief directions, as the
inventor laid great stress on exact spacing, etc.

April, 1946
The special feature of the circuit is the single turn
inductance, A, connected in series with the aerial.
This is coupled tò the stabiliser coil, B, which, in turn,
affects the tuned secondary circuit, C. The tuning of

the',

0005

Mfo

i
65'

Coir
r

ladyne

Choke

Fig. 7.-A modification of the Filadyne
without H.T.
V
aerial circuit was effected by a separate coil, D, which.
was varied by tappings.
The coils A, B and C were wound on a 3iin. dia.
former. A consisted of one turn of No. 14 bare wire ;
B of 34 turns of No. 18 S.C.C. ; and C of 65 turns of
No. 18 S.C.C. wire. B and C are first wound on the same
tube, spaced a little apart, and then A is wound directly
over the stabiliser coil 13, at about tin. from the beginning
of it.
The inductance D consisted of 43 turns of No. 18
S.C.C. wire wound on a separate former 3in. in diameter,
tapped at 1st, 3rd, 7th, r3th, zest, 3rst and last turns.
The wavelengths covered range from 15o to 55o metres,
when condensers of .0005 mid. are employed.
This receiver gives excellent results in skilled hands,
and was designed for areas with very bad jamming.
(To be continued)

Grinding Quartz Crystals
Getting Prepared for Amateur Transmission.

By R. BALDWIN,.

G3WZ

AGOOD many readers must be very cheerful over " dip." The frequency of your unground
blank is likely
the prospect- of the early resumption of amateur to lie in the MF broadcast band or below
metres.
transmitting. Those who held transmitting You can find out the approximate frequency-zoo
by listening
licences before the outbreak of the war are now being
(Continued on page 211)
issued with licences covering ro and 5 metres. But it
is going to be weeks or months before the G.P.O. can r°
_
R. FC
make all the arrangements for licensing newcomers.
Meanwhile quite a lot can be done against the day when
your first rig goes on the air.
HT+
One of the most interesting of radio activities is j 25 Turns
30-60 v
iO.C.C:
on
crystal grinding, and the beauty of it is that the necessary
gear is cheap. To grind ready -cut blanks of quartz 2' Former
0003
from an oculist or crystal manufacturer (blanks come in
For 1.7 MA:s
Mtd
flat discs the size of a shilling), all that you need is a
0 -10 M/A Mere,
piece of plate glass and, from any motor accessories
dealer, a cheap tin of valve grinding paste as used for
grinding the valves of petrol engines. Lastly, buy or
borröw a Micrometer screw gauge.
General Purpose
A crystal holder can be made of two brass discs the
Battery Valve
size of halfpennies or by grinding fiat one side each of
two foreign copper coins (Fig. I). -Fix one disc on a
square base of insulating material -with two terminalsh.Tone is for connecting to the base disc. Solder a long bolt
and a piece of fine gauge copper wire to the one to be
Lr -F
the top plate of the holder. Take the free end of the wire
I

to the other terminal.
Next assemble a battery valvé in the circuit shown
in Fig. 2. When the anode condenser of the arrangement
is brought to the resonant frequency of the crystal in
the holder the meter needle in the, anode circuit will

LTL

J
Fig.

2.-Test

oscillator for the crystals.
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R.A.F. RADIO!

METERS. Switchboard type, D.C., moving -coil ammeters IIC 0-30 amp., 4.,in.
dia., 551-Flush
panel, moving -coil
ammeter, 0-1 ma, 100 ohms resistance,
2. in. dia. bakelite case, 551-. Westinghouse
metal reckifier,
ma., 1016.
Precision

NEW
R.A.F. TRANSMITTERS
Type 1154

1

moving iron voltmeters, A.C./D.C., 3/in.

Airborne General

dia., flush panel type, 0-60 volts, 451-.

MICROPHONES. The Lesdix No.IIA

Purpose Transmitters

Hand Mike is again available ; a carbon
inset in solid brass case, the sensitive
diaphragm protected by a perforated metal
panel, 816.
Metal -clad Inset only, 51 -Pedestal Mikes for desk or pulpit, 251- ;

Complete with 4 valves. Pregm:a y .'. verage
500 kcjs, 200 kris, 10 mcja, s mcjs, 10.7 mule,
22.35 me/a, S inc/a, 2.5 nncis.
Power input
1,200
200 naia 11.T., 0 v. 4 amp. L.T.
Chassis aloe 15ín. s 1:41n. s Olin. to strong
wood case with metal bound corners and
carrying handles, size :r2in.
10
z 17ín. s ldin.
,R1125B. RECEIVER CHASSIS. 2 7 -pin
ceramic valveholders, 8 co ndetmers, 3 resistors,
transtorntere, coils, plugs, .sockets. etc. 411
on totally enclosed metal chassis. Alf to :air
Ministry specifications, 17;6.
D.C. MOTOR GENERATOR- 9 v. input. 45n v.
output, con ipietes:ith cooling fan a 101'o is ,-ho,o
device; fitted on chassis 15).. s S e _.4, wcitl,t

v

.

-

'ns.

mmfd.

MICRODENSERS.

mmfd.,

18

516.

40 mmfd., 61-. 60 mmfd., 616. 100 mmfd.,
713.
1011

mmfd., 716.
U.H.F. CHOKE
160

..

116.

1010 101200 METRES

WRITE

FULL

FOR

EDDYSTONE
LIST

TROLITUL
Recognised

SHEET 17ín. x
17ín. x

TUBE

in. Out.

Ilin.
Ilin.

H.F.

Insulation

x

3116in,

x

:lie.

thick,
thick,

201-.
241-.

Diam, I13. !,in, Out. Diam.
116. ','in. Out. Diam., 31-.
lin. Out.
Diam., 41- per ft.

DURALUMIN TUBE
For 5 and
lengths x

10 metre dipoles, etc.
8ft. 6in.
in. Out. Diann. Very light
but rigid. 416.
(No dispatch -Callers only !)

VALVE SCREENS
Aluminium, with mounting
and small British valves.

base,

for U.S.

116,

METERS
Special B.S.I. 1st Grade accuracy TURNER.
Dual 300-600 volts D.C. 2'/in. Flush mounting. With external resistance box. SOI-.

VOLTMETERS. \Ce have purchased a
large Quantity made for the Air Ministry
to their stringent specifications. 'Type
No. 5A)1003 0-d0 volts New, in original
boxes, marked A.M. To clear, 1911.
AMMETERS. Ex Air Ministry, 0-111
aune. Moving coil, 17/6 each.
Also
0-50 Dead Beat, Charge and Discharge
Reading, Moving coil, 17/6 each.

DUST CORES
TRIMMERS

bakelite case, 10,000 ohm
megostat, etc., with
instruction booklet, 421-.
RELAYS.
Telephone type
No. 6.
2-coil
polarised,
S.P.C.O., 6 volts, 25 ma., 325
Ho. IA S.P. on -off, 2 volts,
Relay,

216.

AUTO TRANSFORMERS
Shrouded, with insulated blocks in and out.
230v.-105v., 110v., 115v.
75 watts, 2716.
I50 watts, 3116.
250 watts, 4716.
500 watts, 651-.

*
.

ON DON '`CENTRAL
RfA D1 O -.STORES
23, LISLE STREET, W.C.2,

SEND 2-I,d. stamp for temporary
lists of special items for the

experimenter and transmitter.

WEBB'S RADIO,

14, Soho St., Oxford St.,
London, W.1.
Telephone: Gerrard 2089
We are available 9 a.m. till 5.30 p.m. for
OFFICIAL business, but please note our
SHOP HOURS
a.m. to 5 p.m.
(Saturdays, 9 a.m. to I p.m.)

-9

are

in

Midget 25 mmfd. air -spaced, ceramic base,

-

MICROPHONES

INVISIBLE RAY
CONTROL. The famous Raycraft
Kit with selenium bridge,

High Grade dust cores, per pair, 6d.

is impossible to list all the 11..x.1'.
radio gear we have for sale. You are
invited to call and see the stocks of
chassis, receivers, transmitters,
It will spay
poneuta and instrumente.
you to couic w and walk round.

GER. 2969.

BUTTON

AIR TRIMMERITUNER,
Ceramic base, midget

1013

size, 516.'

SPECIAL OFFER

p.m. Open all Sa

SOUND TRANSMITTER UNITS.
A
marvel of acoustic engineering design, as
used by G.P.O. For amplification and
detection of sound for all purposes.
EVERY BUTTON GUARANTEED.
The lin. dia. brass
body forms the granule
chamber and the diaphragm is thin mica.
Needs only a pocket
battery 4_ volts and a
high -ratio transformer.
With special transformer, 716. Button,
only, 216.
Prices include instruction leaflet.
Send -Receive Handcoms.
All metal
field Handcoms mike, and receiver, with
damaged switch and less cord, 716,
CRYSTAL SETS. The Wall -Nut Model,
tapped aerial inductance and condenser
tuning, semi -perm. detector, in fine
quality walnut box, 421-. Mk. II Converted
ex.-W.D. type, variable condenser, coil
tuning and perm. detector, in box with
lid, 551-.
The Lesdix " Bijou " crystal
set, bakelite case, condenser tuning and
semi -perm. detector. 1st-.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS.
Semi -perm.
perikon detectors, 216. Spare crystals, 116.
Catswhisker Detector, 216. Spare crystal
11-.
Multiple detector arm, choice of
6 catswhiskers, 116.
AERIALS. 7122 copper stranded aerial
wire, 50 ft., 31-. 100 ft., 516. 30k. indoor
aerial wire, on reel, II-. 30ft. copper spiral
aerial, single, 119 ea. Twin with bakelite
insulated end piece and loop, 216.
Egg
and shell Insulators, 3d. each,
Lead-in
Wire, rubber covered, 31- dozen yds.
WIRE. Single silk -covered magnet wire,
28 gauge,716 lb., 30 gauge 91- lb., 32 gauge
1216 lb.
Enamelled and S.C.C. wire,
18 gauge 312 lb.
Twin bell wire 100 yds.
for 121-.

5155

and 24 v. input.
WIREWOUND VOLUME CONTROLS.
400
uluea, 2.9.
NEW MOVING COIL D.C. VOLTMETERS.
'0-40 v. 2íu. flush type, 25.-.
R. -A.F. 3-GANG CONDENSERS. Same a_ mtu
in 1111.55 chassis, .0005 mid., 12;6.
R.A.F.
MIDGET VOLUME
CONTROLS.
100,000 ohms, 1i9 each or 161- doz.
R.A.F. TWIN VOLUME CONTROLS. 500,000
and .50,000 ohms, 5/6 each.
R.A.F. 2 mId. CONDENSERS.
Mansbridgo
ty pc, 500 v. ekg., 1/3 each.
R.A.F. TUBULAR CONDENSERS. .1, .15 and
mfd., :50 t. mks., 7)6 dos.
R.A.F. TUBULAR CONDENSERS.
Metal cased. .1 } .1 i- .1 ndd., 500 v. wkg., 2;3
each.
R.A.F. TUBULAR CONDENSERS.
3 and
.25 mid., :1.50 v. ,kg., with shortlw ire ends. Iu
25 Iota only, 5,6.
R.A.F. .02 MFD. CONDENSERS.
1,000_ v.
wkg., 716.
R.A.F: SELECTOR SWITCHES.
-Useful for
remote control, 21'6.
R.A.F. 10 -POINT DEWAR SWITCHES. 2.6.
R.A.F. PARCEL 1. Six each .1, .15..15 d.1.
Tubular Condensers, three .l -1 .l } .1 mid.
Tubulars, metal -cased, three Midget Volume
Controls, 100,000 ohms, two 'Tuggle Switches,
20!-.
R.A.F. PARCEL 2. Twelve each .1. .15..25
mfd. Tubular Condensers, six Midget Volume
Controls, 100,000 ohms, three Volume Controls,
one gross 0 BA Nuts and Bolts, one gross
4 BA screws, one gross ltiret.s, 301-

1

Experimenter

EDDYSTONE

Also for 18 v.

Closed Thurs.

High -ratio transformer 416 extra.
Mike
Buttons, G.P.O. sound Transmitter units,
lin. dia., 216 each. H.R. Transformer, 416.

TYPE

171),., 37/6.

-AN OPEN INVITATION

Useful items for
the High Frequency

ohms, 816.
40 ma., SI-. Relay movements, 1,000 ohms,
less blade and contact, 216.
MAGNETS. The wonder midget Magnet,
alni perm. steel disc., weight only !. oz.,
sin, dia., in, thick with 3116ín. centre
hole, 316 each. Large selection of horseshoe
Magnets in stock. Send for leaflet " P."
PARCELS. 71b. Parcel of useful oddments
for your junk box, all clean and dismantled
from Government and other apparatus,
716, post free.

ELECTRADIX
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RADIOS

Queenstown Road,
London, S.W.B.
Telephone MACaulay 2159
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-THESE ARE IN STOCK

-

WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL.
By W. T. Cocking. 1016. Postage
4d.

RADIO UPKEEP AND REPAIRS. By
A. 'l'. \Pitts. 7/6. Postage 4d.
THE CATHODE RAY TUBE HANDBOOK. By S. K. Lever. 6/-.

rodage

3d.

RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS. L'y
Donald S. Bond. 18/, Postage 6d.
RADIO ENGINEERS' POCKET BOOK.
By F. J. Canuu. 3/6. Postage 3d.
RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK.
By M. G. Scroggie. 12/6.. Postage
4d.

THE
TECHNIQUE
OF
RADIO
,DESIGN. By E. E. Zepler. 21/-.
Pm! age 6d.
AN
INTRODUCTION
TO
THE
THEORY
AND
DESIGN
OF
ELECTRIC WAVE FILTERS. By
T. Seowen. 15/-. Postage 4d.
ELECTRICAL
ESSENTIALS
OF
RADIO.
By
Slurzberg
and
Osterheld. 24/-. Postage 6d.
TIME BASES (Scanning Generators).
By O. S. Pnekle. 16/-. Postage 4d.
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS. By
E. Molloy. 10/6. Postage 6d.
FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO.
By
F. E. Termnn. 22/6. Postage 6d.
ULTRA -HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO
ENGINEERING. By W. L. Emery.
16/6. Postage 6d.
THE WIRELESS WORLD VALVE
DATA. 2/-. Postage 2d.
VALVE REPLACEMENT MANUAL.
By A. C. Farnell and A. APullcndcn.
6;-. Postage 5d.
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RADIO SPARES
MAINS

.

.

THE MODERN BOOK Co.

H. W. FIELD & SON,
Colchester Road,

19-23,

HAROLD PARK - ESSEX.

(Dept. P.7.)

Praed

Street,

London,

W.2.

Ingrebourne 2642.

FOR THE

RADIO SERVICE
MAN, DEALER

AND OWNER
The man who enrols for an I.C.S. Radio Course learns radio
thoroughly, completely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are not content merely
to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in practical, every-day,
radio service work. We train them to be successful!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 94, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Please explain fully about your instruction in the subject
marked X
Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio
If you wish to pass a Radio examination, indicate It below.
British Institute of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operator. R.A.F.
Wireless Mechanic, R.A.F.
Special terms for members of H.M. Forces and discharged
and disabled members of H.M. Armed Forces.
Name

Age..............

(IISE BIALY LETIEaS)

91,

BALFOUR ST., HANLEY
S.O.T., STAFFS.

Resistors. rlw. 4d., W. 6d., 3w.
9d., low. 2/6.
Condensers.
.5, 2/6 ; .r, 9d. ;
.ol, 1/-. Smaller all at 9d.
Volume Controls. 5/6 with sw.
4!6 less sty.

Bias elecs. 2/6 each.
M.W. Coils. Ae and H.F. boxed
pairs with circuit, 4/6 ea.
Ose. M.W., 465 ice., 2/3.
P.M. Speakers.
2*inch, 271- ;
3!, inch
30/- ; 5inch 22/6 ;
"inch and 8inch with trans.,
28/6.
Xtal Mike. Hand type by Brush
Co. with screened flex £3/3/0.
P.O. Type carbon mike. Complete
home broadcast 7/6.
Midget L.F. Choke 7./6; O.P.
Trans. 6/- with C.T. 6/6 for
pentode valve.
Smalls.
Connecting wire 6d.
coil ; sleeving 3d. yard, soldier,
6d. coil, flux 6d. tin, knobs
hex. or round, black or brown
9d. Xtals 6d. ea.
Full 4 -page list for id. S.A.E.
Advice free with 3d. S.A.E.

COVENTRY RADIO
COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE 1925.
Have you received our 1946 list ? The most comprehensive
published to -day, contains details of hundreds of components
from a washer to a receiver, aerials, bulbs, cable, condensers,
dials. electrolytics, formers,
line cord, meters. plugs,
resistors, speakers, switches,jacks,
transformers, valves, volume
controls, knobs, wires, washers, tags, nuts, screws,
sockets,
signal lamps, vibrators, etc., with standard
resistor chart
and colour code. Sent on receipt of ld. stamp.
NO SURPLUS, NEW GOODS ONLY.
PROMPT SERVICE, COMPLETE SATISFACTION.

COVENTRY RADIO,
191,

then

DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON.

ó

Elco design and build soldering
irons, machines, melting pots,
and special furnaces for all
soldering needs to suit any
voltage from 24v. up.
Illustrated are four
units.
interchangeable

There are
many others.
Sole Agent:
ELCORDIA LTD..
Write for leaflet to

Address
(Use penny stamp on unsealed

RADIOSALES

TRANSFORMERS.
Primaries 200;250
volts. Secondaries 350-0-350 volts.
TYPE C. 100 ma. 4v. 5a., 4v. 3a... . .. 346
TYPE D. 100 ma. 6.3e. 5a., 5v. 3a.
.. 34'6
TYPE E. 120 ma. L.T.s as Type C
.. 3716
TYPE F. 120 ma. L.T.s as Type D.
37/6
TYPE H. 200 ma. Three L.T.s of 4v. Ga.
+4v. 3a. Rectifier ..
..
.
52'TYPE I. 200 ma. Three L.T.s of 6.3v. 6a.
+5v. 3a. Rectifier ..
.. 52/ Secondaries 50$-0-500.
TYPE 5. 200 ma. Three L.T.s of 6.3v. 6a.
+5v. 3a. Rectifier ..
.. 56/ TYPE K. 200 ma. Three L.T.s of 4v. 6a.
+4v. 3a. Rectifier
..
... 56/ TYPE L. 250 ma. Three L.T.s of 6.3v. 6a.
+5v. 3a. Rectifier ..
60'TYPE M 250 ma. Three L.T.s of 4v. 6a.
.
..
..
.. 60,'Secondaries 400-O-400.
TYPE R. 120 ma. 4v. 5a., 4v. 3a.
-.. £2
TYPE S. 120 ma. 6.3v. 5a., 5v. 3a.
..
£2
SPECIAL UNITS MANUFACTURED TO FRIENDS'
REQUIREMENTS.
Please note that. owing to dimensions and weight
of TYPES H to M kindly add 2'6 for carriage and
packing.
HEAVY DUTY MULTI -RATIO OUTPUT TRANSFORMER. 120 ma. 15 watts, tappings for CL6s
in push-pull, PX4s in push-pull, low impedance
triode, low impedance pentode, high impedance
triode, 27/6 ; complete instructions with each unit.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Special offer. Multi
Ratio 30:1, 45:1, 60:1, 90:1,
SMOOTHING CHOKES. 20 henrys 100 or 120 ma.
; 20 henrys 150 ma., 12,6 ; 30, 35 or 40 henrys
200 ma. or 250 ma., 21'0.
DRIVER TRANSFORMER. Class B,
Orders accepted by post only. Please help us to
eliminate clerical work by sending cash with order.
Please include postage with order. PRICE LIST
2//d. stamp.

envelope.)_

e>4/

225 Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.1
Tel.: WATertoa 5502/3.

Ct\
ELCO
Sofro

a

.P.oel...v

`.I `
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(Continued from page 208),
to the oscillator on a simple receiver. The harmonics
of the main frequency will fall at regular multiples right
up to high frequencies. If you can identify these on a
swell -calibrated short-wave set you should be able to
verify your primary frequency to within a kilocycle or
so by dividing the tenth harmonic observed frequency
by ten or the eleventh by eleven, for instance.
-

actual oscillator a lens ;nay hop right out as the anode
circuit is brought to resonance-you can sec a series of
little violet sparks if you get the crystal hopping in the
dark. You can test plenty of lenses in half an hour

insu/are Soldered
Screw With
S/eevi nq

How to Grind a Blank
The best band to grind a crystal into, if you have had
no previous experience, is the amateur band. of 1,715 to
2,000 he/s (pre-war). If you take your crystal to the L.F.
end it will double down into the other amateur bands.
The method of grinding of a blank is simple. Smear
some Of the valve grinding paste on the plate glass,
press your blank down with your fingers and rub it over
the glass in irregular spirals.. When the paste loses its
power after a minute or two you can add more or re -test
the frequency of your crystal by washing and drying it

and putting it back between the holder and making it
oscillate. Crystals are fragile Be careful when testing
with the micrometer to see that you are not getting
bumps or hollows on the crystal, or grinding one end
thinner than the other. Remember, by thinning up the
crystal you can increase the frequency, but once you have
gone past the frequency you are aiming at-you cannot
go back. So beware
At present you may find it very hard to obtain crystal
blanks-but do not despair. Go to an optician and ask
hint if he has a stock of old lenses from broken -up
spectacles. If he has any quartz lenses he will call them
" pebbles " and there is quite a chance they are cut
in a piezo electric plane -and will oscillate. The author
has often borrowed for testing the whole lens stock of
an old gold dealer who breaks up spectacles
big
toffee tin full of lenses of every sort
It is possible to
test such lenses with a polo imeter to see if they are
quartz-but polariuieters are not exactly common and
in any case there is a simpler way. You can use any
set with an oscillating detector valve for the waveband
200 to 350 metres-most quartz spectacle lenses have
frequencies in that band. Place a lens to be tested close
to the grid coil of the detector. After making sure
neither aerial nor earth is connected, let the set oscillate
and rotate the tuning dial. Since a lens has a gradation
of thicknesses each piezo -electric lens will chirp as the
detector oscillations excite it at a number of frequencies.
Once heard -the chirps are never forgotten --a quick spin
of the tuning chal converts the chirps into a noise like the
crunching of silver paper. Placed in the holder of the

Soldered Joints

/

Bakelite

!

!

-a

!

NEW CATALOGUES
Ardente Acoustic Laboratories
Aattractively printed So -page catalogue has now
been issued by the well-known makers of public
address equipment. This fully describes some interesting
" intercom " equipment portable and stage amplifying
equipment ; " deaf aids for theatres and cinemas ;
electronic carillon and organ for chapels and churches ;
" paging " equipment for hotels and restaurants and
All of the products
ship loud -speaking equipment.
appear to be- of the highest standard of design, and
traders who are interested in the installation of P.A.
systems may obtain details from the Ardente Technical
Department, who are keen to co-operate by offering
suggestions as to the. type of equipment best suited to
the work in hand.
The " Intercom " equipment supplied by Ardente is
available in various different forms, each of which is
designed to fulfil a special function, either in the faetory,
shop or home. This equipment is in unit form and with
pre -designated cables, installation is very easy.
;
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Fig.

r.-The

MESSRS. STRATTON

&

crystal holder.

Grinding the Crystal
When you have got a good lens, grind off the flattest
side, then start on the other, keeping the ground sides
absolutely parallel and nicking frequent frequency
tests. Your.crystal will probably be cut parallel to one
of the vertical sides of the quartz crystal matrix and will
therefore be " Y " cut-but since the " X " axis has an
intercept also in it, it'will probably have two resonant
frequencies, widely separated ; one of these, the higher,
will be a spurious one and should be kept in mind, but
normally disregarded.
Remember that your test oscillator is technically a
transmitter and should be built in 'a metal box. If
you use only a few volts and a small battery valve it
will have less power to transmit than a normal oscillating
receiver and additionally it will have no aerial.
You will ultimately be able to get your crystals issued
with a calibration certificate-acceptable to the G.P.O.
in connection with granting transmitting licences-by
sending them to the R.S.G.B. calibrating bureau, which

hasn't yet restarted activity.

radio -telephonic main station transmitter and mobile
transceiver. The latter is designed to fit into the boot
of a car, with the loudspeaker under the dashboard ;
the on/oft control panel on the dash, and the hand
telephone fitted in the left-hand tubby hole of -the clash.
This equipment is ideal for police, fire -brigade and
similar bodies.
Bulgin

939-1945 " is the title of a booklet issued by Bulgin,
1 explaining how they turned from peace to war
production, and giving details of Some of their activities
in cold figures.
Amongst these may be mentioned
that during the period in question no fewer than one and
a half million lamnholders were made in addition to
two million switches, one,nlillion signal lamps, two
million knobs, etc. These all had to conformer to rigid
Service specifications, and Messrs. Bulgin are now
actively engaged in getting back to their old peacetime
standard for the home constructor, as well as for the
Iii

CO., LTD., makers of the

short-wave equipment,
have produced an 8 -page booklet describing their

Eddystone

Discs

with a little practice. The sort most generally quartz
are the small oval Victorian type: Those with concave
surfaces show signs of piezo electricity, but can never be
made to function properly as oscillators for reasons
which have never been cleared itp.

AN IMPORTANT

Eddystone

Pia, Merat

Crystal

1,326
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Radar -1
Extracts from

Speech to the Physical Society on January 2nd, 1946, by Sir Edward
Appleton, G.B.E., K.C.B., Secretary of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
a

ISEE that this lecture has been announced as being direction which gave us maximum reflection. But
on Radar, but I imagine that every one of you will there is still one quantity missing-namely,
range.
know that radar is the same thing as Radiolocation- That is the essentially new
determined in
a term I myself prefer, because it is almost self- radar and that is how, the nainequantity
Radar is derived

:-

explanatory and also because it is British.
Radio, Direction and Range.
Now, clue to the need for complete secrecy concerning
our radio plans before and during the war that has just Radio Range Measurement
ended, there nmst be many people who have asked the
Now the floodlighting waves travel out from the
simple question : " What is radar ? " and have been sender and back with a known speed.
If, therefore, we
unable to obtain a satisfactory answer. Now, I always can time them on their journey there and
back we can
feel that the best way to answer the question " What measure the distance. The question therefore
is this :
is radar ? " is to start first -by explaining what radar is " How can we measure this small interval of time
not, because there has been a certain amount of confusion To do this i t is necessary to put some sort of mark ?on"
on the subject.
the waves so that we can recognise them when they
We have long been familiar with radio methods of return.
locating the positions_ of any particular agency which is
In wireless language we say we must modulate the
itself emitting radio waves. If a ship is sending out wave. Now, a radio wave has two
characteristics,
radio waves it is possible to find its
position using two direction -finders situated
at the end of a suitable base line. For
example, if two direction -finders determine
the direction of arrival of the waves from
the ship, it is possible to find the position
of the ship by finding the intersection of
those two directions. The saute methòd
would apply to the location of lightning
flashes emitting atmospheric disturbances.
Indeed, this particular application has been
greatly developed during the war in
connection with storm detection at a
distance.
.But, in preparing to defend ourselves
before the war we knew that it was quite
certain that enemy ships or aircraft would
not announce their approach to our shores
by transmitting radio signals which we
could detect. A method had, therefore to
be developed which would give us the
positions of aircraft or ships whether they
sent out radio signals or not. Such a method
is provided' by radar.
Now a solid body
reflects radio waves. It cannot help doing
this, and it is by means of -the waves it
sends, back that it gives away its position
and can be detected. The process of radio
reflection is therefore the basic feature of
radar, and the problem to be solved is
simply that of finding exactly where the
reflection takes place.
Now it is of interest to note that Marconi, as
far back as 5922, suggested that, since he had
noticed the effects of distant reflecting
metallic objects in his short-wave experiments, it should be possible for one ship to
detect the presence of another by floodlighting it with a beam of radio waves and
detecting the waves reflected from it. But
.you will see that in an experiment of this
kind we should get only the bearing of the
reflecting object and not its distance away,
so that we should not get a complete
specification of its position.
Speaking generally, we can specify the
position of an object in' terms of three Radar contact with the moon was made for the first time in January
co-ordinates. Azimuth is measured from by the U.S. Army Signal Corps scientists. Pulses were sent at
north in the ground plan elevation is intervals of 5 seconds, and these were reflected back from the moon in
measured from the horizontal. If, following
about 2- seconds. It is anticipated that surveys of the moon's surface
Marconi's suggestion, we had a very narrow will now be practicable by means of radar. The above illustration,
radio beam with which to search for received by radio from New York, shows the aerial on Evans Signal
reflecting objects, we could find both Laboratory at Belmar, New Jersey, from which the signals to the
azimuth and elevation by finding the
moon were sent.
-
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namely, frequency and amplitude,n.nd we can modulate
either to enable us to measure time of travel. The
result is that there are two different methods of radio
distance measurement, one employing frequencymodulation and the other amplitude -modulation. The
frequency -modulation method is of British. origin while
the amplitude -modulation method was first used in the
United States, though it has been greatly developed since
in this country.
In the frequency -modulation method the carrier
'frequency of a sending station is made to change uniformly through a certain interval, first increasing and
then decreasing. Let's suppose that the graph of the
frequency, in time, is shown by a continuous zig -zag
line. Any local receiver would receive signals of the
frequency variation shown by the continuous line.
But now, if the w=aves also travel from the sender' out to
some reflecting object and back, and then arrive at the
same receiver, it is easy to see that, since they arrive
late, they will be, so to speak, always behindhand so far
as their frequency is concerned. They therefore beat
with the direct waves reaching the receiver. If we
measure this beat frequency we can calculate the delay
time and thus find the distance of the reflecting object.
The relevant formula turns out to. be very simple and
direct, namely
Beat frequency = (delay time) y (rate of change of
carrier frequency).
The frequency -modulation method was first used in
1924 to find the position of the Heaviside layer in the
upper atmosphere. We may therefore say that the first
radiolocatcd reflecting surface was the Heaviside Layer.
Since we know the time scale of the record we can
measure the beat frequency and using our .formula
we can calculate the delay time. For instance, if it is
of the order of a milli -seconds, i.hat means that the
distance of the reflecting surface (F Layer) above the
ground, is 30o km.
But although the frequency -modulation method
was developed and used for some years in this country
since 1924, and was found to be specially suitable for
the measurement of short delay times,_it was found to
have one serious disadvantage if multiple echoes were
being received. You will readily see that it is easy to
measure one particular beat frequency, but if two
different beat frequencies, due to reflections from two
surfaces at. different distances,- arc being received, it is
not easy- to measure them both accurately.
-It was' -for this reason that Dr.tG. Builder and h, in
1931, turned over to the pulse- or amplitude -modulation
method 'invented by Breit and. Tuve in 5925. In. this
method of determining the distance of a radio-located
object,- short radio -frequency pulses are sent out at
regular intervals. Each pulse travels out to the reflecting
surface- and on its return is detected. From the delay
time the distance of the reelecting object can be measured,in just the sanie way as a seaman sometimes uses the
echo from a sharp blast on as ship's whistle to determine
roughly his distance from the face of a cliff.
-
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of the received echoes was the standard method of
finding the range of a reflecting surface.
But before leaving this brief review of the two methods
of radio distance measurement I feel I ought to draw
your attention to an important feature of both of them.
We saw earlier that Marconi, a true experimenter,
foresaw that there might be some practical difficulty
in detecting the reflections froth any object because of
the influence of the powerful primary beam. 'There
certainly would be trouble if we tried to detect the
reflected beam, with direction. finders operating on
continuous waves. In both of the two methods of
distance measurement, however, we find that this
difficulty is automatically- solved. In the frequency modulation Method --the, amplitude of- the received
beats is independent of.thcclircct radiation, while in the
case of the pulse Method the direct and echo signals do
not occur together in time so that the latter can be
observed however powerful the' former.
In other words, and this is a point which I think
needs great emphasis, the two methods of radio distance
measurement are also, at the same time, excellent
methods of echo -detection, in that they automatically
reveal the presence of an echo, however weak it may be
in relation to the primary radio beam.
Having now got our methods of distance measurement which autonatically disclose the presence of
-

-

Radar helped the Dover Coastal Artillery tó sink enemy
ships on the blackest nights. The illustration shows an
early Battery Fire Direction Raddr Set on which the

operator could watch the enemy ship's course.
echoes, we see that our fundamental problem of radio location is, first, to get enough strengths in our primary
Using the Oscilloscope.
It is, of course, inconvenient to have to develop a beam to produce reflections which are detectable in`the
photographic record before the echoes can be detected' presence of the inevitable electrical noise in our receiver ;
and the ranges of 'the reflecting surfaces measured. It second, to use the well-known methods of finding the
is far more convenient' to have an echo display which direction of arrival of the reflected waves at the receiving
can be continuously examined visually ; and for that station and, third, to measure the distance of the
reason Dr. Builder and I, in 1931, began to use, for our reflecting object along that direction.
radio -distance measurement, a cathode-ray oscillograph
I select first a particularly simple and easily underwith a linear time bise which operated in synchronism stood example of radiolocation which is of use as an
with the radio pulse frequency. In this case the ground - operational aid in flying. Just as we can radiolocate
ray or direct signal can be stade to occur at the same the Kennelly -Heaviside Layer by experiments made
place in the left -to -right sweep of the ffuorescent spot, at ground level, so can we radiolocate the ground from
with echoes following according to their delay times.
an aircraft. We terni the apparatus which enables
Valuable improvements in the technique of syn- us to do this an aircraft radio -altimeter. As I mentioned
chronising the pulse frequency and the time base fre- earlier, the frequency-modulation method is found, in
quency with the electric mains frequency at 5o cycles practice, the more suitable method of radio distance
per sec. were made by the late J. F. Herd, an Associate measurement for short distances, and the designers of
Member of this Institution, and also by J. A. Ratcliffe this radio -altimeter selected the f.-m. method as the
and E., L. C. White ; so that by 1933, the pulse method basis of its design.
of distance finding with cathode-ray oscillograph display
(To be ems-tinned)
--

;

-
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Electronic Metronome
Operational Details of

a

Useful Instrument for Students of Music

By C.

,,j
C.

GRAY

THIS electronic metronome will be
found very handy for all students
of music, especially now when it is
almost impossible to buy an ordinary
metronome. It works on the principle of
the multivibrator, in that it distorts the
wave shape to produce a multitude of
harrnonics..
A multivibrator is essentially a two stage resistance -coupled audio amplifier
with the second stage coupled back to
the first.
By varying the size of the
coupling condensers and grid resistors,
oscillations-varying in frequency from
the supersonic range to one or so per
minute-can be produced. This instrument is so constructed that two frequency
ranges are available, one in the, range
required for a metronome ; the other
suitable for a code practice oscillator.
The principle may be easily understood
from Fig. 2. On the metronome range,
audio output from the 6J7 is fed to the
6C5 grid. The 6C5 output is fed through
a 0.5 mfcl. coupling condenser back to the
6J7 grid through a condenser of equal
size.
Variable 3-megohm grid resistors are
provided. The frequency depends on the
natural discharge rate of the resistorcondenser combinations, and if necessary
can be calculated by the formula :
i/(RgC-r-R'gC') cycles per second. Rg, C.
and R'g and C' are the grid resistors
Fig. x.Electronic metronome. Timing condensers are the trimmers in
and blocking condensers of the first
and second valves respectively.
centre of chassis.
The 63.7 is connected also as an
ordinary grid -tickler type radio -frequency. oscillator, winding. If this type of coil is unobtainable, you can
with one exception. The lower end of the grid coil wind your own, on a coil form xi in. in diameter. Wind. ;,)
returns to earth through a high resistance. When, as go to iuo turns of No. 28 wire on this. The grid -tickler/`part of the multivibrator, the 6J7 is conducting, it is composed of 15 to 20 turns of No. 3o or 32 wire.
oscillates at a broadcast frequency, determined by. L5 This should function satisfactorily with the two trimmer
and C1.
Pulses of R.1 are thus sent out at the condensers in parallel, which serve. as the tuning
multivibrator frequency.
condenser, Cs, for the R.F. oscillator. No antenna
The coil Li, La, is an ordinary broadcast antenna coil ; is. necessary, as there is sufficient radiation from
this
the low -impedance aerial winding is L2, the grid -tickler coil
The
multivibrator
fre70,000
/20,000
1,000
20 quency range is much greater
than can be ',_obtained with
maim
a metronome.' With the
values shown in the schematic
(Fig. 2) it is possible to
obtain a beat as slow as 20
per minute. By switching
in the .or condensers the
complete audio spectrum can
be co'ered.
(Continued on page 216)

2.-The
metronome
includes a multivibrator and
an oscillator.
It can be
adjusted for widely different
frequencies and even acts as
a code oscillator.
For higher
frequencies the 0.1 condensers
may be replaced by smaller
(.oi) units.
Fig.

Line cord
res/stor
approx 260,
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YOU

IDMOM11.1

Introducing

can become
a first-class

no trouble at all
( for

RADIO
ENGINEER

EL2,

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
ROAD, PARKSTONE, DORSET.

(Post in unsealed envelope, la. stamp.)
Please send me free details of your
Home-Study Mathematics and Radio

Courses.
I

I
I

.

NAME

ADDRESS

P.

TOM THUMB

It's a pleasure
I
and our customers)

us

Replacement, ACHLDD, ACP, AC2HL,
ACpen, AC2pen, AC2penDD, AC5pen,
AC5penDD, AC6pen, ACSGVM, ACTP,
ACVPI, ACVP2,
AC044,
APP4A,
APP4B, APV4, AZI, AZII, AZ31, CI,
CIC, CBL3I, CCH35, CYIC, Cy31, D63,
DA30, DCP, DD41, DD207, DDT,
DG2, DH63, DH73M, DL, DL63,
0024, DW2, DW41350, DW41500,
EA50, EB34, EBC3, EBC33, EBL1, EBL3I,
ECH35, ECR30, EF6, EF8, EF39, EF50,

Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can qualify for well -paid
employment or profitable
spare -time work.

I

I. L

TROUBLE?

to select from
10,000 Popular and Rare Radio
VALVES, exact type or suitable

We are specialists in HomeStudy Tuition in Radio,

NORTH

W

J. B

te0T! NO

70

PRATTS RADIO
1070 Harrow Road,
LONDON, N.W.10

EL3,

-

VOLUME CONTROLS (most values).
Less Switch, 3/6 each ; with Switch, 5! each.
LINECORD.
amp., 60 ohms per ft. 2 -way
7d. per ft. 3 -way, 8d.
PEAKERS.-P.M. less Transi., 2lin.,
; 3Un., 28/6 - 5in.. 21/- : Olin.. 21/6
Ein., 22/-: With Pen. Transf 5in., 25/6
8kn., 27/6. Bin. Mains En.: 2,000 ohms
Field and Pen. Transf., 30,'- dâch.
TRANSFORMERS. -Midget,
5/9 Multi -Ratio, 7/6 ; Universal, 6/- each.
COILS. -Medium -wave, 5/6 pair. Superhet
Coils, L.M. & S. wave, aerial and ose., 465
kc/s., 12/6 per set. L. & M. wave with
reaction, 9/- per pair. (Diagram with all
coils).

.3

:

:

I.F. TRANSFORMERS.-465 kCis., 15/ pair. Class B Driver transi., 7/6 each.
SMOOTHING CHOKES. -Midget, 260

ohms, 5/9 each ; 380 ohms, 60 m/a., 6/6 each.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. -450v.
wkg., 8 x 8 mfd., 5/6 : 16 x 8 mfd., 6,3 each.
(Fixing clips, 4d. extra). 8 mfd., 41- ; 25
mfd., 25v., 1/9 ; 50 mfd., 12v., 2,3 MISCELLANEOUS. -Voltage Droppers.
.2
amp., 44) ;
.3 amp..
5/-. Valve
bases, 7d. each. Control knobs, 8d. each.
VALVES. -Large selection, inc,. 25A6G,
1131, 6J7. 60(7, 6K8, ID5, IC5, I115. INS. IA7,
5A7, 77, 75, 43, 42, 6V6, 25Y5, Pen.A4, EF39.
S.A.E. for list or enquiries. Orders over
post free. C.W.O. or C.O.D. Buses
662, 664, 18B pass door.
NEW GOODS ONLY

EL33,

EL35,

FC4,

MS4B, MSP4, MSpen, MSpenB, MUI4,
0M4, OZ4, P2, P41, P215, P650, PA20,

PM2HL,
PM22A,
PM22D,
PM24M,
PM256,
PP31250,
PP5I400, PP352I, PT4I, PX4, PX25,
Pen4VA,
Pen4DD,
Pen25,
Pen45,
Pen45DD, Pen46, Pen141,
Pen428,
Pen1340, PenA4, PenB4, PenDD4020,
QP228, QP25, QP230, R4, S4VB, SPI3,
SP4, SP4B, SP4I, SP42, SP2220, TDDI3C,
TDD2A, TDD4, TH2IC, TH30C, TH4B,
TH41, TH2321, TP25, TP26, TX4I,
T6D, U5, U10, U14, U16, U18, U2I,
U3I, U50, U52, U403, U4020, URIC,
UR3C, UUS, UU6, UU7, V9I4, VHT4,
VMP4G, VMS4B, VP2, VP4, VP4A,
VP23, VP41, VP133, W2I, XSG, XP,
XLO, X24, X41, X6I M, X63, X65,
PM2A,
PM24A,

-01A,

Y63,
164,

(Nr. SCRUBS LANE)
VARIABLE CONDENSERS.-Small .0005
mfd. 2 -gang with trimmers. 11/6 each.
MAINS TR.ANSFORMERS.-350-0-350v.,
4v., 4v. or 5v., 6.3v., 25'- each ; 300-0-300v
4v., 4v. or 5v., 6.3v. 60 ma., H.T.. 2116 each.

EL32,

FCI3, FCI3C, H63, HA2, HD24, HL2,
HLI3C, HL2IDD, HL23, HL23DD,
HL4IDD,
HLI33DD,
HL1320,
H11DD11320,
IW41350, KT2, KT24,
KT33C, KT6I, KT63, KT66, KTW6I,
KTW63, KTZ41, KTZ63, LP2, MH4,
MHII I8, MH4105, MHD4, MHL4, ML4,

IC5,

1E7,

IF4,

H6,

115,

I

iA4,

I

IA5,

IA7,

iH4, IH5,
LC6, ITS, 2A7, 267,
I

I

IA6,

106, 107, 1E5,

C7, 105,

IFS,
116,

F6,

i

F7,

2D13C. 2D4A, 2P, 5U4, 5V4, 5Y3,
5Z3, 5Z4, 6A4, 6A7, 6A8, 6A67,
6AE6G, 667, 6B8, 6C5, 6C6, 6C8,
605, 606, 6D7, 6F6, 6H6, 615, 617,
618, 6K6, 6K7, 6K8, 6L5, 6L6, 6L7,
6N6, 6P5, 6Q7, 667, 6SA7, 6SF7, 6T7,
6U7, 6V6, 6X5, 6Y5, 6Z5, 6ZY5, 7A7,
7A8, 7B5, 786, 787, 768, 7C5, 7C6,
7D3, 705, 802, 902, 10, IODI, 1105,
I2A, I2A5. 12E5, 1215, 12Q7, 12SA7,
.I2SQ7, I2Z3, 12Z5, 13SRA, 14, 15,
1501, 18, 19, 20, 20D2, 22, 24, 25A6,
2514, 25Z6, 26, 29, 31, 32, 35, 35Z4,
35Z5, 33, 37, 38, 39144, 40, 402P, 40SUA,
41 MP,
41 MTL,
415TH, 431 U, 42,
42MPpen, 43, 45, 48, 50, 53, 55, 57,

59, 7IA, 74, 75, 76, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83,
85, 89, 99,
164v, 2IODDT, 220TH,
301, 302, 303, 304, 354v, 506BU, 807,
'954, 955, 956, 1821, 1853, 2151, 68504,
68506, 68510, 68530.
All at list prices. Order C.O.D.

with enquiries.
Under 101 orders C.W.O. Please send us also your
enquiries for types not listed above.
Stamp
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ORDERS
INVITED
Forces and Demobilised
Special Attention.

EXPORT

For Components see March issue.

J. BULL & SONS
(Dept. P.W.)

246, HIGH STREET,
HARLESDEN, N.W.10

small compact amplifier, using 6F6's
push-pull, with new linear phase changing
circuit. With an ordinary magnetic pick-up
it gives 15 watts output.
Complete in
case, 9 x 8 x 6t -inches.
Ready to assemble, 18.18.0.
(Carriage and packing, 2/6)
A

in

ALSO

The A.23, an improved version of famous
A.20, still in vigorous demand.
114.0.0.
Coll on your local dealer or
write for illustrated literature.
Horn Speakers, 12 -inch P.M.'s Mikes and
Stands.
Every conceivable transformer or component is available from us -Specialists in
the design for Home Construction.

RADIO INSTRUMENT

Co.,

294, Broadway, BEXLEYHEATH, KENT

VALLANCE'S PROMPT
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

In Rest Duality Radio

Component,.

EDDYSTONE COMPONENTS. Nut available in
quantities without priority.
INSULATORS. Catalogue numbers 016 stand off
insulators, Vitreous porcelain with wing -nut..
Overall height, 'Skin., 1/8. 909 aerial insulators.
Steatite (ceramic); 'length 9 ua. flanged for long
leakage path, 1/-. 1019
stand off:
insulators. Frequentite (ceramic). Height of,
frequentite din., overall llln., including thread,
and nuts, 6d. 1018 lead through insulators cone
type frequentite lead through, 216.
COIL FORMERS. e pin type plain unthreaded
former in DLO mudding. Outside diameter
1lin., winding space Olin. S ribs (size and fitting
identical to original 1002), 21. As ahove, but
threaded 14 tune per in. (replaces original 1003),
31-. 1090 former frequentite (ceramic) transmit-,
ting type, length 5in., diameter 9'in., grooved
20 turns. bakes up to 12 gauge wire. 6'-.
MICRODENSERS. General purpose high efficiency
short-wave tuning condensers. Type
1004
18 minfd., capacity 5/20 r odd., 8 air caps,
-Cash-over :I,5110 v. D.C., 5/6. 11211 40 'mufti.,
capacity 5/42 tumid. 10 air gabs. flashover
2,:00 v. D.C., 6/-, 1093 GO ïn5nid., capacity'1
6,62 mmfd
155 air gaps,
flash -over ,2,3011 v..

D.C., 6/6.

1130. 100

tumid.,capacity

5/100'

tumid. 14 air gaps, flash -over 1,00o V. D. C.,,
11:1 100 mmfd., capacity 16e mmfd.,
7,3.
max. flash -over 1,0(10 v. D.C.
TRIMMERS. Type 979 air dielectric trim,ner,
preset trimmer, ceramic end plate. Capacity
.5,60 mmfd., 5/9.
1013 as 919. but with kin.
control spindle, 54. 339 split stator condenser
laboratory-type " butterfly wing " condenser.
Capacity a9 series gap, 229 inmld., fla=h-aver
1,400 v. D.C., or with two 'sides' is parallel, 4;200
mmfd., flash -over 700 y. P.C., 126.
H.F. CHOKES. Type 1012, well known as the best
general purpose HIV- choke, inductance 1.25
mill, carries 50 m!a, 5.1811 metres, 2//.. 1022
transmitter version 1010, carries 250 met, indite Mime 1.5 m;h, 31-, 1011 UHF choke covers
5-12 metres, inductance 5.82 microhenries,
1/6.
We are always pleased to send goods C.O.D. otherwise cash with order. Please include extra lop
postage and packing.

144,

VALLANCE'S
BILIGGATE, LEEDS,

1.
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on, tune it on your radio like a wireless
gramo. oscillator, adjust it to the desired
beat, and your radio will click out
the rhythm while you proceed with
your musical practice. One precaution :
Be sore that you are not radiating such a
strong signal that you are creating inter-'
ference. The G.P.O. has established a
definite ruling on that matter. There müst
be absolutely no interference with other radio
reception. This is absolute. Should a
neighbour in an adjoining apartmentsay 3oft. away-hear your metronome or
code oscillator while listening to a local
station, your machine is clearly illegal.
(Should the same neighbour by tuning
between two stations and turning up his
volume control be able to hear the transmitted signals, this would probably not
render the transmissions illegal as such
reception could hardly be considered interference.) A simple formula for determining
if your " transmitter " is illegal or not

'is:

157,00o

frequency (kc/s.)

ft.

For example, if a device is operating
at 55o kc/s. the permissible range is
257,000/550, or approximately 285ft.
(Reproduced from " Radio Craft.")

Fig.

3.-An

under-chassis view of the instrument. Control in centre is the
Terminal strips help make a systematic layout
and a neat wiring job.

D.P.D,T. switch.

6J7

(Continued from page 214)
When the .ox condensers are thrown in the circuit
you have a morse practice oscillator that is different.
A key can be inserted between the cathode and earth,
and any desired tone can be obtained by varying the
s-megohm potentiometer,
Any suitable type valves can be used in place of the
6J7 and 6C5. A 6A7 would be particularly suitable, as
you can use the plate and the No. 4 grid as the R.F.
oscillator and the No. r grid for the multi -vibrator
control. A type 76 works very nicely with a 6A7.
Operation of the metronome is simple. Just turn it

6C$

3 Meg

Fig. 4.-Fundamental circuit of the device.

Noises in Broadcast Receivers
Using a Counterpoise
The use of bandpass tuning and variable -mu valves
is sometimes very helpful in reducing electrical disturbances as both tend to give a silent background.
Another scheme is the use of a counterpoise earth. This
has somewhat the same actiön., as the frame aerial,
although it is not so effective. In its simplest form it
consists of an insulated wire similar to the aerial and
placed directly underneath it. Naturally, this is not
always a practical arrangement. The earth terminal of
the -gét is joined to the counterpoise instead of to

tinues, then one can be fairly certain that the mains are
picking up most of the unwanted impulses. Try a good
H.F. choke in each lead with a fixed condenser across
them. A .oi-mfd. condenser (or larger in the case of
D.C. mains) will be suitable.

H:F. Interference via the Mains
It sometimes happens that most of the noise arrives
via the mains, and not down the 'aerial. This can be
tested by disconnecting the aerial, 'If the noise con-

J. CAMM
5/- or 5/6 by post from George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2

earth.

;

A New Handbook

NEWNES SLIDE RULE
MANUAL
By F.

April, 1946
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Open to Discussion
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

fourteen. When I started I may have been Britain's
youngest experimenter. I. share Thermion's hate of
jazz and swing, and I always read his article. When
starting up I found ancient issues of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS which my father had saved very helpful.J. LENG (West Hartlepool).

Simple Morse Oscillator
SIR, -As a regular reader of your excellent magazine,
I have noticed in your January issue the circuit
and details of a morse practice oscillator.
While engaged as a radio mech. in the Army, I have
constructed valve oscillators, but I have found. that the
most efficient and easily built morse practice set is
of the regenerative type, using only a small carbon

/:/
The

oscillator
arrangement by
A. Steele

;

C,B.

Battery

_

Key

microphone, one low resistance headphone, r : r transformer, key and a G.B. battery. The pitch of signal
can be adjusted by altering the distance (usually about
lin.) between the microphone and receiver.
The circuit is simple, as shown here.-A. STEELE
(B.A.O.R.).
Rangoon Radio Schedule
occurred to me that some of your readers
SIR,-It
who are interested in DX work might be interested
to have the schedules of Rangoon Radio; so I give them
herewith (as they stood at December 27th, 1945).
6.04 me/s. (49 m. band).
00.15 to o1.00
02.00 to 02.30 1/.85 me/s. (25 m. band).
6.04 me/s.
05.15 to o6.do
06.15 to 06.45 11.85 me/s.
12.30 to 14.00 rz.8.5 me/s.
All times are G.M.T. (74 hours behind local time).
Announcements begin `.` This is Rangoon Radio."
The times given are of the English programme, and
I understand that the station has been received quite
well in England recently. Thanks for keeping up the
standard of your excellent magazine during the war.JOHN A. R. GARNER (S.E.A.A.F.).

A Beginner's Log
recently built a triode valve o -d-o, using
.a standard circuit. I use a 5oft. aerial and a good
earth. Although I have an eliminator, I use an H.T.
battery, as the freedom from hum makes it possible to
log very weak signals. Here is my log up to date :
z6 m. band Leopoldsville ; WLWL Crossley Corp. ;
CKNC.
19 m. band : \VGEO ; WLWK ; CHTA ; WOOC ;
WRUA ; American Forces Radio Service.
20 m. band : Radio Moscow WNRX.
23 in. band: WNRI.
25 m. band : Radio Brazzaville ; Radio Moscow ;
American Forces Radio Service ; Switzerland.
26 m. band : Voice of America from Africa.
26.6o m.: CHOL Sackville.
The coil is wound with 16 s.w.g. wire: Although
4 have_dabbled in wireless for four years, I am only

SIR,-I have

:

.

_

Component Shortage
for your bold editorial comSIR,-Congratulations
mentary in the February issue of PRACTICAr.
WIRELESS, concerning the shortage of components I
heartily endorse much of what you have to say. AWhilst
there. is a limited number of components available,
they are largely of a cheap and tawdry nature, and it is
almost impossible to obtain components of any quality.
Despite their advertisements of late, one well-known
firm were only able to supply a small proportion of a
list of components I sent them recently, although the
list included such commonplace items as resistors and
4 BA nuts and bolts.
Some smoothing chokes from
another firm are now more than six weeks overdue,
and it would seem that they are so short of staff that
they have, as yet, been unable to answer my letter of
inquiry as -to what progress is being made. These are
just two recent examples of my own experiences.
I feel that the position is; to a great extent, due to the
all too numerous Controls of both men and materials,
for which- we have only to thank Government administration. If men and women were given the freedom for
which we have worked or fought for six years, -conditions
would improve rapidly.-P. W. FEESEY (Harrogate)..

Amplifier -rectifier
reading " Open to Discussion " in the
issue, I was rather amused by the letter
from J. Allen. I use the word amused with tall respect
to our friend, as I have had a similar experience myself,
and it puzzled me for some time.
The reception of Klagenfurt transmissions on an
amplifier is well known to us out here now, in fact I
often make use of this freak reception when repairing
the -theatre amplifiers. I have no real evidence as to
why this freak reception should occur, but I offer my
own theory for criticism.
Klagenfurt puts out a fairly strong signal, and I assume
-that our friend is within zoo miles of the transmitter,
if not less. Detection takes place due to stray capacity
and resistance leakage most likely across the valve holder. That, I think, will .be accepted as being quite
feasible. The next matter concerns the grid circuit.
I expect J. Allen has a microphone transformer connected
in the usual way with the secondary between grid and
earth or grid and bias point. I suggest that the natural
inductance and capacity of the secondary is such that
the secondary alone will resonate at -òr near the medium
wave frequency of the Klagenfurt transmitter, and thus
acts as a tuning circuit. I shotild be interested to know
whether J. Allen can receive this transmission on his
amplifier with his mike in circuit. He -lid not state
that he got this freak reception with .his mike out of
circuit, but I assumed this to be the case as I think
"he will find that with the microphone circuit completed
the reflected impedance of the transformer primary will
make this freak reception impossible.-E. J. COOPER

SIR,-On
November

-

-

(C.M.F.).

International Redid Language

SIR,-May I be forgiven for stating that Mr. Hardman's
letter recalls .the fact that .Samuel Morse had to

spend six years travelling in the U.S.A., Britain and
Russia, .trying to persuade. governments and private
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corporations to take up his " dot and dash " invention
before he finally overcame prejudice to his new idea ?
Does Mr. H. seriously think that we Englishmen
could be justified in pushing our own language as the
international medium of communication, thereby compelling all Slav, Latin, Nordic, Semitic and Oriental
radio fans to learn two languages while we Britishers
would be called upon to learn only one ?
Fortunately for hundreds of thousands of overseas
serving men and women and their relatives at home
our G.P.O. did not call upon them to incur heavy costs
by compelling them to telegraph all -messages in full in
plain English, but devised a numeral code which enabled
them to transmit certain fixed popular messages at
charges which their men could afford. Why not then
examine the proposal of any inventor who thinks he
could provide a system whereby messages covering any
subject could be transmitted in half the time required to
tap out the same message in any national language ?
I am so glad that Mr. Hardman agrees that world-wide
benefits would accrue from an international language,
and I plead with him to, support those of progressive
minds who are prepared to give pioneers an opportunity
to have their inventions impartially examined.REGINALD

J.

April, 1946

ro k/c separation of stations internationally standardised,
also so arrange matters that all channels used are a
multiple of ro, so that manufacturers can engrave
their dials accordingly, viz. 6o, 61, 62, etc., channels.
To the uninitiated this would be a great simplification
as a station could be expected on each of these numbers
and would be easily remembered, whereas those whose
interest goes further would just add a nought and call
it kc/s.
This would surely end the everlasting wavelength
V. frequency war and benefit everyone all round.
Finally, a little point of constructive criticism.
I have noticed that not all your contributors are careful
to state in their technical articles, the precise values
of the symbols they are using, and the reader is often
left to find out for himself whether L., F. and C. are in
µH, µµH, kc/s, mc/s, mfds. or pfds., etc.
I am sorry to say that this annoying habit manifests
itself too often also in some otherwise excellent textbooks, and I have even found cases, though here I am
not referring to your journal, where the writer actually
changes from one value to another in the middle of an
article. It is all very well for the expert, he has no need
to read it, anyway, iut it is nothing short of a headache
for a poor tyro like myself, trying to learn something.-

G. DUTTON (Skegness).

C. JAS. BORWELL (Norwich).
[What do other readers think of Mr. Borwell's
Cart Before Horse
suggestion's
?-Ed.]
SIR, -Surely the recent announcement that Radio
Licences are to be increased from ros. to zos. a year
A Useful Power Pack
is putting the cart before the horse ? Surely this is a
matter which should have been discussed in Parliament
am a radio mechanic serving with the Fleet
Air Arm in the Pacific, and until recently aboard an
during the coming revision of the B.B.C. Charter instead SIR,-I
of being put into operation by a mere order of the aircraft carrier. 'In addition to my normal duties I
take
a keen interest in radio and was wanting to build
Ministry of Information ?
Or is this the last dying kick of said Ministry before a power pack suitable for either a transmitter of low
its long -promised abolition? Let us remember that this power or a receiver, but incorporating a negative
proposal, if carried through, will add another £5,000,000 bias line. I evolved a circuit of which the following is
in round figures to the amount we are already paying
for a most unsatisfactory service. The payment of this
Rect. Fils,.
524
increased charge is much less likely to bring us any
better programmes than to ensure the retention of the
B.B.C.'s present bloated staff of over rr,000, as compared
Fi is
with the Columbia Broadcasting Corporation's 800
6J5 & Other Valves
employees.
The increase will be a severe hardship on many
thousands of licence holders who now find practically
their only relaxation and enjoyment through their
radio sets, and who have to save up the cost -of their
licence a few coppers at a time. And what is in the
0
offing ? Is it intended that the B.B.C. shall be converted
0
from a Public Corporation into a fully State Controlled
0
Government Department .
is that where our boasted
freedom is to end ?
Well, it has been truly said that a People gets the
Government which it deserves, and it is really our own
a
fault whatever happens to us if we tamely submit to
every fresh form of imposition laid upon us. The revision
Mrd
of the Charter should come first, and be settled upon,
Ci
before there is any suggestion of increasing the cost of
the licences Let the " customers " see what is going to
be offered to them before they are ordered to pay twice
as much for something they know nothing about.K. T. HARDMAN
-

-

3

.111e

4111.

1
T

1

(Birkenhead).

-

8

A .Reader's Suggestions

SIR,-May I take this opportunity

of making a

suggestion which I feel sure will meet the approval
of all your readers who like to retain their copies for
reference.
No doubt, when paper restrictions are eased, you will
be revising' your cover design. May I suggest that,
when you do so, -provision is made for a short list of the
special articles in the particular issue. This should
preferably appear in the vicinity of the top left-hand
corner for easy reference when searching and need only
mention such things as constructional instructions or
other technical articles.
Another thing I should like to suggest is that you
use all your influence with the powers-that -be to get

Mfd

1/T T+

25 Mfd

âSMfd

V
The power pack referred to in

P. O. Dean's letter.

the basis. One important feature is that as the H.T.
load current increases, the -ve bias voltage increases.
Thus, should a valve go " soft " or develop some other
similar fault the bias will be increased and the circuit
components safeguarded.
The values obviously depend upon the ratio of the
transformer used. In the circuit I used, the bias was
about ro volts with a small load (a matter of a few mA.)
increasing to 3o volts at 6o mA.
I puss this on for the information and interest of
yourselves and readers.-P.. O. DEAN (c/o G.P.O.).
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ADÌIERTISEMENTS
LITERATURE, MAPS, etc.
RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
invites all keen experimenters to apply
for membership. Current issue " R.S.G.B.
Bulletin " and details, 1l- below.
AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK (300

pages). paper cover, 4/- : cloth, 6/6. Radio
Handbook Supplement (140 pages), paper
cover, 219 ; cloth, 5/-.-R.S.G.B., 28-30,
Little Russell Street, London, W.C.1.
" SHORT WAVE NEWS " is now on sale.
Constructional, technical, topical and DX
news. Published monthly at 1/3. Yearly
subscription, 16
Obtainable through
W. H. Smith and Son. Ltd.. locally, or from
Head Office, Strand House, Portugal Street,
London, W.C.2. WEBB'S Radio Map of the World. Locates
any station heard. Size 40ín, by 30in., 4'6,
post 6d. On linen, 10/6, post 6d.-Webb's
Radio, 14, Soho Street, London, W.1.
GERrard 2089.

-

MORSE

& LW. EQUIPMENT

MORSE Practice equipment for class -room
or.individual tuition. Keys, audio oscillators for both battery and main operation.Webb's Radio, il, Soho Street, London, W.I.
Phone
GERrard 2089.
H.A.C." Short-wave Receivers. Famous
for over ten years. Improved one -valve
model now available. Complete kit of
components, accessories, with full instructions, now 19/3, postage 9d.
Easily
assembled in one hour. S.A.E. for free
catalogue. -A. L. Bacchus, 109, Hartington
Road, London, S.W.8.
:

RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS
REWINDS and Radio Spares. Armatures,
Field Transformers, Pick-ups, Fractional
H.P. Motors, Speakers, New Cones and
Speech Coils fitted. All work guaranteed
and promptly executed. C.O.D. Postal
Service. Send S.A.E. for listValves and
Radio Bargains.-A.D.S. Co., 261-5, Lichfield
Road, Aston. Birmingham, 6.
ALL makes and kinds of Electrical and
Radio Instruments repaired by skilled
technicians A.I.D. approved. Over 60,000
instruments repaired for R.A.F. All work
quoted by return without charge. C. Gertler, Dept. B, 29-31, Cowcross Street.

E.C.1. Cle. 6783.
BUY DIRECT AND SAVE : Complete
Kits : Victory 4 v. A.C./D.C. £6/19/6 :
LIMW, 7/6 extra : Victory 3 v. S.G.. Battery
automatic bias. £5/19/8: L/MW. 7/6 extra :S.M. dials with escutcheon, glass, 31ín.
^ound, 41ín. x 31ín. square, 10/9: full vision,
n. x 3;in.. 10/9: M.T. 350-0-350 90 ma., 6v.,
shrouded, 23/6
2 -gang Midget trimmers, 12/- ; S.M. Drives, 8/- each ; line
cord, 2 -way, 1/6 yd., 3 -way, 2/- ; speaker
cones, all 6/9 : 1 lb. enam. wire, all 2/3 ;
8 mfd. 150v.. 2/- ; 6 -Iii" coils from 2/3 :
P " coils. 2/3 ; 0.5 amp. 2v. chargers,
25/- : chassis, 416 ; send for full lists.Buce1euch Radio Manufacturers, 1 and 2.
:

The Mail Order House Offering You
Highest Grade Gear at the Keenest
Prices
This Month's selection from our lists.
including gear surplus to Government
requirements
YAXLEY SWITCHES, 6 -way 2 -pole,
3/- ; 2-way 3 -pole, 2/9 ; 2 -way 2 -pole
2/9.
MAINS TOGGLE SWITCHES, 250v.
3 amP, 2/2.
MAINS
E NE R GI SE D
Sin.
!

:-

SPEAKERS with transformer, 200052.
29/-.
MIDGET L.F. CHOKES, 11 henry

ma. 5/3.
50mf. 12v. ;
25mí. '12 v. 1/9 ; 25mf.50v. 2/2 : 8 x 8
inf. 450v, 4/11 ; 8 a 16mí. 450v. 6/3-;
500mf. 12 v. 319: 200mf. 40v. 4/- ; 75mf.
12v. 1/11.
70

ELECTROLYTICS

!

MAINS DROPPERS, .2 amp 4/3 ;
.3 amp. 4/6.
EULGIN NICKEL -PLATED PILOT
LAMP INDICATORS, 2/9.
CARDED RESISTORS, -assortment
all good values,l48 1 and /F. 17/- 361 w.
21/- : 17 2 to 5w. 18'6.
CARDED WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS, assortment of 16 1 watt, good
values. 12/6.
MINIATURE SCREENED 3 -PIN
PLUGS AND SOCKETS, 8d. complete.
M.W. AND L,W. MIDGET DIAL
SCALES, ivorine 1/2, paper 94.
MICA CONDENSERS, all values 5d.
imf. 800v. block 1/6 ; 1.000v. tubular
1-6: 1,500v. block 27- 2.000v. block 2/6
3,000v. 4/6 ; 6.000v. 20'-.: '0005mí'. 25.000
v. ceramic high -frequency capacitors,
20/-.
Send for comprehensive list. S.A.E.
Postage under £1. Post orders only.
C.W.O. or C.O.D.
;

;

M.O.S.('o.

(Mail Order Supply

24, NEW RD., LONDON,
E.
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FOR SALE. -St. 900, All -wave Coils,
5 valves. 1938 Stentorian Sen. speaker,
St. Sup. Centurion, 3 valves. Blue -spot
speaker. Hurricane All -wave (modified),
Coils, 3 valves. Rola speaker. Lissen
skyscraper 4 chassis (2 H.F.) P.P. output.
Telsen, 3 valves Class B amplifier. Heayberd
H.D.C. 150 mains unit. Simpson Straighttrack pickup arm (new). Components,
valves, etc. What offers ? S.A.E. with all
enquiries.

HILLIS, Edinample, Loehearnhead,
Perthshire,

T.

MALLORY VIBRATORS, Type 650. 6 v.
4 -pin UX base. New and guaranteed, 10/- ea.
Special Offer. The following are soiled
stock but all are guaranteed as new
mechanically and tested O.K. Mallory 6 v.
4 p., 7/6. Utah 6 v. 5 p., 66. 6 and 12 v.
4-pin sep. drive, 9/- ea. All UX base NR
type. -B. English, The Maltings, Rayleigh
Rd., Hutton, Essex.
CONSTRUCTORS PARCELS (Post Free).
No. 1 -Drilled steel Chassis: Pair 465 kcjs.
I.F. Transformers; 2 8 mfd. 500 v. Condensers; 1 doz. each assorted Resistors and
Condensers. 25/-.
No. 2.-1 short-wave Tuning Condenser;
1 Illuminated S.M. Drive: 2 Potentiometers
(1 with switch):
2 Ceramic Trimmers
(1 double, 1 single): 1 pair all -wave Coils:
1 L.F. Auto Transformer;' 1 doz. assorted
Fixed Condensers; Coil Connecting Wire
and Sleeving; Steel Chassis ready drilled.
30/-.
No. 3.-3 -gang Condenser (ex R.A.F.): 1 pair
465 I.F, Transformers;
1 pair all-wave
Coils; 1 2µF. Condenser; 1 8/IF. Electrolytic 500 v.; 1 Illuminated S.M. Drive;
2 Volume Controls (1 with switch); 1 On/Off
Switch; I L.F. Auto- Transformer; 1 doz.
assorted Resistors; 1 doz. assorted Condensers. Coil Connecting Wire, Sleeving,
Solder; 6 British Octal Holders; 1 Plain
strip Paxolin: 2 Tag Panels. £3.
" HANDY PARTS," 226228, Merton
Road, Wimbledon.
FOR SALE. -Universal Avominor. As
new. One owner. £7.-122, Ferndene Road,
S.E.24.

FOR SALE.-D.C.Avometer recently overhauled by makers, £9.-Arnold, 58, West
Park Rd., Maidstone, Kent.
TRANSFORMERS.-6 or 12v, Car Rad.,
16/6. Mains, 300-0-300, 100 mA.. 24.'6. Htrs.
to spec., g'teed sound construction.
J. F. Body, 22, Fabian Cres., Shirley.
Birmingham.
SALE quantity of Radio Experimenter's
Parts. Cheap. -A. White 63: Pembroke

-
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HIGH FIDELITY

AMPLIFIERS
De

Witt

20

watt

High

Rd., Bromley, Kent.

SALE, Eddystone A.W.2, complete. valves,
coils. 'phones, £6. Also O.V.I. S.W. R.X_
SG.Pen) similar. but set only. £a 105.:
Fitzjohn, Smeeth Rd., Nr. Wisbech, Cambs.
THE SIMPLEX FOUR.
Still the best, complete constructional
details of 4 -valve A.C./D.C. medium wave
midget receiver, complete with all constructional details, layout diagrams,
theoretical circuit, etc.. at. per copy, 4/6.
MIDGET CIIASSIS.-The
" Simplex "
chassis, fully drilled for the above midget,
with speaker cut out, electro zinc finish,
ll x 41 x 2in., 7/6.
MIDGET" COILS. -M. wave, high gain,
T.R.F. cofls, per pair, 7/6 : the latest iron cored, 14, and L. wave, T.R.F. coils, with
adjustable iron cores. complete with circuit, pair, 12'6 ; iron -cored aerial- and
oscillator coils, M. and L. wave. I.F. at
465 kc/s for the pocket receiver, with
circuit, 17/8 pair
midget S.M.L.
aerial and oscillator coils, ditto withwave
LF.,
with circuit, pair. 15/-.
MIDGET DIALS. -Coloured all -wave
dials. 4 x 31in., transparent, 2'6 ; coloured
all -wave dials on glass, 9 x 40ín., 3/6.
MIDGET CONDENSERS. -2 -gang variable 0,0005 mfd., with trimmers,' 13/6.
MIDGET TRANSFORMERS. -Ultra midget speaker trans., high mu core, 6/midget trans., 6/6 : standard ditto, S/- ;
heavy duty P.P. output trans., 6,600 ohms
A to A load, tapped output
7.5 and 15
ohms. 21'-.
CONDENSERS. -Tubular. 8 mfd., 450v.
wkg., 4/- ditto,- 8 x 8 mfd., 450v. wkg.,
81- 25 mfd., 25v. wkg 2,/- each 0.1 mfd.,
94. each : 0.01 mfd., 94. each ; silver mica,
0.0001 mfd., 9d.. each
0.0005 mfd., 94.
each.
Comprehensive lists issued monthly, 21d.
stamp with enquiries please, postage all
orders.
O. GREENLICK, LTD- 34, Bancroft
(

Melville Terrace, Edinburgh.
Fidelity model, complete with
AMA'T'EUR RADIO PRODUCTS have
now available a 4 -waveband Coil Unit. all
valves, ready to use,
already wired and switched for a 2 -valve
S W. battery Receiver.
Coils, 9.8 to 24.
18.7 to 45.4, 38.4 to 95, and 92.3 to 206 metres. f7 I9s. 6d. Comprises High Only four wires to be soldered. Complete
Unit with blueprint. 30/-. All coils have Mu Input stage, twin 6L6
reaction winding. Individual coils, 3'3
each. -Amateur Radio Products. 50. Glass- Output Tetrodes, Heavy Duty
lyn Road, Crouch End, London, N.8.
Phone MOUnt View 4745.
Speaker Transformer for 2.5
REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers.
Cones, Coils fitted. Field wound or altered. and 15 ohms, massive
A.C.
Speaker transformers, clock coils rewound.
Moderate prices. Guaranteed satisfaction.
Prompt service. -49, Trinity Rd., Upper Power Pack, grey enamelled
Tooting, London, S.W.17.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.-3 mfd. chassis with Volume Control,
450 wkg.. 2/6 ea
4 mfd. 450 wkg., 219 ea,
8 mfd. 450 wkg., 3/3 ea.: 16 mfd. 450 wkg., Input
and Output Sockets.
4/3; 8 x 8 450 wkg., 5./ -ea.; 8 x 10 450 wkg.,
5/9 ea.; 25 x 25 or 50 x 12, 1/9 sa. Volume Carriage
extra.
30
watt
controls, most values. with D.P. sw.,
3,4 ea. Less sw. 2/6 ea. Mains Trans- model
£8
í5s. Od.
Sole
formers, 200/250 input, 100 ma., 350-0-3.50
4 v. or 6 v. heaters, 21/- ea.
No better
transformers at any price. Send for list, Distributors :
Id. All types of radio components, C.W.O.
Trade inquiries invited. Satisfaction or
money back guarantee. Transformer and
Components Co.. Wholesale and Retail.
15. Stanley Road, N. Ching-ford, E.4.
106, LOzells Road,
AVOMINORS, new, complete with leads,
etc., £4 4s. S.A.E. brings list of components and secondhand meters from 15/-. HANDSWORTH - - BIRMINGHAM Road, Cambridge Heath Road, London,
Wanted single range meters. -R. Massey
,
(P), 58, Wakefield Ave., Hull.
Stepney Green 1334.
:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

ALL BRITISH RADIO,

;
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ALIGNED INSTRUMENTS SERVICES,
25, Park Grove Road, Leytonstone, E,11.
'Phone : S.,EYtonstone 5601.
MODEL 10 Superhet Coil Pack, 26-47,
200-550, 800-2.000 metres, complete with
trimmers, padders and switching. Aligned
and tested ready for use, only 6 connections.
35/- ' Aligned I.F. Trans., 465 kcs., iron Q."
cored, permeability tuned, high
Aligned with model 10 Coil Pack. ready for
use. 17/6 pair : 2 -Gang Cond., capacity law
checked with Model 10, matching and track`

ing assured, 15/-

;

Set of Valves for above,

6K8, 6K7, 6B8, IVI, and 5Z4, 62/3 (supplied
separately at B.O.T. prices) : Mains Trans,

for above, 350-0-350 H,T., 30.7- ; All -Wave
Superhet Kit, including all above, speaker
chassis and all components, £11 10s.
High Fidelity Amplifier Kits as follows
A.C./D.C., 5 watts, £6 : 15 watts, £12
A.C., 6 watts, £7
12 watts, £11. All with
multi -ratio 0/P` Trans. Can be supplied
assembled and tested at 30/- extra ; Circuit
diagrams and constructional information
supplied with all above, or separately at 2/ each, post free. We can supply all radio
needs from large stocks, send ld. for list.
Post Trade Only at present. Terms :
Cash with order, C.O.D. No C.O.D. under
£1. Post free over £5.
WANTED 70L7 valve, new or part used,
own price plus expenses paid immediately.
-Box 125, " Practical Wireless," Tower
House, Southampton Street, W.C.2.
UNIVERSAL AVOMINORS, £8 10s., new.
Immediate delivery, Young, 134, Old
Shoreham Road, Southwick, Sussex.
TAYLORMETER 83A. Perfectly new
condition. What offers ? Purvis, 9, Gray
Avenue, Framwellgate Moor, Durham.
FRED'S RADIO CABIN
COIL UNITS. Super all-wave coil Units,
complete with Trimmers and Padder
condensers and wave-change switch ,Ranges
covered
19-50 metres, 200-550 metres,
950-2,000 metres. Also position on switch
for Pick-up connection. Only 5 leads to be
-connected. A pair of matched I.F. Trans.
465 k/cs are included together with a large
easy -to -read circuit giving full details and
instructions on aligning and trimming
without the aid of a Signal Generator.
Results guaranteed, Delivery within four
days of receiving order, £2 5s.
THE
HALL
ELECTRIC
HOME
CHARGER.
For A.C. mains 200-250v,
2 volts at 1 amp. Brand new, 25/- each.
Superior sleeving in all colours. 3 doz.
yard lengths mixed colours and sizes, 7/6.
Enquiries for Hivac Midget valves and Avo
test instruments invited.
400 ohms WIRE WOUND POTIIIIETERS.
spindle, 2/6 each.
T.C.C.
TUBULAR ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS, 4 mfd, 200 v.w., 1/9 each.
10 mfd. 50 v.w., 1/6 each. 8 mfd, 150 v.w.,
1/9 each. 8 mfd. 200 v.w., 21- each. 25 mfd.
50 v.w., 119 each. 50 mfd. 12 v.w., 1/9 each.
50 mfd. 50 v.w., 2/6 each.
DUBLLIER, 8 mfd, 500 v.w., 41- each.
HUNTS, 8 mfd. 4t0 v.w., 3/6 each.
2in. black milled knobs, 10d, each.
PAXOLIN FORMERS, lin. x 4in.. 3d.
each, 2/6 doz.
Send S.A.E. for new revised list of radio
goods.
Postage must be included. No C.O.D.
FRED'S RADIO CABIN. FOR BARGAINS. 75, Newington Butts, S.E1L
Rodney 2180.
:

A FREE BOOK
for all interested in
MORSE CODE

TRAINING.

There are Candler Morse

April, 1946

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS
Full constructional details, circuit, and
full-size prints of assembly and wiring
plans of Tested and Guaranteed Designs.
RELEASES. -Three -valve T.R.F.
SPECIAL OFFER FOR THIS MONTH LATEST
(Battery). Medium and Long waves.
WHILE EXISTING STOCK LASTS. Set
Fine results, 2/6 ; Four valve T.R.F. Set
SPEAKERS, " Celestion," P.M.. 61ín., (Battery), Medium and Long waves, P.P.
less trans. 16/6 ; 61fn. P.M. with multi- Output, Quality and Power, 2/6.
ratio trans. 26/6 ; 8fn. M. energised (1,500 PORTABLES AND MIDGETS, -Onecoil) 18/11.
valve Midget Portable
-dry batteries.
Centralab Volume Controls, less switch Own Medium and Long All
wave aerial, 9 v.
2/6. with switch 3/6.
H,T., good 'phone sigs., 2/6 : Three -valve
Condensers. -.1, .0I, .05, .002, 6/0 doz.
All -dry battery Midget Portable, Medium
Stanelco and Solon Soldering Irons.
waves, L.S. sigs., 2/6: Midget Two -valve
13/6 each.
All -dry battery Set, powerful 'phone sigs..
Ttvo- and Three -Gang Condensers, .0005. 9 v. H,T., size 51 x 51 x 31 ins., 276.
2 -gang,
1116, 2 -gang slow-motion, 13/6,
SETS. -With full coil details. Crystal Set,
3 -gang, 14/6.
Three -valve " Straight;" Set (Battery)
Rothermel (Crystal) Pick-Ups, de Luxe, 1/6;
21- A.C. Two-valver, 2/6 (all Medium wave
£3/18/9.
only), S.W. Super Two -valuer (Battery)
LINE CORD, .3 amp. (60 ohms, per foot).
Eddystone or Premier coils, 2/6. Radio
2 -way. 176 per yd. ; 3 -way, 2/6 per yd.
Unit H.F. Stage plus Infinite ImpedT.R. Cable, 1/044 assorted lengths, 7d. ance Det.," for use with A,C,. or A.C./D.C.
per yd.
quality amplifiers, 2/8.
Erie Resistances. -5 watt, 5 meg., 1 mag., AMPLIFIERS. -Two -valve Battery, 2/6 ;
4,700 etc., 4/6 doz.
Three -valve P.P. (Battery), 2/6; 31 -watt A.C.
All Goods are NEW. Many other lines in 2/6 6-8 watt A.C./D.C. Portable Amplifier,
stock, Large assortment B.V.A. and U.S. Neg, feed-back, P.P. Output, 3/6 6-watt
Valves
A.C. Model, Neg. feed-back, Phase -inverter,
P.P. output, 276.
-8-watt A.C. Radiogram,
RADIO SERVICE RADIOGRAM.
Medium waves, quality reproduction. 3/6.
n
ELECTRONIC.-Electric Guitar Units,
Electronic One -string Fiddle," 3/6
51162, Richmond Road, Bingeton-on-Thames, Surrey Trans -current Mike, 2/6 ;
A.C. Charger
2 or 6 volts, 2/6 ; Shocking Coil, 2/6.
Other designs in hand. Send stamp with
order or for full List, -L. ORMONI)
THE NEW " LUCERNE"
SPARKS(P),The Constructor's Consultant,
9, Phoebeth Road, Brockley, S.EA. 'Phone :
PERMANENT

NlMMATThask

-

-

Operators,

Send

for

this

;

M

ATT

;

Lee Green 0223.

CRYSTAL DETECTOR

SITUATIONS VACANT

The latest and most efficient
PERMANENT CRYSTAL DETECTOR

The Crown Agents for the Colonies on behalf
of the Government of Iraq invite applications from qualified candidates for the
post of
WIRELESS ENGINEER required by the
Posts and Telegraphs Department, Iraq,
for three years in the first instance. Salary
I.D. 120 a month, plus cost of living allowance oIlI.D. 24 a month (I.D. 1=11). Provident Fund. Free passages. Candidates
should possess a university degree in
electrical engineering or be Corporate
Members of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers and have had at least seven years
subsequent experience In a broadcasting
organisation or with a firm of standing in
radio -communication work. Apply at once
by letter, stating age, whether married or
single, and full particulars of qualifications
and experience to the Crown Agents for
the Colonies, 4, Millbank, London, S.W.1,;,T

NO ADJUSTMENT NECESSARY
JUST CONNECT and RECEIVE

:

Every detector tested on broadcast and

GUARANTEED
Complete with brackets and screws
PRICE 2/- POSTAGE 3d.

FOR BEST RESULTS USE THE

"LUCERNE"

CRYSTAL SET COIL
NO

CONDENSER

VARIABLE

REQUIRED
TESTED and GUARANTEED
Complete with wiring instructions
PRICE 3/6 POSTAGE 3d.

.

quoting M/N/12378.
" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
-FREE 112 -page .guide to training for
A.M.I,Mech.E., A.M.I,E.E., and all branches of Engineering and Building. Full
of advice 'for expert or novice. Write for
free copy and make your peacetime future
secure.-B.I,E.T, (Dept. 242B), 17, Stratford
Place. London. W.1.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES

33, _Bourne Gardens, London, E.4.

RELAYS

TUITION

AERIAL

CHANGE - OVER
RELAY for Radio

Frequency. Type
A.E.C.O.4.
Designed for Transmitters, Amateur
Stations, etc.
Ask for leaflet 112/P W.

LONDEX LTD.
Anerley Works, 207. Anerley Road,

.

London, S.E.20.

'Phone: SYD 0258/9

Ideal for
High and Low
Voltage Test-

"BOOK OF FACTS"
THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.0.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

LEARN MORSE CODE the Candler Way.
See advertisement on this page.
WIRELESS. -Students of both sexes
prepared for appointments in all branches.
Peacetime Radar developments will offer
tremendous opportunities. Low inclusive
fees. Boarders accepted. 2d. stamp for
Prospectus.-Wireless College, Colwyn Bay.
TILE Tuitionary Board of the Institute of
Practical Radio Engineers have available
Home Study Courses covering elementary,
theoretical, mathematical, practical and
laboratory tuition in radio and television
engineering the text is suitable coaching
matter for I.P.R,E. Service entry and
progressive exams. ; tuitionary fees at
pre-war rates-are moderate. The Syllabus
of Instructional Text may be obtained, post
free, from the Secretary, 20, Fairfield
;

Road, Crouch End, N.8.
NEW DUAL TESTOSCOPE

Free

It gives full details concerning all Courses.

:

:

Code Courses for

Beginners and

;

180, 100/850 A.C.
and D.C.
Allowance made on old models
Send for interesting leaflet (A24) on Electrical
and Radio Testina from all Dealers Sr direct.
is

ing-

;

RUNBAKEN>MANCNESTER'l

MIDLAND

,

INSTRUMENT

CO.
Comprehensive range of Lewcos instrument
wires, eureka and nickel chrome wires.
Flexes and cables, electrical accessories,
sleeving. Empire tape, rubber grommets,
L.T. rectifiers, Avometers, Wee-Meggers,
Ohmmeters, speakers, chassis, dual-range
and s.w. coils, var. condo., counters, synchronous motors, microphones, plugs and
lacks, etc., etc. New Feb. lists, ld., s.a.e.
Trade lists, ld., s.a.e,-18, Harborne Park
Road, Birmingham, 17. Tel. HAR -1308

or 2664.

t"<n
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BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, 6d. each.
1927 Crystal Receiver
The " Junior " Crystal Set

..

So. of
BlueprirA.

--

PW71

One-valver
" Pyramid"
One-valver (HF

Two-valve : *Blueprint, ls.'
The Signet Two (D
I F)
Rh.

Three -valve Blueprints, le. each.
Seleotone Battery Three (D, ILF
e

(Trans)) ..
Bornait Three (11F Pen, D, Pen)
All Pentode Three (HF Pen, D

(Pen), Pen)
Hall -Mark Cadet (D,LF,Pen (RC))
F. J. Carom's Silver Souvenir (HF
Pen, I) (Peu), Pen) (All -Wave
Three)
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
(Trane))
1936 Souotone Three -Four (HF
.

Pen, HE Pen, Westeetor, Pen)
All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF

Battery
(RC))

The
The
The
The

Monitor (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
Tutor Three (H F Pen, D, Pen)

Centaur Three (SG, D. P)
" Colt " All -Wave Three (D,
2 LE (RC A Trans))
The "Rapide" Straight 3. (D,
2 LE (RC e Trans))
II. J. Cilium's Oracle All -Wave
Three (13F, Det. Peu) .
1938 " Triband " All -Wave Three
(HF, Pen, D, Pen)
F. J. Carom's "Sprite" Three
(HF Pen, D, Tet)
The "Hurricane' All -Wave Three
(SOD, (Pen), Pen)
F. J, C:mun's " Push -Button"
Three (HF Pee, D (Pen), Tet)..
Four-valve Blueprints. Is. each.
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LE,

PWBa-

PW 93

Clava B

Four (SO, D

LF, Cl. B) ..
Fury Pour Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)
Battery Hall -Mark 4 (HE, Pen,
Push -Pulp
" D,
Acme" All -Wave 4 (HF Pen, D
SRO,

.

(Pen), LP, ('l.

IS)

The " Admiral" Emir (11P Pen,
HF l'en, I), Pen(Ri'))..
..
. J. Caoau'e " I.io.it ..All -Wave
Pour (Hl' Pen, -1), LE, I')
..

diet

Mains Operated
Two -valve Blueprints, le. each.
A.C. Twin ID (Pen). Pen)
eeleetone A.C. Radiogram Two
e

Three -valve Blueprints, Is. each.
Double -Diode -Triode Three (11F
..
,.
Pen, DDT. Pen)
D.C. Are (SG, D. Pen) ..
,.
.
A.C. Three (S(`=, T), l'rei) ..
A.C. Leader (HF Per), Ti, Pow) ..
Premier
Pen.
Pen)..
D.C.
(HF
D.

Unique (HF Pen. D, Pen.). l'en) ..
F. J. Canines A.C. Ail -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
AB -Wave" A.C. Three (1), 2
LF (RC))
A.C. 1910 Sonntune (SIP Pen, HP
l'en, {Vested,.{Vested,.Pen)
Maine Record All -Wave 3 (HP
Pen, D, Pep)
Four-vake : Blueprint,. la. each.
A.C. Fury Pour (SG, SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Fury Pour Super (SG, SG,
.

D, Pen)
A.C. Hall -Mark
.

(HF Pen, D,
Push -nil I)
Universal Hall -Mark (HP Pen, D,
Push -Pull)
..
.,
..
SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : Blueprints, Is. each.
Fir Superhet. (I),eee-valve)
F. J. Camais 2-v:.Ive Sul-an-het..het..
Mains Seta : Blueprints, is. each.
A-C.1'5 Sup/whet (Three-valve) ..
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..

PW60
P Wí3

iodical in which the description appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to WirelessMagazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over Gd. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand,

-

-

The

76

(Shi, D, Pen)

-

-

.

-valve : Blueprint, Is.
PW'S3 Four
" Imp " Portable 4 (D, LE, LF
(l'en))

?WIZ.

PWa1
PWH`3

PW'64

PW'72

PW82
PW 78

PW84

PW87
PW89
PW 9'2
PW17
PW34B
PW'34C

PW46
PW'83ti
PW 90

PW67

PWI8
PW19

e

J.

PW50

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprint, ls.
Simple S.W. One -valuer
PWS8.
Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
Midget Short -nave Two (D, Pen)
PW38A,-

"Fleet" Short-wave TWO
(D (HF Pen), l'en)
Three-valve , Blueprints, ls. each.
Experimenter's Short-wave Three
(Sel, D, Pow) .
PW10
The Perlent 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and
PW'37
Trans))
The Eland -spread S.W. Three
PW'39
(HF Peu, D (Peri), Pen)
PW'48
PORTABLES
Three-valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
ELF Three -vulve
PW49
Port a!le GIP Peu. D, Peu)
PWLl Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
PW

e

Psileon

-

--

PW94-

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Oper ated,
One -Valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
AL -Wavy Unipen (Pentode)
PW31AThe

F. J. Carom's A.C. Superhet 4 ,.
F. J. Canon's Universal £4 Super.
het 4
..
,.
Qualtone " Universal Four

SPECIAL NOTICE
blueprints are drawn full
THESE
size.
The issues
containing
descriptions of these sets are now out
of print, but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that constructional details are available, free
with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the per-

MISCELLANEOUS

PW'20
PW34D
PW45

PW47

PW65
PW77

W

(HF, D, Pen)

.

Radiogram

AW393

-

Alt'.I.17
W31367.'

l'eri)
Home-made Onil Two (D, Pen) .,
Three-valve : Blueprints, le, each.
Experimenter's 5-metre Set (D.
'rea,,, Super-regent
The Carrier Short -waver (SG,
e

Three-valve

W111394

-

WM320
W -M344

--

PWà2 Four-valve.: Blueprint,, le. Od. each.
Al -Metal lour (2 8G. D, I'en) ..
PW'43 Barrie' Jubilee Radiogram (HP,
PM 42.
Pen, D, LF, P)..
..
..

AW403
W M286

AW393
W'M374

WM401
WM320
W753860

-

e

Blueprints, ls,

waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)

AW'433

W3í390

..

Emigrator (SG, 1), l'en) A.O. ..
Four-valve e Blueprints, Is. 6d.
Standard Four -valve A.G. Short.

-

AW436

W3ß83
WM297

AW453

-

WM3e2
WM391

MISCELLANEOUS

AW370

W31404

..

Superhet : Blueprint, ls. 6d.
tliwpli5ed Short-wave Super .,
Mains Operated
Two -valve e Blueprints, Is. each.
Two -valve Maine Short -Traver (D,

S.W. One -valve Converter (Prie,
6d.)
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1'6)
Listener's 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier

W M331

--

..

\l40'

AW' 149

-

(SG, I), LE, P)

WM4t0

WM350
W M:38l

W

Four-valve Blueprints, is. 6d- each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater
(HE, Pen, D, RC, Trans)
-.
Standard Four-valver Short -waver

W M39U

-

A{N:r2

e

M389

WM340

..

-

RoruaShott-Waver
,.
Two -valve Blueprints, ls. each.
'Ultra-short. Battery Two (SG, det

W M 393

Four -valve : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
fils. Pour (Sil, I), RC, Trans)
SeR-contained Four (SO, D, LE,

D. Pen) .
£15 lee. 1930 A.C.

W M497

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
: Blueprints, is. each.
0.W. flue-valver for America ..
A\t'429

WM371

,.

Mains Operated
Two-valve e Blueprints, ls. each.
C,mmielertrie Two (D, Pen) A.C..
9S+ononry A.C.Two (I), Trans) A.C.
Three-Valve e Blueprints, is. each.
Home i,over'a New All-Electrip
Three (SG, D. Trane. A.C.) .,

WM359

e

PW86

----

7Miriirithe Three (S(1, D,- Trou) ..
All -wave Winning Three (SG, D.
Pear)

(2 SG, D, LP,
Clan: B) ..
Hew Class B Five (2 SG, D, LF

Main Sets : Blueprints, Is. each.
Heptode Super 'Three A.O.
..

One -valve

..

The Auto Straight Four (HP, Pen,
HP, Pen, DDT, Pen)
Five -valve : Blueprints, le, Od. each.
Sneer-quality Pive (2 HF, D, 110,

WM395

-

PORTABLES
Four-valve Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.
Holiday Portable (10, D, LP,
Class B)
Fauaily Portable (11F,' D, BO
Trani)
Tyere Portable (SO, D, 2 Trans.)

.

PT')' Three (Pen, Ti, Pen)
Certainty Three (SO, D, Pen)

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets Blueprints, ls. 6d. each.
'Vsredy Four
..
'l'le Request All -Waver
a

PW68

P\l'499A
WIRELESS

MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS

Mantovani A.C. Three (HP, Pen,
PW 40.

PW63

Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four -elation Crystal Set ..
..
AW427
Lucerne Tuning Coil for A.W.427
Sii.
153.1 Crystal Set
..
AW444
15U -mile Crystal Set
At4'4IU
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprint, ls.
B.B.i'. Spr,:ial One-valver
AW3S7
Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.
Melody Ranger Two (D. Ti -rio) .
AW-3S8
Fulbvobmie TWO (SG det. l'en)-.
At1':11x2
A modern Two-valver
WM490Three-valve : Blueprints, io, each.
S.G. 3 (aft, 0, Trans)
AW412
1.uc ri e Ranger (SG. I). Trans)
AW422£5 le. Three De Luce Version
(SG, D. Trans)
AW-43.-i
Transport able Three (SG.D, Pen).
W'M:.7 i
Simple -T'use Three (SG, D. Pen)..
WM:3'27
Economy Pentode Three (SG, D,
Pen)
WM3:37
W.M." (1934 Standard Three
(SG. D, Pen)
.WM351
L33s:Thrre (Sol- D, Trans)
..
W'M354
1935 £6 lie. Battery Three (SG,

PWp4
T're ne)
PWfi4 Class 13 Q,wdrady-ne
PW 70

W.C.2.

PWTIÀ

-

Blueprint, ls.
S.W. Converter -Adapter (l valve)
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND

PW23
PM 25PWL9 Lrxerne Straight Four (SG, D,
PW35CLE, Trans)
PW3J)3 £3 5s. Battery Four (3110. D. 2LP).
PW3tiA The H.K. Pour (3G, s(4, D. Pen)..
PWfrO

PW91

(1(6)

'tali, Unit (Iv.) for WM392 (1(-)
Barrie E lertr rgram battery amplifier (I)-)
De Luce Concert A.C. Electro.
grain (1/-)
New Style Short-wave Adapter
(1)-)
.,
Short-wave Adaptor (1 r)
..
B.L.D.I..C. Short-wave Converter
(1f-)

Wilson Tone Marter (1/-)..
The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con.
vertex (IF)
..
..
..

A

W-329

W'M387
WM:192
W' Ill :3s8'

W31399
W'M403
WM:18S

AW'456
W

M405

W914118

W10408

A
i

HINTS COUPON

This coupon is available until April'
18th, 1946, and must accompany alli
F Practical Hints.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, April, 19461
1

All applications respecting Advertising in this Publication should be addressed to the
DIRECTOR,
GEORGE NEWNES. LTD.. Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand, London. W.C.2. ADVERTISEMENT
Telephone : Temple Bar 4163.
CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPLY : This periodical is sold subject to the following
conditions, namely, that 1t shall not, without
the written consent of the publishers first given, be lent, re -sold, hired out or otherwise disposed
of Trade except at the full
retail price of 9d.: and that it shall not be lent, re -sold, hired out or otherwise disposed ofofillbya way
condition or in any
unauthorised cover by way of Trade ; or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary-ormutilated
pictorial matter, whatsoever.

I

Your -new STENTORIAN
is being ruade now...
Extension
Speakers

inc.

an d

control

cabinet
volume

from

2916

contains 3 cores of
non -corrosive Ersin Flux
Radio Experimenters are now able
to use " The finest Cored Solder in
the World," Ersin Multicore. The
three cores of extra active flux en

It may e'Yeä- be_, níailing for
von at- your
Radar
I)ealePs. 'Keep -in touch ith tint';these attractive extension speakers
scith their superb reproduction offer such 'uu zing value that they ate
being bought faster than they can IT
produced.. /ll OTC and
more. people appreciate
the .convenience of not
being confinedfor their a
radio to the room the
set occupies.

teal

PRICES
Minor Type MX (for
Low Impedance
Extension)
... 2916
Minor Type MC (with
Universal
Transformer) ...
.. 35,6
Baby Type BX (for
Low Impedance
Extension)
.
4316
Baby Tyite BC (with
Universal
Translorm_r)
... ... 49/6

Available front electric
and radio shops, iron-

mongers, etc.

Nominal 1 -lb. reels:
13 S.W.G. 4/10 ea.

S.W.G.
Size

2

5/3 ea.

-

cartons:

6d. ea.
NIULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
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S.W.G.

Metlìer House, Albemarle Street, London, W.1.
Tel : REG. 1411 (P.B.X. 4 line,

THE PERFECT EXTRA SPEAKER FOR ANY SET

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD..
MANSFIELD, NOTTS.

AMBITIOUS
HAVE YOU HAD YOUR COPY OF "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"?
Whatever your age or experience-whether you are one of the old school " or a newcomer
to Engineering anxious to hold your position under post-war conditions-you must read
this highly informative guide to the best paid Engineering posts.
The Handbook contains among other intensely interesting matter, particulars of B.Sc.,

A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.P.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
CITY & GUILDS, CIVIL SERVICE, and other important Engineering Examinations,
outlines courses in all branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,
AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION, AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING, DRAUGHTSMANSHIP, GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT,
BUILDING and PLASTICS (the great peacetime careers), MATRICULATION, etc.,
and explains the unique advantages of our Employment Department.

NO PASS

-

NO FEE

GUARANTEE
£10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES" ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your future secure
and describes many chances you are now missing.
In your own interest we advise you to
write for your copy of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts NOW
FREE and without
obligation.
WE DEFINITELY

If you are earning less than

,

.

sure speedy soldering and eliminate
high resistance or dry joints.
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BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
409, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, 18 & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I.
THE B.I:E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED. Tower House, Southampton Street,, Strand. London, W.C.2. and
printed in England by THE NEWNES & PEARSON PRINTING CO.. LTD., Exmoor Street, London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia
and New Zealand: GORDON & GOTCH, LTD. South Africa: CENTRAL. NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Subscription rates including postages
Inland 105. 6d. per annum; Abroad los, per annum. Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post.
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